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the only occasion where the older Stain appeared to lose his self-possession. He looked
up quickly, and was about to greet Harvey,
when the scowling glances of that witness
caused him to glance away in evident confusion.
Finally, when 11 o'clock had come and
passed, the repeated calls for order, and the
report that the hall would be cleared if quiet

DEXTER’S SENSATION.
Stain and Cromwell Appear For Their

not to be obtained in some other way,
had its effect, and the proceedings began.
The spectators, however, could not be still
for long,and again and again the proceedings
were swspeuded until the crowd could be reduced to silence,which woultl last until some
point in the testimony
or some remarks
heard in the crowd itself, occasioned another
outbreak of excitement.
The crowd in the hall during the forenoon
was nearly equalled by the numbers w ho
packed themselves into the structure at the
afternoon session. When, finally, the decision of Judge Waldron was announced and
the eager spectators knew that the men
would De tried next February, a scene of the
wildest excitement ensued.
The crowd
cheered, stamped and showed their interest
in the result in every way;possible. Although
it was a forgone conclusion what the result
<>f the hearing would be, the crowds outside
hearing the applause within, took up the
cheering and made the streets ring with
their enthusiasm.
During the day, the proceedings were followed by Mrs. Barron, with the liveliest interest, and she received the news of the result as the achievement of the first step in
her husband’s vindication.
Her friends
crowded around her, profuse in their expressions of gratification at the ending of the
hearing, and the binding over of the prisonwas

Hearing Saturday.
Floek to Town to See

Thousands
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Absolutely Pure.
This

Washington, D. C., Oct. 24.
To Observer, Portland:
12.20 a. in.—Holst storm southwest Portland section. Storm advancing eastward from
eastward from Lake Huron; southerly gales
shifting to northwesterly; rain. Also ordered for Boston, Boston section and East-

strength

ilie ordinary kinds, and cannot be sold in
competition with the multitude of low test, short
weight alum or phosphate powders. Sold only in
cans.
Koval Bakiko Powdeb Co., loc Wall
St.. N. Y,_
lyBd&wtf | port.
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[Special to the Press.]
Halifax, Oct. 23.—At Clearwater, N. B.,
during the hurricane of Friday night, the
dwelling of a family named Greer, caught
fire, and the widowed mother, aged 50, her
son William, aged 24, and an adopted daughter, aged 9 years, were cremated. John
Greer, who escaped from the flames, says
that when the family went to bed there was
fire in the kitchen stove. He was awakened by a dense smoke in his room. He roused
his brother William, and discovered the
a

house ablaze.

Both brothers made a rush
for the room of their mother and sister, but
were driven back by the flames.
John then
Jumped out of the window, but William
made a second attempt to save his mother,
and all three were burned to death. The
fire was seen from a lumber camp half a
mile distant, and help was soon at hand, but
the heat was so Intense that they could do

nothing but stand
being consumed.

rates.

off and watch the bodies

LORINQ, SHORT & MARION.
eod4w

CHEWFOREE’S

•

MAINE.

Robbery at Cardiner.
Gabdineb, Oct. 23.—The confectionery
store of Chas. E. Wentworth, in the Coliseum
building was broken into Saturday night,
and a quantity of cigars and tobacco carried
off.
Owned

in Maine.

Calais,

Oct. 23.—A telegram from Newfoundland states that the British bark Bessie Simpson, Cant. Bradford, master, owned

by James Murchie & Sons of Calais, bound
from Boston for a Newfoundland port, was
totally destroyed by fire at Harbor de Grace,
N. F.
We know that finer leaf and sweetening than Is
used in Force's llainhow does not exist. To dealIn tobacco who do not sell Foree’s llainhow.
will, on application, for a limited time, send
free of charge a W-cent plug for examination.
A. K. Mitchell & Co., Boston, Mass,
net liteodSm
ers
we

Presumpscot House,
Sm&APPA, m.
informs the

subscriber

respectfully
public
lias taken charge of the Presumpscot
THEthat iieMain
street; the same having
House,

Deen

on

tharouglily refitted and newly furnished, makes

a

comfortable and convenient home for

REGULAR BOARDERS and TRANCIENT GUESTS
It will be the aim of the Proprietor to please all
patrons of the house. Terms Reasonable
Everybody made satisfied and happy.
G. J. IIESELTON, Proprietor.
0, L. HESELTON. Clerk.oct8d3w

Sunk Off Cow Island.

Biiidkfobd, Oct. 22 —Steam tender Bessie
belonging to the dredging schooner at work
the

rock near Cow
Island this morning, and sunk.
She lies on
the Biddeford side of the channel, with
nothing but her smokestack visible.
on

Saco

river, struck

a

Burned at Newport.
Newpobt, It. I., Oct. 22.—The harbor was
illuminated tonight by a burning vessel,
the schooner Ida A. Jane, Capt. Hall, of and
from Rockland, Me., with a cargo of lime.
The vessel lost her mainmast while riding
out a southeast gale off the east side of
Block Island on Thursday, and this, doubtless, caused the leak. The wind changed
soon afterwards, and the vessel was headed
Her boats are stove. She is
for this port.

valuable,
hnnrH

and

had

Th« vpnkpI

2500 barrels of lime on
whif*li in nwnwl hv Pont.

Hall and his two sisters, is not insured. The
captain, mate and several of the crew were
injured by the falling mast. Her mainsail,
etc., are at Block Island, whore they washed
ashore. The captain and crew were able to
remove their clothing, sails, etc., before the
flames burst

through

the sides.
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Alleged Murderers Bound
the February Term.
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[Special to the Press. 1

solved the most famous mystery Maine ever
had, and flushed with his apparent success,
brought Jimmie Hope to Dexter for preliminary trial at the scene of the crime, there
was an equal excitement, and an equal gathering of the people of this region. Some of
the actors in the scene eight years ago have
passed away; many of the throng of today

Further Proceedings in the Cases of
the Condemned Anarchists.

Washington, Oct. 22.—The Supreme
Court has decided to hear further argument
upon the application for a writ of error in
in the case of the condemned Chicago Anarchists, and has set the hearing for Thursday next at noon. The court has also decided to allow the State of Illinois to appear
in the proceedings, and has notified Attorney
General Hunt to be present and make the
argument in behalf of the State in opposition
to the petition for a writ of error. A further
order in the case will be made when the
court reassembles on Monday.
Maine Matters.

The following changes in the Star service
announced: Route 475. York Beach tc
York. FromMovember X, 1887, order increase of service six times a week from October 1st to June 30th, in each year.
Crosby Y. Wooster has been commissioned
postmaster at South Hancock, Maine.
are

without the use of knife
ligature, or detention from
business. All diseases of tht
Rectum successfully treated
by Dr. C. T. FISK, AH
Pleasant Ml., Auburn,Iflc
Cure guaranteed. At U. 8. Hotel, Portland, Boon
Refer
18,every Saturday from t) a. in Pi 4 p. m.
ences given. Consultation free. Send for pampli
jet. 9 years experience. Hundreds cured.
eodtf
sep6
cured
or

What Was Said and Done atthe Hear,

fng.
Dextkh, Oct. 22.—Men were stamping
their
feet to
keep them warm when
Judge Waldron opened the hearing this
morning. “Please keep quiet,” remarked
the judge. “It is necessary that the evidence
may be taken in telligibly.”
Another interval of silence, disturbed only
by the half-subdued utterances of court officials and attorneys.
A few stamped their
feet, not with impatience, but with the cold.
County Attorney Appleton opened for the

bery of the bank and the murder of the official to Whose care its property had been intrusted, caused the wildest excitement. Ever
since the announcement that the alleged
murderers were in the hands of the officers,
was first published,the one
topic of conversation among the people of Dexter has been

government. He told how Barron was found;
that all the appearanees went to show that
the cashier was murdered. He declared that
the purpose of the government was not to go
into elaborate details of the manner in which
Barron was found ; he hoped that the defence would not attempt to elicit this from
the government He spoke of the gravity
of the crime charged, the excitement produced by the crime, and intimated that the
details of the affair have sunk deep into the
minds of the people of Dexter. When Mr.
Appleton said the government, after years of
mystery, had found a clew, and believed
that it could lay before the State a case that
would directly implicate two men, there was

the Barron case. The daily news concerning the prisoners and their past life, and the
theories which have since been advanced,
respecting the crime and its perpetrators,
have been eagerly read as they were published from day to day in the columns of
the Press.
The arrival of the officers and their prisoners, when a large part of the population
of the town managed to get a glimpse of the
suspected parties, brought to a number of
the spectators the conviction that they had
seen the prisoners before.
These persons,
all of them citizens of Dexter, and as to the
honesty of whose belief in the identity of
Stain and Cromwell with the suspicious
characters whom the witnesses remembered,
no one entertained a doubt, expressed their
willingness to appear at the trial. At the
first hearing the prosecution asked for time
to collect their evidence, and a postponement was granted. The desire of the people
of Dexter and vicinity to hear the testimony
of their fellow citizens, and their curiosity
to see if anything further was to be presented in the way of evidence, were made known
by the preparations they commenced to
make in order that that they might see and
hear all that transpired Ion the great day.

important facts; I shall show
more
than
cause
that
probable
these
respondents committed the crime
with which they are
charged. Now
more

to go back.
It will appear that in the
year 187G or thereabouts there existed a gang
of men whose headquarters were in the town
of Medfield at David L. Stain’s house, and
that Stain was the leader of this gang or as-i-it_.r__

Bangor this morning
bringing the prisoners, the town hall, in
which the bearing was to take place, was
packed with people representing all degrees
of Dexter society. Around the station was
collected a big crowd anxious for a first
glance at the arrivals, and at the door of the
hall was another mass of men and boys,
while along the streets were lines of men,
women and chi ldren, all of whom were busy
talking about the coming trial.
From the surrounding country an army of
people early began to pour into town. They
came in all sorts of vehicles.
They came on
the cars and they came on foot. Whole

Cromwell committed the crime now charged
against them. We shall also show by other
witnesses that the respondents were in this
town when the crime was committed.
We
shall also show that the respondents admitted that they were in Dexter when the
dark deed was done, and they admitt ed that
they, the respondents, did the deed.”

Then Attorney General Baker arose and
began a brief argument to establish the fact
that Cashier Barron was really murdered.
Lawyer Crosby asked certain questions, and
the attorney general described just how Barron was found and what the appearances
were.
Whenever the attorney general hesitated in his description, Counsel Crosby for
Stain made a suggestion or two or demurred
from the point argued by the attorney general. Then all the lawyers chatted pleasantly about the points under discussion. There
was an interval of consultation between associate counsel, and then the big crowd got
restless again.

and in many cases entire
moved on Dexter en masse.
The inhabitants who looked at the mass of
people in the streets of their enterprising
came

neighborhoods

recall another time, at
which anywhere near the number of people
were in the town, excepting at the time
of
Barron’s death
and
when Hope
was brought here. Before the arrival guesses
at the size of the crowds were mingled with
the prevailing talk about the case. All sorts
of estimates were made and big figures were
common.
The man who made the estimate
which seemed to be generally accepted by
the crowd was an old fellow who exclaimed,
“Well, its all Penobscot county anyhow.”
During the day, the town looked as if a
circus and a big one was exhibiting. The
venders of fruit and sandwiches were out in
force and at noon, In all directions, were the
not

Benjamin

C. Thompson
was the first witness sworn.
He said he had
lived in Dexter 34 years and had a large
acquaintance there. He said that on the dav
of the Barron murder he saw strangers inDexter. On that day he saw a man cross
the street from the bank building. “It was
U o’clock in the morning,” continued witness; “and the man was coming toward me
I looked
and passed within ten feet of me.
at him pretty sharply because I knew he was
a stranger.
He had on a rubber coot and a
I did not see the
cap with a large visor.
man again, but when I heard of the murder
next morning the countenance became clear
to me. I see the man here again today."
And the witness pointed out Cromwell.
On being cross-examined witness said: “I
knew a man named Moses Carr at the time
and have seen him since. Did not know that
he was in town that day or that he was in
the habit of wearing a rubber coat
Haven’t
seen him but a little for IS or 16 years.
I see
lots of strangers in town.
Don’t know a
man named Miller Cromwell.
Didn’t see
any one by that name in town thqt day.
When I saw the stranger he was walking at
a fair gait.
Should think I looked at the
man five or six seconds.
Never saw him
since until now, but have no doubt in my
mind but that he is the man.”

country people lunching upon the contents
of their picnic backets wh*le their horses
were tied by the fences and
nearly every

stable in the village contained one or more
visiting animals.
Long before ten o’clock every seat in the
hall was occupied and every standing place

taken, while places where no one had
ever sat or stood before had their
occupants.
The stage was cleared of scenery and was
utilized by many af the spectators as a vantage ground from which to view the proceedings. The gallery was filled with ladies
and children, and many ladies, as well as
was

^alll itUIUlSSlUU.

the two

shown that Cromwell confessed to one of his
confederates that he and Stain were in Dexter on Feb. 22, 1878, and that, Stain and

the train arrived from

CUUIU UUt

rv^i___

respondents, John Harvey
and other persons. From the testimony of
one of the government witnesses it will be

pri sed

the mills worked overtime to

uicu,

applause.

“It is not our purpose now
to lay before the court all our evidence, but I
shall content myself with going over the
some

gain the leisure to attend the trial, and when

uuoi

ac

THE DETAILED ACCOUNT.

every household in this part of Maine until
it has become to the oldest man and youngest child, alike, the one subject, the shadow
of mystery upon which it has never lightened
to lessen curiosity or silence speculation.
To a community in which a mystery such
as that attending the death of CashierBarron
had, for so long a time, remained unsolved,
the arrest of two men charged with the rob-

a

nnnnuroil

filace,

then too young to comprehend the exBut the story of Barron’s
citing event.
death and of the great mysteiy that hangs
over it has been told again and again in

village, jcould

thnmonlnna

Ser

were

Operatives in

Tlin nriennarc

they had all day. Cromwell was still nervous, and Stain retained his coolness, evincing neither alarm nor surprise when Judge
Andrews pronounced his decision.
It is fortunate that everything passed off
as smoothly as it did.
The crowd was a
good-natured one, and, barring the natural
excitement, which sometimes was shown in
rather noisy demonstrations, there was no
disorder.
It was very evident, however,
that there was no sympathy entertained by
the onlookers toward the men who were
brought to answer to the charge. One danbeset the spectators, and that was the
ability of some part of the building to colunder
its unwonted Sload. Had
lapse
there been any occurrence to cause a panic
the
among
people, wedged together as densely as they could Btand without danger of
suffocation, the result would have been apDuring the evening excitemeut
palling.
was still at fever heat, and in every
public
as well
as in every house in the vilage, the trial was the one topic of conversation.

Dkxteii, Oct. 22.—Once before, and only
once before, have the scenes of today been
equalled in this village. Eight years ago,
when Detective Wiggins,confident that he had

families

-----

ocl

Remem-

Portland, Me., Oct. 23, 1887.
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WEATHER.

Washington, Oct. 24.
The indications for Maine are colder, rain,
brisk to high southerly veering to westerly.
Signals from Delaware Breakwater to East-
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all there must have besri 2,000 people in the

Daniel W.

hall.
The government had made preparations
for a vigorous prosecution of the case.
Attorney General Baker had come to Dexter,
and with him were County Attorney Apple-

next sworn.
fifteen years,” he

was

......
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“I have lived in Dexter
said.
“I was a-woolen
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I saw the prisoner, Stain, on the
ot the murder, on the street near the
Merchants’ Exchange Hotel.
My wife was
with me at the time.
When I first noticed
him he was ten rods away. I mistook him
at first for John S. Heald of Portland,
but when six or eight rods from him discovered my mistake. Then 1 looked at him particularly to see if it was anybody I did know.
I passed close to him and observed him carefully. After he passed I looked to see in
which direction he went.
My wife and 1
the Exchange, and went on towards
arron’s house. Tlie man was Hanging his
head, and as he went by looked at me closely. Ilia eyes are the particular features by
which 1 identify him today.
He had on a
grayish-brown overcoat.”
On cross-examination by Mr. Crosby, the
witness again described the particular position of the man when he saw him. The
stranger had a moustache and narrow, sandy
chin whiskers; the overcoat was unbuttoned
and witness recognized him mainly from a
side view and the peculiar look of his eyes.
“1 haven’t the least doubt,” he said, “but
that the one here is the one.
My attention
was called to the man the day after the murder, and I described to the sheriff on that

tragedy.

day

ton and Anson M. Goddard, Esq.
Mr. Appleton had previously been connected with
the Barron case, and when Jimmy Hope
was brought to Dexter, Mr. Appleton was
one of the lawyers associated in his defence

Ex-Governor Plaisted was also here.
It was just ten o’clock when the train
stopped at the station platform and the prisoners, under the charge of the officers stepped from the cars and faced the crowd. Thej
were placed in carriages and driven rapidl)
through the streets to the hall. High Sher
iff Brown led Cromwell into the building
and Stain was under the charge of Sherif

Sassed

t he arrival of the prisoners creatBarker,
ed the greatest confusion.
Excited men
pushed on by those behind them, threatened
to overturn the temporary bench and th<
Officers did what the;
seats around it.
could to hold back the crowd and Judgi
Waldron repeatedly rapped for order.
Bu
popular curiosity and excitement gave littli
thought to Judge Waldron and the officers
in the universal desire to get near enough ti
the criminals to have a good look at them.
Cromwelljsat by the side of his wife. Hi
showed the effect of his imprisonment, am 1
appeared nervous, from time to time anxious
ly glancing at the throng around him. Hi
wife seemed greatly affected by the proceed
ings, and as the testimony of her husband’:
accusers was given she cried bitterly.
Stair
retained his self-possession.
He took tin
in
interest
the
greatest
proceedings, appar
ently closely following the testimony of th i
When County Attorney Apple
witnesses.
ton predicted the conviction of the men. ii
making his opening, there was long and loui 1
cheering, but Stain's face did not change i
muscle. He sat motionless, leaning slightl;
forward and eyeing the crowd.
Beside hit
sat his daughter, Cora Stain.
She is abou t
25 years old. but looks younger, and, in he r
stylish suit, presented a marked contrast t )
her father’s appearance.
The entrance of Charles Stain and Hat
vey caused a diversion in the crowd, and wa I

|

day

how

the

man was

dressed.”

Elmer A. Brewster
and testified:
“X have been a
resident of Dexter for thirteen years. I
noticed the two prisoners in court one week
ago today. I have seen Stain before. On
the day of the Barron murder, a few minutes after noon, a man came into my store
after crackers and cheese. Did not stop to
havel a paper around them. He put the
crackers in one pocket and the cheese in the
other. That night when 1 heard of the Barron murder, I told about my customer.
I
identify Stain todayas the man."
On being cross-examined witness said the
man had on a brownish overcoat.
He had a
mustache of a sandy color but no whiskers,
Witness’s attention was particularly attraded because he did not have the crackers
done up.
He bought 21 cents’ worth of
goods. He had on a soft hat.
was sworn

Thomas Bickell
“I have lived here 66
next sworn.
I
years. I am positive saw Stain here on the
I saw him
day of the Barron tragedy.
standing in the street door of the bank as I
came up the road with my team.
He was a
stranger to uie. 1 passed by about 20 feet
away. Another man was in the door but I
could not see all of him. He was putting on
Next day when I heard of the
an ovorcoat.
murder I thought just how the stranger
was

looked.”

cross-examination

witness said it was 6
o’clock in the afternoon when he saw the
He had on a brownish overcoat and a
man.
woolen cap. Had sandy whiskers. "I positively identify Stain as the man,” the witness said.
At the conclusion of this cross-examination the court adjourned for dinner. At 2.30
o’clock the exanuntatlon of witnesses was
On

resumed.

Charles H. Bagley,

of Corinth, was sworn. “I was in Dexter on
the day of the Barron tragedy and was up
stairs in the bank building just before noon
Went up to get a check cashed. As I went
upstairs I saw a man's foot disappear
through the Masonic Hall folding doors. He
closed the door from the inside.”
On cross examination the witness said he
did not get into^4ttber bank.
He was in
town two hours, jvent right down stairs
again. There was nobody else on the stairs.
Tns door was closed afterward.
Counsel
asked if witness saw a shadow but he said
he could tell a shadow from a heel. He tried
the doors of both banks and* found them
locked. Didn’t know whether any one was

ernment wan’t the men bound over, we’ve
nothing to say-"
Attorney General Baker closed the case.
He said he did not propose to weary the
He did not propose to
court at length.
establish the guilt or Innocence here. If the
court decides whether the testimony Is sufficient to hold these men, it simply sends
them to another court, where their guilt or
innocence can be shown. The defense submits no evidence-, that is in itself the nature
of a confession. He said he couldn’t for a
moment see how any community like Dexter people could accept the theory of suicide.
Those prisoners at the bar had no business
here.They were men whose only business was
trial in the town of Medfield, Mass. Identification is clear. We take out of the gang of
thieves a man who has reformed, who leads
an honest life. We have shown the character of these bad men. If you would know
more of their deeds done, we must get one
from the members of
the gang doing it.
Government stands here and asks in behalf
of the citizens of the State that these men be
held to answer for their crime before a jury
of their countrymen.
Judge Waldron bound the prisoners over
to the February term of the Supreme Judicial Court at Bangor.
BEARINC ON THE CASE.

Attorney

Atwec-1 J. Cobb,
of Dexter, was nex*«worn. “I was janitor
of Masonic Hall in 1878. There was no meeting in the hall from February Uth that year
to the 22d. On the evening of the 22d I

reached the bank about 6.30 or 7.00 o’clock.
Others were there before me.
I found
the Masonic hall door about half open.
After the meeting of the Uth, I closed and
locked tne doors and there had been no occasion to open them since.
During the
evening 1 went up into the hall with others.
Next morning went up there and found
cracker crumbs on the upholstered seat in
the hall, also cigar ashes.’’

Cross examined.—“There were two sets of
hall besides mine. The hall was
nuird

fhnti

u

vnor

at-

that rlniu

It ia

quite customary to show visitors through the
hall.
I testified iu the hearing before. I

About the Prospect.
[Special to tue Press.]
ALuuaiA,

next sworn. “I lived in Dexter seventeen years.
Recollect the night of the Barron murder.
Yisited Masonic hall at 9 o’clock next morning. Number of men with
me.
Nobody smoked that 1 day or ate
crackers there. Fouud cracker crumbs,”and
here witness described
the position
of
crumbs and cigar ashes.
was

Harvey’s Testimony.
John F. Harvey, Medfield, Mass., was then
sworn.
He said: “I lived in Medfield 37
Was there in 1873.
years.
Lived In the
house with David L. Stain. Knew of a body
of men organized for purposes of robbery.
They were Stain, Cromwell, Billy Bell, John
Harvey and Charles F. Stain. Did all kinds
of robbery they thought
of.
Went
to
stores*
grocery stores,
dry
goods
depots, everything that came in their
way. Always planned them in Stain’s house
and I was always present. The method was
for each and everyone to find out what was
worth stealing and steal it.
Quite often
found

out

anything worth doing, we would hold a
meeting to see about it. Stain always got his
share and then would steal half what the
others got.
Continued a member of the

gang until 1 was arrested for breaking and
entering the depot at Needham with Billy
Bell. We were sent to the Massachusetts
State Prison for three years.
Was arrested
in February, 1877, and sentenced in April.
Served three years with the exception of a
portion of the time given for good behavior.
Had no connection with them after 1 got out
and have been clear of them since.
Before
my arrest I often used to hear Cromwell and
Stain talk over Maine.
used
to say
They
that this State was a better place for operations than there. It was not so well guarded and there were fewer crooks down h«r«.
They mentioned many places, among them
Dexter, Winthrop,Gardiner and Mount Vernon.
After I got out, stopped at Stain’s one
night and then left there. Until last January
I worked in Natick, Mass., on the farm as a
foreman and have worked there a good deal
since.
First information that I got
that there had been a Dexter bauk robbery
was in the fall of 1882, when I was
working
with Cromwell
a
and
man
named
Clemmer. We had three men put up a
ior receiving stolen goods, and
jot> on stain
he was sent to jail for one year. At that
time Stain was lying in jail, awaiting trial,
aud Cromwell was over helping me out. He
was scared to death of Stain, and he said to
me that ‘that old devil is down there in jail
plotting cussedness which will send me to
jail for life. Charlie Stain is down in Maine
and only a
year ago he wrote to the old man
for $25 to clear up the stolen horse transaction. The o'd man ought to have sent it to
him. That boy knows enough to hang us.’
I told Cromwell that Charlie was way down
in Maine, and could do no hurt there.
Said
Cromwell, ‘That is the place he can do
hurt.’
‘What about?’ I said.
‘Why, on
that Dexter Bank affair,’ he replied, and
then he told me that Stain and himself did
the job down there.
I have heard both men
talk of a machine they used for boring safes,
and they said they got it in New York.
Cromwell told me that he and Goldsmith
were up in Groton or Grafton.
They had
been blowing a safe, and daylight came, and
they threw the machine in a clump of bushes
in the woods.”
Cross-examined:
“I was at sea in X8&4;
came home and stopped in Medheld three or
four months; was In the hospital before I
came home to Stain’s; went to sea from
Quebec after 1 was in Canada a year. In
1868
we
met
at
Stain’s house; then
went
out
of
house
on
Stain’s
a
visit to mother for a day or two; returned
to Boston and joined the vessel.
Went to
New
Brunswick, thence to Liverpool.
Joined another vessel for voyage back to
Liverpool with cargo again. Then worked
aboard the Great Eastern at Morsey.
[The
witness traced his voyage at sea.] Came from
New York to Bangor. Then made a voyage
to Turk’s Island and back to Bangor. Then
went to Medtield.
Got there in January,
1876. Stain lived one-fourth mile from the
centre of Medfield.
Was at Stain’s house
until he was arrested in February, 1877,
thirteen months in all.
“When Cromwell told me about the Dexter matter I did not know whether he did it
or not.
Knew he was a big blower.
Can’t
hold me down to what I told the reporters.
There was so many of them after me that I
told them anything to get rid of them.
1
think that I told them that 1 told Cromwell
young Stain was the biggest liar in the
Told Joseph Bean, of Natick,
country.
Haven’t haa
Mass., about this affair first.
the slightest intimation that I was to receive
in
this
a reward
matter.
Merely expenses
have been paid out, uothing more.
Knew
at Medfield in 1877, before I went to prison.
Lived together many months or weeks, then
she went home and Charley left there. Never saw him again uiftil in 1882 at Bradbury’s.
For two or three weeks he was around
there. Never saw him again until todav.”
Harvey went on telling where some of the
gang committed many minor offences, such
as breaking and Entering grocery stores.
"Stain had several places in his house for
stolen stuff. One was a false closet; another
a place under the floor, and another in the
water closet. He came out of prison in FebStopped at Stain’s the first
ruary, 1880.
night out. Stopped at the bouse of a man
named Wiley all summer; then went to
Bradbury’s farm in Natick, and have been
there ever since. After we got Stain Into
prison he sent for me to swear for him. He
wrote me a number (if letters which I now
have. I left off my bad practices when I
No particular room in
went to prison.
Stain’s where the gang met. All met there
as
once in two weeks. The
together as often
house where we met is now stanaing.’’
E. F. Burns, of the
Boston Qlobe, was
called to testify, and at first refused to do
but
so voluntarily,
finally consented. The
witness had an interview with Cromwell al
Bangor jail. I told him Harvey would be a
witness at the trial and he said, “It’s all u[
with us, then.”

Cross-examined -Cromwell said thej
wouldn’t have Harvey say anything for a
dollars, and Intimated to hin
hundred

(Burns) that it was a bad feature of the cas(
to have Harvey in it.
Charles F. Stain was then sworn, and gav(
substantially the same story that has al
ready been made public.
The

ueuerai i»a-

tonight that the evidence in the
Dexter case was much stronger than he supposed it would be, and he felt confident that
the right parties were under arrest. Only
enough of the evidence was used to bind the
men over.
Harvey’s evidence is considered
the strongest, and the prosecution will be
able to confirm much of Charles Stain’s story.
The Prisoners' Friends.
Dexter, Oct. 22.—Cromwell’s wife and
Mark Revelle. upon whom the prisoners are
depending, arrived in Dexter just before the
hearing commenced this afternoon. Revelle
told Stain to hold his courage and he would
bring him through all right.

H. Larrabee

when any member of the gang

ao.—Aiumcy

ker said

don’t know whether the blinds were open or
shut. Smelled no cigar smoke.
Six nr eight
went up in the hall that night. Was up
there half an hour or less. Made no discovery of any consequence. Looked for burglars and tools.”

Joseph

Baker Interviewed

Ceneral

Arguments.

Hon. Josiah Crosby opened the case fo
He said this case was one o 1
the defence.
the most remarkable ones he ever knew. Thi 1
amount of falsehood in the papers was o [
the greatest magnitude.
He knew of hi i
personal knowledge that a hundred lies hai (
He never knew anything like it
been told.
“It is said to be remarkable because Dexte
Bank officials employed coun sel to defeni 1
these men. 'Tis false; and I never had flv >
minutes conversation with any of these gen
tlemen about the matter. Stain sent for me
We viewed this testimony as worth but a trl
lie. The testimony of identification amount
to nothing. Don’t believe In it; identifies
tion after nine years can’t be done. Admi l

AUTHORITATIVELY ANNOUNCED.
Newfoundland, Left Out, Does
Like the Prospect.

be Not a Happy One.
Chamberlain Under Fire, and Tupper
Waging Political Battle.

[Special

omIIaw

ui

Leader Falls at the

and

ington

the

Mr. Gladstone’s throat is in bad condition,
he is suffering from great exhaustion, and
has been unable to leave his room since yesterday's announcement of the illness. Even
should his indisposition prove but slight, it
will cause the greatest anxiety among the
Liberal leaders.
London, Oct. 23.—Mr. Gladstone’s was
sufficiently improved to attend church to-

and Suez

Canal are concluded.
The conventions will he signed to-morrow. The

Suez Canal convention provides that the
canal shall be kept open in time of war and
that no act of hostility shall be permitted at
either of the approaches or on its banks,

within

a zone to be determined by a international commission on supervision; that the
belligerent powers shall neither embark nor
disembark troops or war material on the
canal or in its ports of access. If Egypt
proves unable to compel respect for the
treaty, she will appeal to Turkey, who in
concert with the signatory powers will take
the necessary measures to enforce obedience.
It is reported that Germany, Austria and
Russia already approve the Suez convention.
The New Hebrides convention confirms
the agreement of 1868 and 1883, and provides that any action necessary to maintain
order sball devolve upon the English and
French men-of-war and France shall evacuate the military posts.

Tar and Iron.

“How about parrots: do you find the demand for them as active as ever?”
"Oh, yes, there Is very little difference.
There is a demand for African gray parrots,
which are the best talkers, and untrained
birds of this variety will sell from $10 to $16
apiece. The yellow-headed Amazon Is another variety that can be easily trained and
brings about the same price. The common
species, the Cuban, bluehead and Maracaibo,
can be bought for $4 to $10, depending on
the market. Of course all these prices are
for untrained birds. A trained talker will
bring almost any price if the owners care to
sell, which does not very often happen.”
BASE BALL.
The World’s

8T. LOUIS, 5; DETROITS, 1.
The Detroits were almost shut out by the
St. Louis Browns at Brooklyn, Saturday.
Iunings.1 2 3 4 5 6

St. Louis.4 1 OUOl—5
Detroits.O O o o 1 0— 1
Base hits—St. Louis, 10; Detroits. 6.
Errors—
St. Louis. 2; Detroits. 3. Earned runs—Sf. Louis,
3; Detroits, 1. Batteries— King and bush vug,
Conway and Uauzell.
Notes.

beeu ictaiued, and the long corridors are full
of the numbered doors of rooms which contain only the plainest and simplest furniture
-cane-seated chairs and painted washstands.
The walls of these jirimitive bedchambers
are adorned with chrouios that probably cost
about eighteen pen-e a pair. In the Chan-

The mackerel catch shows a further falling
off last week, and the season is rapidly drawing to a close. A few good catches were
made on Wednesday night off the South

Mackerel.

large
places, and

Shore, but

schools have beeu seen
at other
most of the vessels haul
upon arrival for the want of men. Some
are kept out to prevent the crews front leaving, but stoirny weather would soon drive
them all In, and it is not likely that the season will last more than a week or two longer.
According to the statement of the Boston
Fish Bureau the landings at all (torts for the
week amounted to 2476 barrels against 1600
barrels the prev Ions week and 1998 barrels

within nor without has any endeavor been
made to embellish the house. There is no
garden, and the forest commences almost at
the doors.
The famous flnntirur Wlnml nt tlm lw-

wentwater, England, has come to the surface again after a long disappearance. This
is a mass of decaying vegetation forming a
layer of peat, on top of which is a thin covering of clay bound together by the roots of
vegetation. It rests on the clay bottom of
the lake, but sometimes some force, supposed to be In the gas gem-rated by the de
caying matter, causes it to rise to the surface. Its extent sometimes reaches half an
acre, and it rises and falls with the water,
until finally it sinks out of sight again, to be

barrels last year, a decrease of 1949 barrels
Mr. Wilcox, of the American Fish Burcai
makes the catch 70,847 Parrels, which virtual
ly, agrees with the Boston Bureau’s e-tiinatt
ana snows mat mis year s eaten promise!
to be the smallest within the recollection oi
this generation.
In 1H!0 the catch to <lat<
was aul.SiU barrels, ami in ISM it was 403,
MO barrels. Last year our dealers had liberu
stocks carried over from the year previous
but this year they were cleaned out befon
the new catch came to market, and at tiu
present time there are not one-quarter si

probably for several years.
Among the Chauncy collection of autographs recently sold in England was tha
original warrant under which Uunyan was
arrested for the third time and imprisoned
for six months, during which time he is said

many mackerel in store as two years ago
The indications are that supplies will lx
completely exhausted before uext June
which is the earliest time that any new
mackerel can be landed in the United State*
according to law.

to have written

the first part of “The PilThe warrant is dated
“March 4,1(574-5,” and is signed by twelve

grim’s Progress.”

Some

six of whom were members of Par
three of whom had originally
committed him for the previous twelve years
imprisonment. Uunyau in it is described as
Death In the Wire.

[Philadelphia News.]
“There is death in the electric light wire.”
Thus spoke a prominent electrician of thh
city last week. “The worst of it is the dan

firmed.
The Woman’s Foreign Missionary Societj
of the Methodist Church is meeting in Liu
coin. Neb.
The explosion of the boiler of a stean
launch at New York yesterday killed twt
men aud injured two others.
A tramp, who claims to be 104 years old
has been arrested iu Cleveland, Ohio.
A Buffalo man has invented an endles: >
chain, with feathering buckets attached, n 1 !

increasing daily,”

he

continued,

Charles Devens, James kussell Lowell, hi.
Gov. Bullock, kicbard H. Dana
„
M. Kvarts. He passed bis tzenunation anepwas admitted to the bar, and then deter-

“anc

the public should be aware of it. The longei
the wire is in service the greater is the dan
ger. Something should be done, and thi

quicker the better. You may rust assurer
that nothing will be done by the electrii
light companies until the public compel: i-.them to act. The trouble is the America!
people are long suffering. They pay littli
need to probable dangers and only act whei
the dire result of their heedlessness is uiadi
manifest. No one will deny that the electrii !
light wires which run along Chestnut stiee
are each
charged with electricity sulhcleut ii
strength to kill downs of men. The uni ,
safeguard is the thin insulating covering oi i
In hundreds of places the heavi
the wires

■

Chairman Jones has issued

a

call for tt e

Kepublican Committee to meet i n
Washington, December H, to fix the date an 1
Dia< e of the next National Republican Coi ivention.
National

V*

IUV

vuiuuiittw u»

A conference of labor elements will b B
held In Decemlier in St. Louis, to form a
political party, probably to be called tli e
National Free Soil Party.

kUO

KIIUID

during the impeachment proceedings against
President Johnson.
After holding his position in President
Grant’s Cabinet for a month, Mr. Washburne
resigned to become American Minister at
Paris, where he remained during the dark
days of the Franco-Prusslan war, winning
distinction as the representative of German
interests in the French capital. Ills experience there furnished Mr. Washburne with
material for the papers he has recently been
preparing for Scribner’s Magazine upon
Paris in the Siege and under the Commune.
THE SUNDAY

SCHOOLS.

CONVENTION AT HARTFORD.

The second convention of the New England Congregational Sunday School Association will be held in the Centra cbnrcb, Hartford. Conn., Kev. Geo. L. Walker, D. D.,
pastor, Oct. 29-27.
The following are among the attractions
the programme:
Address, by Key. R. R.
Meredith; addresses on the theme: “The
Training of Theological Students for work
with our young people,” by Rev. A. E. Dunning; on the theme, “The Sundav School
Agency for the development of Biblical Doctrine in the minds of tue young,” Prof.
Phelps, President Hyde of Bowdoiu College,
Lyman Abbott, David Gregg, and pastor of
Park street church; on the theme, “The neglected opportunities of elty churches, or the
responsibility of city churches for their llmited Sunday school member-hip." by Kev.
James W. Cooper; on “The School as an
Evangelistic Agency,” by Rev A F. SchaufHer and Kev. H. Clay Trumbull; on "Denomination Work,” by S. II. Capen, president of Congregational Sunday School and
Publishing Society; on "Uow to teach the
Bible,” bv Kev. Geo. F. Pentecost.
The annual meeting of the American Missionary Association in Portland on same,
date, will reduce the Representation from
Maine, but those who are able to attend will
be sura of a cordial welcome.

on

GRAND SUNDAY SCHOOL MASS MEETING.

A graud mass meeting of Suuday school
will be held In Treiuont Temple

workers

Boston, Tuesday, Nov. 1st, from 13 o'clock
until 9.19 evening, under the auspices
of the fuleriiational Executive Committee.
The purpose of the meeting is to briog into
oue company three thousand pastors, superintendents, teachers and friends of the cause
to be stimulated, eucouraged and taught by
our great national leaders, and so better fitted for Christian work.
There wILi be a reception and supper as part of the arrangements, and all tne seats in the Temple will
be reserved for the whole occasion. Reserved
seat (all sesRs good), reception and supuer
are offered at $1, 79 and 30 rents, according
to location of seat.
The speakers engaged
for the addresses include Dr. John Hall of
New York, Hon. B. F. Jacobs of Chi'ago,
Kev. A. F. SchaufHer of New York, Prof.
Townsend of Boston, Kev. J. W. Hamilton
of Somerville, and other..
Address William B. Stacey, Treiuont Temple,Boston, for tickets, ami make all other
inquiries of W. N. Hartshorn, chairman
committee, 92 Pearl street,-Boston. Key. B.
P. Snow, Willard, Me., will he pleased to
give information.
noon

Colby University.
The following members of 'so have been
assigned junior parts in the senior exhibition : Lincoln Owen, Hattie May Parmenter,
Henry W. Frye, Eugene L. Sampson.
The Sigiua Kappa Society at its annual Initiation Initiated the three ladles in the class
of 91:
1-ffie
C.
Dascomb, Emetine M.

Fletcher, Mary

S.

Morrill,

at Crockets.

There is no doubt that the dclegates-at
large from Maine to the next Democratic na
tional convention will be Arthur Sewall o [
Bath, president of the Eastern and Malm
Central railroads. Win. L. Putnam of Port
laud, recently appointed by President Clevs
land on the fishery commission, E. C. Allei
of Augusta, the millionaire publisher, am 1
Archibald McNichol of Calais, onj of til •
leading lawyers of the State. Each ami ev
ery one of these gentlemen is a strong Clevr
land man, and is in hearty acecrd with th B
administration. You might rake the Stat „
over with a fine-tooth comb, ami a
strong! r
ami more influential team could nut b e
found. It will be a delegation the like
f
wliich was never sent from the Pine Try e
State before, and will be a credit to the earn e
it represents.

“tyuker."

ger is

Things Prophesied.
[Boston lilobe.]

^istices,
ament, and

Rev. Heman Lincoln of Boston, a prominent Baptist clergytnau and writer, wht
some time ago designated Boston as the city
of the Collinses and O’Briens, is dead.
The reported conflict between vigilantes
and outlaws in Indian Territory is not con-

no

the corresponding week last year. The total
catch to date is 169.825 barrels against 71,77;

gone

>

Championship.

The New Yorks have signed Slattery and
Crane of the Torontos. They will release
Gillespie and Kainey.

for Blunt.

before Maine became a State.
At the age of 19 Mr. Washburne secured a
position in the office of the Christian futelligencer, published at Gardiner. Afterwards
he served in the office of the Kennebec
Journal, where he made the acquaintance of
Hannibal Hamlin. His health obliged the
young man to give up his position In the
Journal office, and he resolved to study law.
He accordingly entered an academy at Kwudiield, and at the end of a year continued bis
studies In the law office of John Otis, at
Uallowell. Mr. Otis, who was a distinguished
lawyer and afterward a member of Congress,
recognized the ability in his charge, and aided him to pursue his studies. Young Wa»hburuo entered the Cambridge Law School in
March, 1839, and studied there over a year,
havlug several student companions who have
become men of repute.
Including Oen.

Sr

fairly be described as bare and uncomfortable. It was originally a hotel, and stands
quite close to the railway station. Much of
the furniture that was in the Gasthof has

a

Elihu Benjamin Wasbbnrne, a native of
Maine, was the third member of a family of
seven boys, several of whom were destined
to become famous in the affairs of their
country. He was descended directly from
John Washburne, the first Secretory of the
Council of Plymouth. His paternal, and also
his maternal, grandfather took part in the
revolutionary war. His father, Israel Wasbburne, inherited the characteristics of his
ancestors, and was a man of firm conviction*
and sterling integrity. He was a native of
Massachusetts, and removed to Maine in
invn, seining mree years later at Livermore,
in Oxford county. There Kiibu was born on
tiie 23d of September, 1818, about four
years

apiece.

cellor's study is a portrait of M. Thiers cut
from a French illustrated paper, and near by
stands the table upon which the preliminaries of peace were signed in 1871. Neither

Despotism In Ireland.
Dublin, Oct. 23.—Placards wore posted ia
Woodford, county Galway, this morning
summonding an indignation meeting under
the English Home Rule
the auspices of
Union. Sir Wilfred Blunt, the philanthropist and benefactor, formerly a Conservatlveamla Home Ruler, was announced to
and
preside, supported by Rowland
other English members of Parliament.
The meeting was proclaimed and reenforcemeuts of police aud troops arrived and paThousands of persons
raded the streets.
A platform was
flocked into the town.
erected In a field. When the sneakers mounted it. Divisional Magistrate Byrne forbade
Blunt to hold the meeting. Blunt defied the
magistrate and the police was ordered to
Several policemen
clear the
platform.
seized Bluut who violently resisted, and
Bluut re
threw him from the platform.
turned and was again thrown off. Pale and
breathless he shouted, “Are you such
damned cowards you dare not arrest mef”
The district inspector replied,“I arrest you.”
tilunt was seized and marched off, his wife
following. The police charged the crowd
and injured many. Three cheers for Bluut
were given.
He refused to
Blunt was carried to jail.
give ball, declaring the whole proceeding illegal. Meetings were afterw ards held aud

which he turned his head to one Hide and expi red without giving any indications of further pain.

finches
and
blackbirds
are
frequently
trained to whistle one or two airs, and such
birds are very valuable, no price being set
for them. It is very difficult to get Europeans who own them to part with a good
trained bird, and they will refuse almost any
offer for a pet of this kind. The English
robins are a beautiful song bird, and are now
wing in popularity among bird fanciers.
ightingalcs will bring from $.8 to $15

exceedingly unpretending, and might, indeed,

Dublin, Oct. 22.—An attempt was made
to evict a widow named Foley from her
house at Uallykerogue, county Wexford, today. Twenty-eight men defended the house,
and the attempt was a failure. The emergency men were smothered with vitriol,
boiling tar and red hot iron. The military
were summoned.

Statesman

Chicago, Oct. 23.—Hon. E. B. Washburne,
ex-Minlster to France, died this afternoon.
He died at the house of his
son, Hampsted
Washburne, at 4 p. m., of congestion of the
heart and brain. Mr. Washburne had about
recovered from the last attack of brain congestion, and arose this morning feeling quite
well. About 8 o’clock, as he was seated in s
barber’s chair, fye was seized with a pain in
the region of his heart, so severe that he was
rendered for a time speechless. He was
assisted to bed and the family and a physician hastily summoned. The physician
for the attack aud in a short time
prescribed
he experienced relief. He rested
easily for
the rest of the day. Shortly before 4 o'clock
he arose without assistance to take a di ink
of water, but was almost immediately seized
with a recurrence of the pain in the heart,
this time more severe than before. He was
quickly assisted to bed and restorative* administered. He lay apparently resting, after

thrushes, bullfinches, blackbirds, magpies,
goldfinches, nightingales, blackcaps, English
robins and starlings. The starltngs rebus

A novel way for raising money for churches
is as follows: A box is placed in some convenient place, and upon the birthday of any
member of the church or Sunday school that
person puts in pennies corresponding to the
number of years, and each year the box is
opened and a snug sum realized. If the
church has a large congregation the amount
will be surprisingly large. The boxes are
called birthday boxes, and have become
quite popular in many towns where they
have been tried.
Prince Bismarck is paying his usual autumnal visit to Friedrichsruhe, the splendid
domain presented to him by the Kaiser after
ths war of 1870. Wherever the Chancellor
may chance to be, his manner of life is always
simple, but at Friedrichsruhe his simplicity
becomes almost Spartan. He sees hardly any
society, and spends a great deal of time in
walking about the forest. The Schloss is

The Canal and the Powers.

utilize the water power of Niagara, aud tin
machine will be given a trial.

schedule

PERSONAL AND PECULIAR.

Pabis, Oct. 23.—Negotiations for conventions regarding the New Hebrides Island

Legislator,
Diplomat.

and

mined to seek a field in the growing West
rhe summer of 1840 found him settled at
The American House, Daniel McDonald,
Galena, III., after having passed theoco
proprietor Is no. yet reudy for occupancy.
through Washington, where he saw the great
men of the
FASHIONABLE BIRDS.
country. He had arrived at his
destination shortly after the commencement
of the memorable Harrison campaign, and
English Robins and Cray African being a strong W big he delivered
speeches in
Parrots are Crowing In Favor.
support of tiiat party. He formed a law cowith
Charles
L.
partnership
Hempstead, and
“As usual,” said a prominent bird dealer was successful from the start. In 1844 he
was made a delegate to the Whig National
the other day, “canaries are the popular pet
Convention at Baltimore, which nominated
birds this fall. We are importing more than
Henry Clay lor President. He further advocated the election ol Clay on the stamp.
ever this season, although the greater part
Though absorbed In his law practice and
that we have yet received are of the common
without seeking political position at that
variety, for which we obtain $2.50 apiece. time, he was brought forward in 1848 as a
Later In the season we expect they will sell
candidate
for nomination
to
Congress.
Though unsuccessful in this first attempt, he
up to $3.00.”
received the nomination four years later and
“Then there is some choice between the was
triumphantly elected.
birds?"
Mr. Washburne was afterwards elected to
“Certainly, the Andresberg canaries have Congress term after term until March. 1880,
when he
to become Secretary of
very soft, sweet notes are always sought j State underresigned
General Grant. Chosen and reafter. They are also somewhat larger than
chosen to the House, through the war, he
than PAininnn
vnriutv
Thwv tin »mt hsMiin Ia
came to be known as the "Father of the
come along until the holidays, and even then
in continuous
House,” having been
are
they
very scarce. They are never sold service, and as suchlongest
he administered the
under $5 apiece and a good singer will some*<•
Speaker’s oath three times
Mr. Colfax and
times bring $23.’’
"What other birds are desirable as pets?” once to Mr. Blaine. Mr. Washburne, during
his long service, held many important posi"There is quite a variety of European song
tions upon the committees of the House. He
birds imported nowadays, the best linnets,

The Kansas drug clerk who was
sentenced
to
17
years in jail and $20,000
fine for rumselling, has had his sentence
commuted to six months and $000.
The Kansas Pacific bondholders are attempting to institute criminal proceedings
against Jay Gould and Russell Sage in connection with the civil suit.
It is reported that the Canadian propeller
Ontario has been blown to pieces on Lake
Michigan and 35 people killed.
Considerable damage was done to shipping
by the recent storm in the Provinces.

ent at Derby, which dwarfs all interest in
other political happenings of the week.

sympathy expressed

Saturday morning,

In

thirty people.

time, and the members of the party were at
driven to their respective homes.
Miss Josie Holmes, private secretary to E.
L. Harper of the Fidelity Bank of Cincinnati, has been arrested. Other arrests are
expected.
Tbe amendment to the Mexican constitution, allowing the President to hold two consecutive terms, has been officially promulgated.
Little Abe. the son of Robert T. Lincoln. unveiled the statue of Abraham Lincoln, in Chicago, Saturday.

London, Oct. 22.—A disquieting report
concerning the health of Mr. Gladstone is
telegraphed at this moment by a correspond-

Vitriol,

at C.40

His Work as

hotels in the State. Messrs. S. S. Kinney, of
the Island House, and T. H. Buckuain of the
former ‘‘Passainaquoddy” are the joint proprietors,areand Mr. F. A. Coburn is clerk
They
Iustly proud of the reputation
“The Quoddy” has already earned.
The
house Is three stories lu height, with the
basement, and contains sixty-ffve guest
It is heated by steam and has elecrooms.
tric bells aud every modern convenience.
The turnisliings are elegant.
Mr. Harry
Hunt, of St John, was the architect.
The
first dinner was served on July 4lh last, although the house was not regularly opened
until August.
The Washington House, John P. Smith,
proprietor, stands uear the head of the steamship wharf, accommodates about thirty
guests and was the first to open after the
fire, being ready for business on February
14th.
"The Swan," Landlord McPhce, is on
Boyuton street, and has accommodations for

once

Political Situation.

day.

A.

A furious gale raged on the Great Lakes
yesterday, accompanied by snow. Fears for
the shipping are entertained.
The Presidential train arrived in Wash-

vuuvruuou

Lons Life Spent

the Nation’s Service.

[Correspondence of the Press.}
Eastpobt, Oct. 22.
Eastport has sprung airain from Its ashes.
and today the traveller finds himself In a far
different place from the blackened and
stricken
town
of a few mouth* ago.
Whereas, business blocks aud dwellings
have gone up, and as an evidence that the
people have faith that Eastport will be in
the future what it has been in the past.
Three
hotels have been completed and
to the public during the past year
opened
Hotel
Cjuoddy, situated on Washington
street, on the site of the burned Island
House,!* reckoned among the biggest and best

CENERAL NEWS.

CENERAL FOREICN NEWS.
Health

AA

Tne Record of a

_

bribery by agents.

_

Gladstone’s

itnAW

Member of an lllus*

Distinguished

trlous Maine Family.

Blocks, Hotels and Residences Rising from the Ashes.

trade questions.
Sir Charles Tupper, the Canadian commissioner, is engaged in a vigorous fight for reelection to Parliament from Cumberland
county, where he was recently unseated for

havi '.eclared open war with the executive
boci'i of the Knights of labor, and have issued a declaration of Independence. Thirtylive delegates representing 13 states stopped
in Chicago and determined to bring about a
reorganization of the order. A long communication was drafted today to be forwarded
tomorrow in circular form to (he Knights of
Labor all over the country.
The circular
charges the present officers of the organization with corruptioa, misappropriation of
funds and general stupidity in their management.

Mr.

«.A(n.AAAl

A

Business

fishery or

the Knights.
23.—The dissenters from
xuiuucapuus

Y.n

CENTS.

ELIHU B. WASHBURNE.

THE NEW EASTPORT.

forces the bait act against both American
and French fishermen the better.
It implores the government not to make the
country the laughing stock of its jealous
French and American competitors by allowlowing the bait act,obtained at such cost and
trouble, to remain a dead letter on tbe statute book.
An official here, of long experience in diplomatic matters and having an iniimate acquaintance with the views of both the Canadian and English governments,
frankly
expressed his opinion to your correspondent
that the commission would end in a fiasco.
He says that he has not met a well-informed
man who has any other opinion.
The Liberal papers, both in St. John and in Halifax,
are attacking Chamberlain since his recent
speeches in Ireland, and express grave
doubts about bis fitness to deal with either

Among
iuu

In case of dre the danger is very great to
Cutting and dragging telephone
wire down frequently wears off the insulation. Now, suppose a dreman standing on
the wet ground and holding a nozzle of a
pipe agaiust a charged electric light wire at
a
point where the insulator was imperfect.
The connection to the ground through the
stream of water to the dreman would be almost perfect and death would surely follow.
These are a few of the dangers.”

scale.
However desirable It may
be to settle these vexed questions, the commissioners on the side of Great Britain are
not the men to sacrifice any interest or just
rights of Canada or Newfoundland 'n order
to attain -that end.
Tbe Harbor Grace Stendard says that if
the British commissioners can’t get free fish
the sooner Newfoundland stringently en-

made a charge in the lace of a terrible fire
and was among the first seriously wounded.
Desiring to sell his life as dearlv as possible,
he decided to rally his followers and give
combat to the unequal force numbering V to
1. While advancing at the head of his men
he met in single combat and killed a Spanish
officer. Beriben was struck to the ground a
moment later and killed by a Spanish sabre.
After Beriben’s death, bis followers retreated into the interior, where they are now
under the command of Col. Manuel Uarcia.

nun

low.

dreiuen.

tended

Key West, Fla., Oct. 23.—Private advices
from Havana announce the death of Beriben,
second in command of the United Revolutionary forces of the interior, who led the
expedition, leaving hero August 3. Six days
after binding at Bacunayagua he was surround d in the mountains by 2,000 soldiers
and compelled to cut his way out. Beriben

in

a.

THREE

PRICE

ly charged elongated death traps run within
ea>j reach of the people In their houses and
stores. Children can lean out of secondstory windows and touch them in many
places, as can and do thousands of workingmen and girls in mills and workshops.
There are several ways In which the current might be turned front the wire sufficiently to cause death. They may talk as
they please about perfect ami lasting insulation, but every electrician knows that exposure to the weather, the swaying of wires
against trees and the dragging of telegraph
and telephone wires across the coating of the
electric light wire is bound to injure and
dually to wear it away. The wires have
been up long enough to reader the Insulation
rotten, and it is getting worse every day.
That is why 1 say the danger is lnereasing.
Should a wire become detached from a
pole and left to swing near the itreet, as has
been the case several times, and should a
man chauce
to touch the wire at a point
where the insulation was imperfect, he would
be killed instantly. Should a man press the
point of a penknife through the covering, as
could easily be done, the ehauces are ten to
one that be would end his life at that instant;
or should one of the mauy people at secondstory windows touch a wire where the insulation is bad the same fatal result would fol-

hibiting fishing within the three-mile limit;
the purchase of bait ;the landing of cargo and
the shipping of seamen.
If the Americans
desire the concession of fishing in-shore in
Colonial waters, of obtaining bait and transhipping cargoes, they can only obtain them
in one of two ways, viz: by a money consid-

Head of His Men.

me

authoritatively

The
cannot force it upon Newfoundland.
St. Johns Mercury commenting upon the
question says: "In any event, the treaty
must be submitted to our Legislature as far
as its operation here is concerned, and it will
be for us to decide whether it will be for
our interests to accept or reject it
None of
our maritime or territorial rights can be disposed of contrary to the decision in our Legislature." The Mercury adds that the basis
of the negotiations must be the treaty of
1818 about the wording of which there can
be no doubt.
This treaty secures to the
North American colonies the right of pro-

BERIBEN’S DEATH.

Oct.

Is

warmly resent the way they are being ignored and isolated by the Imperial Government. But they comfort themselves with the
thought that though the commission may
propose a settlement the imperial authority

sent for yesterday to act as a
tragedy,
witness in the case.
He refused to go to
Dexter, and a warrant for his arrest was
made out.
An officer found Estes today,
Estes refuses steadivery ill, so he alleged.
ly to appear. He says Sheriff Mitchell stole
his evidence, and he will not testify unless
he is assured by a reward. He will be arrested unless he appears.

A Breach

Press.]

aiinounced here that
Newfoundland will
not be allowed even an unofficial representaThis is extive on the fishery commission.
asperating to the people of that colony, who

was

Chicago,

to the

Halifax, Oct. 23.—It

Wants a Reward.

Insurgent

Not

The Lot of British Commissioners to

Burnham Estes of Troy, who followed the
Barron murderers to Massachusetts after tiie

The

_
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1887.

that Cromwell might have casually boasted
to Harvey regarding the Dexter affair.
“The testimony of two men with the record
Noof Harvey and Stain is worth nothing.
body will put the least faith in what these
men say.
Now, we don’t want to introduce
evidence here. If the attorneys for the gov-

in the bank or not.

to the
keys
HnikllPfl
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They banqueted

The Zeta Psi Fraternity held its initiation
banquet, Oct. 21st The initiates were:
Dennis M. Bangs, Alvah H. Chlpman. Chas.
W-«°ye». Jay P. Perkins, Charles S. Pease,
imam A. Smith, G*org* H. Stoddard,
Saturday the Oracle Association elected
the following officers:

Bml

First

Managing

Editor—William W Merrill,’M.
Editor-Albert F. Drummond,

^Second Managing

Secretary—Frank H. Gilmore,

'90.

Treasurer—Nelson S. llurbank. SO.
The national convention of the Delta Upailon Fraternity will be held at Kutgers tollege. New Brunswick, N. J.. Oct. Jtith, 27th,
2»th. J. F. Tilton '»H has been chosen to
represent the C. Chapter.
New apparatus is being continually added
to the gymnasium and after Nov. 1st the
attendance of the students will l>e made com-

pulsory.
president Pepper has returned to Ids home
renewed health and will re_

at Watervllle in
suine his college

duties at once.

M
o

wounueu t. B.

No
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MONDAY MORNING, OCT. 24.
Wc do not read anonymous letters and communications. The name and address of the writer
are m all cases
Indispensable, not necessarily for
publication but as a guarantee of good faith.
Wo cauuot undertake to return or preserve
communications tliat are not used._

The Democratic State conmiitteo which
has shown great activity all this year in reorganizing itself, has again accomplished
that frequent feat. The net results of the

latest re-arrangement, which took place at
Watervllle last week, is an executive cohort
composed of ex-Mayor Charles Baker of
Belfast, K. H. Greeley, of Ellsworth, F. \V.
Knowiton, uf Greenville, and Charles M.
Foster, of Richmond, with National Committeeman William II. Clifford as ^centurion
to lead them in the thick of the fray.
The
Democratic legion will be under the general
supervision of the Hen. S. S. Brown as for-

merly.
The report now is that the young Afghan
exile, Ayoub Khan, did not perish in his
escape from Persia, hut is safe in Afghanistan. Ayoub has a great many friends in
Afghanistan, especially in the neighborhood
of Herat. In the last Afghan war the tribes
around Herat gave
the English a deal
of trouble under his leadership.
Since the
present turmoils have begun in Afghanistan
Herat has given the Ameer considerable
trouble, its garrison and people showing
abundant signs of disaffection. Should a sudden turn of affairs in Great Britain restore
Mr. Gladstone to power, the spectacle of
Russia actively backing Ayonb might again
disturb Europe and Asia with rumors of an
Afghan war. While the present Tory government is in power, with its happy diplomacy Keeping Germany well disposed toward
England, there is less likelihood that the
Russians will actively aid Ayoub Khan.
It is undoubtedly true that, to a certain
extent, the solution of the vexed question
about Cashier Barron’s death may depend
upon the final disposal of Stain and Cromwell.
Should they be proved guilty of the
crime for which they are now held for trial,
it will necessarily follow that Barron was
murdered; although should they not bo
found guilty it will by no means follow that
Barron must have committed suicide. Jf
these men are convicted, Barron’s memory
is relieved from the long doubt; if they are
acquitted there will yet be no logical necessity for believing that Barron killed himself.
The mysteries of Barron’s death and of the
alleged guilt of the two men are closely connected, hut not so closely that at this stage it

is either wise

decent to fortify an explanation or theory witli insinuations against the
dead cashier. Yet this is what a correspondent of a Boston paper lias done, evident-

tively identified Stain as that man. It will
be observed that the alleged Stain whom the
three men saw in Dexter on February 22,
1878 had a lire* n overcoat, as they all agree;
but when lie appeared to Mr. MeCrillis he
had a mustache and narrow
chin

sandy

whiskers; when he appeared to Mr. Brewster he had a mustache but no
whiskers, and
wore a solt hat; when he
appeared to Mr.

Biekell he had sandy whiskers and a woolen
cap. So much for the testimony in identification of Stain. It is evident that one or all
of the three witnesses must be
mistaken, or
that Stain, if he was in Dexter, disguised
himself differently at different times, as the
counsel for the prosecution claimed Satur-

for no purpose but to throw discredit upon
the theory of the prosecutors of Stain and
In a Dexter despatch, printed
Cromwell.

Saturday morning, the Herald said :

has removed Ids Law Office to

Rooms No. 19 and 20 Oxford

Block,

10_eodlm*

WIU. OT.

AND

Masonic Hall on the day of the murder.
The remaining witnesses were John F.
Harvey of Medtield, Mass., who has been a
wanderer and a reprobate according to his
own description, young Charles F. Stain, and
Mr. E. F. Burns, who was called in to testify
that Cromwell had declared “it is all up with
us, then,” when he heard that Harvey was
to testify. Harvey testified that Cromwell
had boasted to him of the Dexter affair;
while young Stain in his testimony incriminated the elder Stain.
In brief, then, four citizens of Dexter gave
testimony, one that he saw Cromwell, the
others that they saw Stain, in Dexter on
February 22, 1878; while two crooks gave
testimony that both Stain and Cromwell had
acknowledged tnat tney were In Dexter on
that date and did the job at the bank. The
next session of the Supreme Court will show
whether this testimony can stand to be
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MRS. C. A.

Christian

swelling of the

graduate of the Massachusetts
College, practices and teaches the
Metaphysical
practice of Christian Seif nee, Miud Healing. Office hours 2 to 6 p. m. Consultation free; will
form a class soon. Science and Health, by Mrs.
octlSdlw
Mary B. 0. Eddy, on sale.

NO RHEUMATIZ ABOUT ME!
In on. minute til© Clulieurn
Anli-l'nin Flnster relieves ltlieumatlc, Sciatic, sudden, sharp and uervous l’ains, Strains and Weaknesses.
The lust and
pain-killing Plaster. A new
and infallible antidote to pain, tntiaimnation and
weakness. Utterly unlike and
superior to
all other plasters. At all druggists. 26 cents; live
for $1.00; or, postage free, of Potteb Dbuo and
_
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WE WILL 1>0 IT QUICKLY.
WE WILL 1>0 IT CHEAPLY.
WE WILL DO IT WELL-

B. THURSTON &
PRACTICAL

CD.,

PRINTERS,
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object by such inuendoes

as

the

At the meeting of the Northeastern department of the American Shipping and Industrial League in Boston last week, President Spofford, in his opening address, presented some facts relating to our merchant
marine that, while not particularly new, are
as humiliating as ever.
Out of a total of
3000 and more merchant vessels entered in

the principal ports of the world, at a recent
date, there were 37 American bottoms only,
a number
less than that of the stars upon
the American flag.
Our sea-going tonnage
has declined from 2,379,396 tons in 1860, to
less than half that amount in 1886. Modern
Italy, as young a nation as she is, is no unimportant rival of the United States, and
we stand in much the same relation with
Germany, a nation still younger; while Great
Britain, our ancient rival, has a sea-going
tonnage exceeding the aggregate of the
three nations combined.
In 1860, out of a
total of £159,000,000 in value, imports and exports, 67 per cent was carried in American
bottoms, while in 1882 our flag covered but 16
per cent out of a total of £320,000,000 in
value.
Mulhall, the authority in statistics
relating to ships and shipping, says that the

Stenography*

Pupils thoroughly instructed in shorthand and
type-writing. Day aud evening sessions.
Send

for circular.

Agent fort he ('aligrnph.

Sis* A. L. Sawyer. 537 Congress St.,

Portland,Jje.

vessels cheaper than we can, but can also
sail them cheaper. “If Great Britain should
give us all the iron ships we need,” said Mr.

Frye, “we could not sail a single one in competition with the mother country. The only
way in which you can revive the American
merchant marine is for Congress to put its
hands into that terrible surplus and pay out
for the sailing of American ships on the
ocean.”
By this Mr. Frye means not only

subsidies for American steamers carrying
the mails, but mileage subsidies for steam
and sailing vessels engaged in commerce.

Congress Street, Opp. City Hall,
MAINE.

PORTLAND,^-

Institution, established in 1863, offers superior advantages (or preparing young men and
women for business pursuits. (Students
may enter
at any tiiuo fur the full business course or tor any
special branch of study. The 25th year will open
August 1st, 1887.
For circular or information, address
L. A. GKAY, A. M., Principal.
augleod3m
This

INSTRUCTION IN ENGLISH AND CLASS
ICAL STUDIES
Given to

jr.

private pupils by the subscriber,

W.

COIiC'ORD,

143 FEAKI. STREET.
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Hearing at Dexter.
The Municipal Judge of Dexter

has decided that there is reason to hold the elder
Stain and Oliver Cromwell until the Supreme Court can investigate IbCir case at
Bangor in February. This decision is, on
the whole, what might have been expected.
Most of the evidence against the two men,
so far as it lias been disclosed, seems to be
far from satisfactory; some of it, especially
that given by young Stain, must be regarded,
in the light of previous facts, as nearly
worthless. Yet tlioinability of either of the
men

to prove an alibi, and the general trend

of the

testimony against them were incriminating circumstances of importance sufficient to leave no doubt that there should be
a trial.
The very first testimony was positive.
Benjamin C. Thompson, an old resident of

Dexter, positively identified Cromwell as the
man lie saw cross the street from the bank
building about 11 o’clock on the forenoon of
February 22d, 1878, the day of the murder.
Mr. Thompson looked at the man
sharply
then, and was positive that, although nearly
ten years have passed, lie saw the same man
Saturday in the person of Oliver Cromwell.
Then three other men, Daniel W. McCrillts,
Elmer A. Brewster and Thomas Bickell,
all old residents of Dexter, positively identified Stain as a man whom they saw in Dexter on the day of the murder. Mr. McCrillis
remembered that the mau wore “a grayishbrown overcoat” and had a “peculiar look of
his eyes,” just such a look as Mr. McCrillis
said he saw inStain’s eyes on Saturday in the
couitroom. Mr. Brewster remembered a
man with a sandy moustache “but no whiskers,” wearing a “brownish” overcoat and a
“soft hat” purchased crackers and cheese in
his store on the day of the murder.
That
man
and Stain
Mr.
are
the
same,
Brewster had not the slightest doubt
Thomas Bickell remembered a man whom
he saw in the street door of the bank
on the day of the murder.
The man
had a "bro wnlsh
overcoat,” “sandy whiskers” and “woolen cap.” Mr. Bickell
posi-

»

affords me much pleasure to say
that the spectacles you made for me, have been
exceedingly satisfactory, a great improvement on
any I have had before. Although 1 have worn
spectacles made through the advice of some of
the best Oculists in Boston, 1 am convinced botli
from my own experience and that of some of my
friends that you can furnish any one just the spectacles they may need.
0Ctl7dtf
MRS. H. P. INGALLS.

COLORED SATIN RHADAMES
for $1.00

Black Silk anil Faille Francaise,
making it the most important of the season.
All wool Tricots, 50 inches wide, at 50 cents.
1 case of Cents’ Heavy Underwear at $1.12 1-2; would be Rood value

at

$1.50.
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“BOSTON IIEATKB,,
1 his Furnace is of reecnt const ruction,

having been used with unparalleled sucthe past two seasons. The reputation
of the Magee goods being second to none,
so there is no discount hut they have put
on the market the best heating Furnace.
This Furnace has the wrought iron lire
pot aud the brick linings are brought
near the radiator so there is a great improvement made aud increasing the power—the surface being at all times kept
hot with a moderate consumption of fuel.
We can give the most satisfactory refercess

R.and C. Corsets, length 12
inches. Price $1.00.
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French Contille,
length 13
inches. Price 75 cents.
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M. E. FAIRWEATHER,
\«. S Hint Street.
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THE KEY TO THE SITUATION.
By Druggists.

Si per bottle.

They will give

you rest

these hot nights.

CA IU>.

permanently associated myself with
nAVINli
A. Atk inson & (Jo., house
furnishers, cor,,
ner f earl ami

Middle streets, Portland, 1 shall be
happy to meet my friends in the state of Maine at
uew
qiiarters.
my
My twenty-live years experience in the business with Walter Corev & Co
six of which was spent as manager (in connection
with Walter L. Corey) of the Portland Furniture Co., warrants me in believing that 1 can till
any order entrusted to my care to your entire satisfaction. Assuring yon dial we have one of the
largest stocks of carpels, chamber seis and patriot
suits in the country to select from, l remain
Vours Very Respectfully,
LORENZO F. OVER,
<m
octao

[CORSET. J

Corset;

price $1.00.

RINES
A(iKN'f«

sole agency of this world renowned Instru-

There

is no Corset on the
market for the price that
gives better satisfaction
than Roth’s Double
bone. Price $1.25.

BROTHERS,
FOR

PORTLAND,

are

closing

No. 3 Free Street Block, Portland.
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DR. E. B. REED, Clairvoyant
and Botanic Physician.

Medical Booms 93 Franklin St., Portland, Me.
BEEI) treats aU clironlc diseases that ticsli
is heir lo; all cases that are given op as incurable by the allopathic and homeopathic physicians, I will take their esse to treat and cure
them. I fiud that about four-fifths of the cases
up to die can be cured. Examinations at a
istance liy letter with their full name and place
of residence nad one 2 cent stamp and $2.00 Examination at the office, $1 00.
Consultation free.

DB.

§iven

Office hours 9

a. in.

to 9 p.

m.

sepl4tf

knife

and
treated without
the use of the
also all other dis-

detention from business,
of the Rectum.
Cure guaranteed.
WM.
READ (M. P. Harvard 1S42) and ROBERT M.
REAP (M. P. Harvard 1S76), Evans House, No,
175 Treinont Street, Boston, References given.
Bend for pamphlet.
Oftlce
Oonsultatton free.
hours, 11 A. M. to 4 P. 11. triundays and holidays
or

eases

exoented.)
eodv

febll

E.. KI.1KHTOIH, Secret «ry.

Underwear.CorsetsandBustles!
HATHAWAY’S COTTON UNDERWEIR!
LudleA’ KUlit Itubi'N from

«...

witli flic latest styles of
and Short Shirts from

#1.00 eacli to’#4.50

embroidery.

Ladies’ Long
75 cents to #3.00
....
Ladies’Chemises from
50 cents to #1.7* each
Ladies’ Corset Covers from
58 cents to #1.50 each
Cents’ Laundered and Unlaundered Shirts,
White and Fancy
Cents’ Plain and Fancy Night Shirts, from
87 cents to #1.75 each
Children’s and Infauts’ Dresses and Itobes.
Children's Cotton Underwear. We have just received a
large invoice
of these goods.
P. D. French Corsets
#1.50, #3.00, #2.»5, #2.50 and #2.75
Abdominal P. D. Corsets, at
#4.00 and #4.50 per pair
Warner Bros.’ Coralinc and Health Corsets.
Dr. Ball’s Health Preserving Corsets.

Queen

Bess Corsets.
Comfort Corsets ami n

large variety of Domestic Corsets from 25 cents
to #2.00 per pair.
A full line of French Woven Corsets at popular prices.
5 gross Children’s Single Coil Wire Bustles at 5 cents each. Been selling lor 12 1-2 cents.
3 Coil and 5 Coil Vertical Bustles at 25 cents each, marked down. This
Bustle is light, elastic, durable, effective,
according
to the latest fashion plates of 1887.
A full line of Ladies' Colored Winter Skirts from 50 cents to #3.50 each
SALE TO COMMENCE FRIDAY MORNINC.

eodtf

Office Portland Water Co.
)
Portland, Me., Sept. 28, 1887. (
of the Bonds of this Company due
April 1st, 1888, are hereby informed that
by virtue of an act additional to and amendatory
of Cba ter 150, special laws of 1888, approved
January 28th, 1887, the Portland Water Company
were authorized to Issue Consolidated Mortgage
Bonds tor tlie purpose of refunding its bonds
heretofore Issued as they shall come uue, and for
the further construction of its works.
Ill accordance with said act Its bonds have been
issued in denominations of $500 and $looo payain the City of Boston, in Gold Coin forty years
from date, (due 1028) with interest at the rate of

4 per cent, per annum, payable semi-annually In
February and August. The bonds may lie registered at the pleasure of tlie owner thereof.
The Company have established a Sinking Fund,
tlie proceeds of which will be applied by its Trustees to tlie payment of the Bonds.
Holders of the Company’s Bonds due April 1st,
1888, have the option of an exchange for tlie new
Issue until November 15. 1887, on the terms to
be obtained on application to Portland Water

Company, by
sep27ulin

GEO. P. WKSCOTT,
Treasurer.

THE

Boston and Portland Clothing Company,
And greater Bargains have never been seen anywhere. We most earnestly desire that those who
are
looking for a Winter Overcoat this season
should call and look over our stock, as we are show-

MONSTER BARGAINS IN CLOTHING.
lui

rau.

i.—xoumen s ana

Toung men's
the well-known “Worumbos

f\er-

KerOvercoats,
seys,” in Dark Seal Brown. The “Worumbos” are
always fast colors, and we have never known these
Kerseys offered at less than $20.00; are made single breasted, fly front, double stitched edge and
seam, Silk Velvet Collars, and our price until closed
sey

will be FIFTEEN DOLLARS EACH.
250 All Wool Elysian Beaver Overcoats in a handsome Blue color, size 33 to 44, regular $20.00 garments, and are an extra bargain at the price which
we are closing them out at, which is only $15.00

Men’s and Young Men’s Full Satin Lined Overcoats in handsome Blue Chinchilla, elegantly made
and trimmed, and are a much better garment every
way than one would imagine from the price. It is the
biggest bargain in the city at $18.00 each.
250 Men’s Heavy Seal Brown Overcoats, sizes 35

EXTRAORDINARY

BARGAINS

IN

BOYS’

CLOTHING.

STANDARD CLOTHING CO.,
FORMERLY ROSTOV & PORTLAND CLOTH1YG CO.,

255 Middle Street,
octir,w*

c-

-

-

WARE»_"

-

WANTlD^
City Bonds, maturing November, 1887,
—

AND

—

Portland Water Co.

Bonds,
maturing April 1,1888.
We offer in exchange, a
choice
linej>f securities.

SWAN & BARRETT,

OPEN EVERY AFTERNOON and EVENING.
Doom open at 3.00 p. rn.;

and 8.00

THIS

SIXES

Denvrk. Colorado, Oct. 15tb, 1887.
Population 80,000 and steadily Increasing. Cnequalled opportunities for sale investment in
mortgages or speculation In real estate. Have
Invested nearly $200,000 lu six per ct. Denver
ruoiiKit^xo

iuiui

••

tvn

uivu%|io

ivt

<• I'luiiuiiciit

Eastern tile Insurance Co. The class of mortgages offered good as U. 8. Bonds. No notice, no
risk, no expense to lender. Interest six perct.
semi-annually, payable at your home bank. The
following Is a sample of our six per ct loans, and
to be secured must be accepted promptly by wire,
subject to examination and approval by any
banker or lawyer at our expense.
3 years, ou business block
$14,000,
Larimer 8t.. wortli *33.000.
-Must have acceptance by Oct.
28. money by Nov. to.
3 years first-class
$0,400,
property
on 14th 8t.. worth $30,000.
Acceptance by Oct. 2o, money
by Nov. 5.
5 years,
block six brick
$3,400,
houses, excellent location,
worth *20,000. Acceptance
by Oct. 26, mouey by Nov. 6.
Dwelling House loans. *500 to *2 000, not
60 per ct. of val ne; seven
per ct. lnt. We have calls for
about ®uo,ooo.
7 per ct. semt-annualover

School Boud»

paying
in New

ly

York, constantly

on

hand. State law prohibits
bonded Indebtedness In excess of 3 per cent, assessed
valuation.
Price
par—and
—

accrued interest.

Cut this out for reference.

Entire charge taken
of real estate—rents collected. "Illustrated Denver” mailed free on application.

F.

G.

7 TAHOK

PATTERSON,

BLOCK,

oct20

WEEK.

DEHIYRII,

COI O.

dlw

See posters and small bills.
•
Admission IS cents,
lteserved Seats 10 and 20
extra.
dtf
QCt24_cents

SECOND

Promenade Concert
AND

—

WE OFFER

FOR SALE

PORTLAND WATER CO.,
40 YEAR GOLD Is,
SINKING FEND BONDS,
Which may be registered 11 desired. Also many
other desirable investment securities, yielding
from 4 to (l per cent, interest.
City of Portland Bonds, maturing within six
months, and Portland Water Co. Bonds, maturing
April 1st, 1888, received In exchange at rates
that will make it to the
ADVANTAGE OP HOLDERS TO EXCHANGE
THEM NOW.

II. JH. PAYSOI & CO.,
32 Exchange Street.
octs
dtf

OF

I* AID

ST. WMIMC’S CO.VFEKEVCE OF ST.
VIAC'EAT DE PAI L,

Tuesday Evening,Oct. 25
Concert by (arimmer'a Orchestra
from H to 9.

TICKETS-GENTS, 60 CTS.; LAOIES, 25 CTS
octll)

For Sale at the usual places,

"

Manager.

Canal National Bank Stock,
Portland Rolling Mills Stock,
Oeiter & Newport R. R. Co's Stock.

At City Hall, Wednesday

Evening

Evening,

rti ■ r

nrnriiiotinnc

nro

onlH

$15.00, $18.00, $20.00, $22.50

ae

Inui

oo

and $25.00.

It would be difficult to distinguish these
Suits from fine Custom Made Carments.
Our stock will be kept full and complete
duringthe Fall and Winter.

HASKELlT
Building,

Welsh Prize Singers
W

[from Cardin, Wales].
Miss Mary Davies and Miss Maggie pervls. Soprano; Miss Lucy Clark and Miss Annie Davis. Contralto ; Mr. Dan Beddoe and Mr. Richard W. Evans,
Tenor; Mr. John Williams and Mr. Korwerth Sydnle Daniels, Basso. [Elsteddlodlc Prize
Winners].
These Artists are picked singers from the most fachoir In

mous

England ;

winners of

nearly

all the

principal prizes In ttie celebrated Crystal Palace
competitions since lust; they appear In National
Costumes; they will be assisted by the charming
young reader, MISS JESSIE

COUTHOUI,
AND

—

Mr.V.Hayward,

Solo performer on Dulcimer and Hells,from Cardiff,
Wales.

Good evening tickets SO and TS cents; seats on
now ou sale at Stockbrldge’s
Music Store; half fare on M. C. R. it.; late trains
on <1. T. It. R.
Noth—Tbo doors will be kept closed during the
performance of any number on the programme
the stage 50 cents:

octifO

dlw

AMERICA
—

AND

—

8il,000.00__8TAKE8 !
TEEMER vTTGAUDAUR
AT

LAKE

—

MARANACOOK,

Thursday, Oct. 37, 1887.
A GREAT DAY FCR THE PEOPLE OF MAINE
Trains leave Portland 8.30.10.50 a.m.; Bath
a.m.
Brunswick8.16,11.35 a.m.; Auburn 0.47 a. m., 12.16 p. m.; Lewiston 0.55 a. m.,
12.25 p. in. i Augusta 0.40 a. in.. 10.00 a. in.; Ban
gor 7.15,10.20 a. m.; Watervllle 0.15 a. m., 12.20
p. m. Pares from Portland. Brunswick, Bath, Augusta and Skowhegan. $1.00: Auburn, Lewiston
and Watervllle, 75 cents. Chandler’s, Lewiston
Brigade and Bangor Bands will be In attendance
to enllveu the event with their choicest music.
oct20
d6t

7.15, 11.06

14th ANNUAL BALL
—

OF THE

—

Police Department!

CITY

AT

—

HALL,

Thursday Eve’ng,

Oct. 27.

Music by Chandler. Tickets admitting gent and
oct20
ladles $1.00,
dlw

CYMNASIUN»7~

LADIES’

SHALL open a School (or Physical Development of Ladles and Children at my Academy,
Nov. 1st, Miss Grace E. Gates, graduate from
Brooklyn Normal Class for Physical Culture, Instructor. The School will be conducted upon
Scientific Principles by the latest approved methods. For further particulars, please call or seud
for circulars.
Kespeetfully,
M. B. GILBERT,
octlHdtf
507',a Congress Street

I

POPULAR

THE

DIKES

OF

THE

KERMIS
be repected, with

will

an

exhibition

name of Lawn

Tennis, followed by a
PROMENADE
CONCERT !
—

FRIDAY IfEMM, OCT. 28, at CITY HALL
Fancy Articles, Wooden Shoes

and lee Cream for tale.

Ailasiniwis 30c. Reserved Steals

73c.

sale at Stockbridge's Tuesday morning, Oct.
oct24
26th.
dfit

On

1888, in exchange for the 4s, on favorable terms.
We also offer carefully selected Municipal, Water
Works Company and Railroad Bonds.

Evening tickets now on sale to the following:
Stoddard Lectures together.$2.00 and $1.50
Sympbouy Concerts together.... 3.00 and 2.50
Dlcksns. 1.00 and
.75
Stddons. 1.00 and
.75
.60
Bill Nye.
Powers and Troubadours.50 and
.75
.75
and
Gei
l.OOand
mania.
Haydn
.75
Kecltal. 1.00 and
oct24
dlw

WOODBURY & MOULTON,

PORTLAND THEATRE

Portland Water Co. Sinking Fund Gold 4s. due 1927.
We will receive Porltand Water Co. 6s, due April 1,

3
3

Cor. Middle & Exchange

NIGHTS,

TWO

BANKER*,:

St^.

CDinaV

and

CATIIDflAV

OPTOnCO

N

,al

N

& JONES,
Clothing,

SHADOWS

dtf

U VUk.

—

Is a combination of the most

potent remedies known
preserving the Fluidity and
PURITY of the Blood and the Integrity of the
Blood Vessel)*, should you suffer from Dizziness or
Pressure in Head. Spots before Eyes. Pain Around or
Palpitation of Heart. Pain in Region of Heart with
feeling of suffocation. Ringing Sound In Ears,
Numbness or Prickly sensation of TJmfrt, especially
the Arm, Pain between Shoulders and In Side,
Dry
Cough, Flatulence, Sour Stomach, or if suffering
from General Debility with Loss of Appetite, procare a bottle of Antl-Apoploctine, It not only
to Medical Science for

PREVENTS

Apoplexy, bat cures Paralysis, Rheumatism. Heart
Disease, Angina Pectoris. Chronic Bronchitis, Liver
Complaint, Kidney and Bladder trouble. Dyspepsia, Ac.. Ac.
For Sale by all druggists. Price *1 a bottle
,slx
bottles for 9.5. Send to Du. F. S. HuTcmssus A
Co.
Enosburgh Falls. Vt., C. 8. A., for circulars, testlmonials and

470 CONGRESS STREET.

OF A

—

TRADE

a

treatise

on

GREAT CITY!

Under the management of Chas. B. and Thonta.
Jefferson, sous of the celebrated comedian, Mr.
Joseph Jcffcrsou. Presented by the original cast
nAU.MPICKIST Sd.Mt KPIKI TS

Including localities In and about New York city.
Prices7S, BO and
mences

APOPLEXY!

sale of scats comoct2*dlw

38

Wednesday,

cents;
Oct. 26.

« PER CENT.

First Mortgage
Sinking Fund

WATER CO. BONDS,
Principal nad

eodtf
1

Glee

L. It. Sliewell’s Successful Melo-Drama,

We offer for Fall and Winter selection. Medium and Heavy Weight Suits,
Many of
these Suits are made from fine Domestic
goods and are an excellent substitute for
fine Custom Made Clothing, and are sold
much cheaper.
The lower priced goods
range from $7.00, $9.00, $10.50, $12.00 to
$13.50 per suit. Some varieties made from
the choicest Domestic goods, trimmed and
finished with the same care that is gjven all
rtf

Oct 26th.

of Welsh and English Choruses,
and Part Songs by the

S PECIA Ha

—ALSO—

dtf

itlw

4th STOCKBRIDGE.

—

INTEREST ALLOWED OS DEPOSITS
jelO
eodtf

—

COFFEE PARTY

TRUST COMPANY Portland
City, County and Railroad Bond*, and
other First-Class Securities.

OCTOBER 2SUi.

I Car

Specialty Company!

I* OK TLAilD

First National Bank Building.

Performances at 2.30
p. rn.

COMMENCING
-jpg

—

COLO.7 MORI

DENVER,

GARDEN,

Opp. Lincoln Park.
C. fl. Knowlton,.Ma.nacek.

dtf

SUITS I

octl

perfect Picture uauery. « nos more
book.
selling qualities than any other
AUKNTB WANTED. A rare chance for live
agents to make money. Apply at once. Tonus very
liberal.
TUB HBNRY RILL PUBLISHING CO., NOBWIcu, C*.
oct5
d6w

_dlw

PARK

Portland, Me.

octl

Comforters; Sympathy from Science.'

Dr. Parker is the most famous pulnlt orator In
Europe. Tlekets. Including reserved seats. 75ets.
and 91.00, according to location. Tickets at stockhrtdge’s. Evening tTcketsTo any of the other Extras now|on sale at 35 and 50 cents.
“Fisk Jubilee,'" Sol Smith. Pinafore, ami Coutlioui Mat lime.
Course tickets to the above live,
91.25, 91.45 and 91.05.
Half hire and late trains to Dr. Parker’s leeture.
oct24

BANKERS,

ISO Middle Street,

WE OFFER FOR SALE

Portland, Me.

AUTUMN AND WINTER

Lancaster
A

[ot City Temple, Loudon.]

Subject "Job's

—ox

Makers of Fine

Ing*.

PARKER, D.D.,

An

Portland

BY

Tickets on sale this niornliiK to Ihe
Lecture by Rev. Joseph

CONNOR, PrnMtil.

Funding Loan, Four Per Gent, Forty Year, Sinking Fund Bonds.

stock of

eod»t

ment.

PILES

Dr. Flower’s Nerve Pills

I DOUBLE DONE

0Ct7

EMBROIDERY SAMUEL THURSTON,
We have one of the finest lines of Fancy Work we have ever had, and would
invite the Ladies of l'ortlaud and viclnity to examine before going out of town
One lot ol
to mako their purchases.
Crenel and Filloselle selling at 3 cents
per skein.

We

All of the above described are R. and C. Steam Moulded Corsets and are particularly well made.

The

INTEREST PAID ON DEPOSITS.
CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

balance of the

out this month the

STRICTLY ONE PRICE.

waisted

TENNEY & DUNHAM,
for

Standard Clothing Co.,

_

steam moulded ;

n..„
mvo-

5 per cent. Debenture lionds, 7 and
S per cent. UuaranteedMorttcaifes, Bar Harltor Illuminating
Company’s o per cent. Bonds, uud other
frood securities which we
offer for sale.

HOLDERS

Atfull line of Boys’ Kilt Suits in one or two pieces.
A full stock of Boys’ Overcoats, Reefers and Winter
Suits now ready.

Particularly desirable for ladies who require a long

ton heater before you purchase.

Utf

only 25 cents per pair.

eod2m

used the

STREET.

We manufacture these in large quantities and offer Special Bargains in Suits, Overcoats, &c., &c.
500 pairs of Boys’Knee Pants, in sizes 4 to II, at

PARIS FLOURINC CO.
*S. A. & J. H. TRUE.
*F. A. WALDRON & SON.
KENSELL & TABOR.
CEO. W. TRUE &CO.
*S. W. THAXTER & CO.
NORTON, CHAPMAN & CO.
>JIng Loft for: Sale,

MIDDLE

0Ct22

showing the best bargains of the season in
Men’s Suits, comprising Heavy Double Breasted
Blue Kerseys, Cassimeres, Fancy Mixtures, &c.,
&c., at $10, $12 and $15 per suit.

no harm having been done them to prevent
growing.
Any one who will give them consideration ana a
trial will be sure to use them, as they are in all
respects a first class oat, and the most economical
aud best Feed for Horses. Ready sale and Increased demand has been established in the
larger markets elsewere and have become very
popular wherever known. The manufacturer desires to introduce thfcse oats throughout Maine on
their merits and takes this manner of bringing
them before the public.
“SILVER TIPPED” can be obtained from the
following Portland firms who handle them dLrect
in car lots:

au31

No. 53 Exchange St., Portland, Me.
Attention of investors is called to our’

sept24

r. J. FARRINGTON.

KbANB C. CBOCKBK
sodtf

NORTHERN BANKING COMPANY

( II AH.

per suit.
We are

ami

MACEE FURNACE CO’S

T. Pl/LLKN,

Mil.DKN

44, being sold in this city to-day at $15, we are
closing out this lot at only $IO each.
500 Men’s Heavy Scotch Wool Suits, cut sack,
made to sell for $14, in sizes 35 to 44, at only $9.00

run

ucuip, urcuu

HTANLBY
dec I

to

uniform, also bright, sweet and
clean, grading the highest iu any market. They
are the best and cheapest to feed, also the nicest
They

HEAD&CO.
Quotations constantly displayed.

each.

OATS.

meats.

prices.

MAIVFFACTTRED

“SILVER TIPPED”
This Oat is carefully selected from the best
grades and fills the requirements of Horses better than any other. They are manufactured or
improved by machinery, the end or loose liber
clipped off and the oat thoroughly cleaned and all
dirt as well as obtectionable stnff removed, leaving the oat plump and ready for the horse to enjoy eating. Its not economy to feed horses poor
food or force them to cat dirt and refuse that
causes heaves or other ailments.
All who have
bad experience in feeding oats, find much that is

We guarantee

tnov3

OPTICIAN,

objectionable in regular grades, which can only
be avoided by removal; nearly 1-3 less of ‘‘HID
VER TIPPED” are. equal any regular graded
No. 2 white as they outweigh in proportion to
that difference and are, practically speaking solid

n

The

FURRIER,

T

These Roods have just been purchased at a great sacrifice..
In consequence of this purchase prices will be reduced on all we
have in stock.
One lot that ordinarily sell for $1.00 will be reduced to 75 cents,
others iu proportion.
Wc shall also iucludc in this sale

Is now at the Preble House, room 66; office hours
3.30
to 6.00 and from
7.00 to 8.30 p. m.
He has been making annual visits to Portland for 12 jears,; and
his skill In adapting lenses for the most complicated defects
of vision is well established.
He also has the
best of facilities for furnishing frames both in
Eye Glasses and Spectacles (for the child and the
grown person) of the most approved styles, and
in all the materials used.
Ills advance agent, W.
E. Burpee, will be pleased to receive your order
when he calls; or an order sent to the Preble
House will receive prompt attention. No expense
except for spectacles found necessary.

If you are in want of a nice Suit or Overcoat for
yourself or your boy, don’t buy until you have examined our stock. We tfell nothing but durable goods,
such as we can recommend.
We can show you the finest line of OVERCOATS
ever shown in Portland. They
vary in price from $5
to $50, and are equal to the best custom work. Our
$35, $40 and $50 Coats are made from the celebrated Montaignar goods and lined with silk.
We have a very large line of Ulsters from which we
can fit any one as regard to sizes and price.

245 MIDDLE ST. OverQo at§

Per Yard.

The

BOSTON,

at my Fur Establishment I will warrant first-class in
every respect.
Call and get prices.

ocl8

FOR SALE.

CHARLES HEAD & CO.

OTTER SACQUES!

opened and have ready for your inspection the tiuest liue of
Seal and Otter Sacques. The garments that 1 sell are the same quality (which is the best) that have been sold by us for the past ten years.
The success attending the sale, and the satisfaction gtvcu to customers who have purchased these perfect
fitting garments, encourages
me to add a larger line of the above goods, and will offer a better fitting Sacque at a lower price than any other dealer. All garments so

C.A. PERRY,

SECURITIES

YORK ('UKKDSPOVOK.TI'S.

IVKW

dt(

Mr. llroirn:
Dear sir.—It

merchant fleet of Great Britaiu rose from
18,000,000 tons in 1881 to 24,000,000 in 1884, an
Increase of 33 per cent; and, he adds, that

the carrying power of British shipping is
equal to that of all other flags in the world.
The contrast in steam tonnage between the
United States and Great Britain is more
striking still, the former having a total of
Even
554,187, and the latter 3,328,790 tons.
some of the great foreign lines of steamers,
like the Anchor Line and the North German
Lloyds have a greater amount of steamgoing registered iron tonnage than belongs
to the whole United States.
Senator Frye,
who spoke after Mr. Spofford, prescribed a
remedy for this bad state of our mariue. lie
does not favor a law enabling Americans to
buy ships in foreign markets, h r the simple
reason that foreigners can not only build

SEAL SACQUES!

Regular $1.50 goods

C A.,

l*oi ilaud Hchool of

above

is not only an indirect and unnecessary
performance, but an absolutely brutal one.

s

Congress street.

AT LOWER PRICES THAN EVER KNOWN L\ THIS COUNTRY.

mory.ami now employed In the Portland schools,
will receive private pupils or form classes for Evenings ami Saturdays. Vocal Culture anil DelMnrte Kxprrnaiou specialties. A class in Autrricau l.itrruturr. with illustrative readings, will
be orgaized as soon as possible.
Reeeenck—Prof. Moses True Brown, Boston,
Mass.
For terms and particulars call at 3 Deering
octdeodtf
Place, ti to 7 p. m._

FINE CLOTHING!

CLARK,

97 1-2 Exchange St., Portland. Me-

MISS ALICE C. MOSES,

lUHlll-

OCT.

22nd.

I have

Elocution! Literature

dant material in the unreliable characters
of
the two chief witnesses
for the
To attempt to attain the
prosecution.

SIS

Dolls,

FUR LINED CIRCULARS!

IDIIATIOMI.

*

no
oct22

TO 1)0 YOCR

occasionally

—

SATURDAY,

FRANK B.

Scientist,

course

WE

vastly

octl7

COMMENCING

JONES,

distressing sneeze, sneeze, sneeze, the acrid, watery discharges from the eyes and nose, the
painful inflammation extending to the throat, the
lining, causing choking
sensations, cough, riuging noises in the head and
splitting headaches,—how familiar these symptoms are to thousands who suffer periodically
from head colds or intlueuza, and who live in ignorance of the fact that a single application of
Sanford’s Radical Cure for Catarrh will
afford instantaneous relief.
But this treatment lu eases of simple Catarrh
<»r what tins remedy will do
riies but a faint
ui the chronic forms, where the breathing is obstructed by chokhig, putrid mucous accumulations, the hearing affected, smell and taste gone,
throat ulcerated and hacking cough gradually
fastening itself upon the debilitated system. Then
it is that the marvellous curative power of Sanford’s Radical Cure manifests Itself in instantaneous and grateful relief. Cure begins from the
first application. It is rapid, radical, permanent,
economical, safe.
Sanford’s Radical Cure consists of one bottle of tiie Radical Cure* one box Catarrhal
Solvent and an improved Inhaler; mice, $1
Rotter Drug & Chemical Co., Boston

<* *» B-»*

Velvet Frames and

BERRY,

(gaui iPxi'fdc'..

<tvvd

^■v. 0.'

mucous

eodt

SPECIAL SALE
■■■

INVESTMENT

CHARLES

Photograph Albums, Vases,
J‘<m

Bankers and Brokers,

NO.33 EXCHANGE STREET.

SPICES

GROCERS.

sep!4

WANIIINIiTON..
will carefully prepare claims for arrears of pay
bounty ami pensions. Superior facilities for specify
settlement of claims.
je22a6m

STEPHEN

PULLEN, CROCKER 4 CO.

Fiolillng Purposes.

THE

to._novlleodtf
JVL.
U.
fcsJVLlTH,
U. S. Claim As;ent(

tested.

Sneezing
The

MIXED

*nmE.nKim

Member, of the IV. V. Ntael
£x,huat;r.
PBIVATB WlBK TO NKW YoBK AND BOSTON

W. L. WILSON & CO.,

specialty.

telephone promptly at-

or

ViNEGART

—

*»..INTKRM> CXtlHANUK,

VUUHCUI..

-ajxtid

MARKS

Book, Card
—

IHI8CBLLANKOII8.

Analyzed by State Assayer*,

1N5 MIDDLE STRUCT.
W't

IM.ANIOl <t.

PURE CIDER

Charles W. Goddard

The circumstantial evidence of Atwood J.
Cobb and Joseph II. Larrabeo tended to
estab'.isli the fact that a strange mau was in

Chemical Co., Boston, Mass.

But while Cromwell and Stain are murderers,
and the mystery Is solved on paper, people In
Dexter must have some reasons for
to the
old Idea. There are little chapters of family histotalked over.
A genry that are still
tleman of the highest standing In Dexter, who attended Mr. Barron’s first wife in death, states
that It was often regarded by him as a singular
coinctence that Mrs. Barron died very much as
iilii .i.i.sband did.
That Is, after Barron was
-rmmrt. and MB gag and ropes were removed from
hls hands, his appcnrane* was similar to that of
Mrs. Barton. She had been In good health up to
a few hours before death.
Then she fell, as in a
faint, and remained in a stupor until she died.
Mr. Barron was a slight man. of a peculiar dlspo
sltion. He went away to Orange. Mass., one day,
and when he returned brought with him a wife so
much older than himself that she was taken for
his luother-lu-law.
But she became very much
liked in Dexter, being a woman of much force of
character. The present Mrs. Barron went to live
with the first Mrs. Barron, having no home at the
time. Mrs. Barron befriended her, and they got
along very well together, so far as the outside
world knows, and soon after Mrs. Barron died her

NOTICE^

LAW

day.

or

ly

J9IIMC

BtNIMEWI OAKUM.

Inlcresl

Payable

at

Boston Safe Deposit and Trust Co.
We affer

a

limited

amount n,

100 and Accrued
And

Interest,

examination
nfler carefal
mend them far iavealmcai.

recam-

BREWSTER, COBB & ESTABROOK,
04-121

35 Congress St., Boston.

eodStn

.13® 16;

Fowls

Geese

Meeds.

.00@00.Red Top...,|2 @*2%
.Timothy Seed 2 76@2%
Clover...A 8%@l2%c
Choice eating 2 60®3 001
Cheese.
Common
1 7 5@2 001 Vermont.... 10 @13%
I N.Y. factory I0i®18%
Fancy Baldwins
Evaporated ?tt>12@l3cl
Apples,

MONDAY MORN'INO, OCT. 24.
PORTLAND POST OFFICE.

Arrangement

Fall and Winter Mall

OFFICE HOURS.
a. m.
umce, (Sunday excepted), 7.30
9 a. m.
to 7.00 p. in.; Money older department,
to 0
in.
a.
to Op. ui. Registry department, 9.00

Cashier's

1

Oeneral Delivery, (Sunday excepted) 7.30 a.m.
p. m. Sunday, 9 to to a. m.
Carrier's Deliveries, (Sunday excepted)—In
business section of tbe city between High and
India street at 7 and 10 a. in., 12.80, l.*6 and
6 p. in. In otliersectlons at 8 a. m., 1.4s and 6
p. m. Sunday delivery at Post Office window, 8 to
10 a. in. Collections from street boxes (general)
at 7 and 11a. in., 4 and 8 p. m. Sunday 8 p. m.
to 7.00

only.

Southern and Western, via Boston and Maine
Arrive, 12.16, 4.66
railroad (Eastern division)
and 11 p. in.; Close 8.00 a. in., 12 m., 5.80 and 9 p.
—

UI.;

Supplementary.

12.80

and

10 p. m.

/Inston, Intermediate offices and connections,
via Boston & Maine railroad, (Western division)—
Arrive at 12.20 and 8.16 p. ill.; Close 8 a. ill, and
з. 00 p.

Messina.
ICholce.20@21
I Good.18S21
Malagers....
Oianges.
|8tore.16@16
Florida.
l£ggs.
;
Valencia
! Eastern extras... 22'a 23
Messina and PajCan & Western..21 @22
Palermo k»bx,6 00®8 001 Limed.
imports.
POINT-a-PITRE. Brig Henry il Cleaves—5406
Shooks amt heads 8760 staves 850 prs heading
30,021 ft lumber.
FREEPORT,NS. Sclir Eliza Bell-»60 qtiso
dry flail 6 this cod oil 60 dz eggs to Geo Tre
fethen & Co.

m.

Farmington, intermediate offices and

connecat 1 p.
p. m.

tions, via Maine Central railroad—Arrive
ill.; Close at 12 m.; Supplementary 12.16
Itocklaiul. Intermediate offices and connections,
via Knox and Lincoln railroad—Arrive, 1 and 6.00
и. iu.; Close at 6.30 a. m. and 12 m.; Supplemeulary, 12.10 p.

in.

Intermediate
Skowhegan.
via Maine Central

offices and connecrailroad—Arrive at 2 a.
tions,
m. and 1 p. m.; close at 12 m. and 9 p. m.; Supplementary 12.16 and 0.010 p. m.
Auburn and Lewiston,—Arrive 2 and 9 a. in.
and 1 and 0 p. m.; Close, 6.30 a. in., 12 ni., 4.30
and 9 p. in.; Supplementary, 12.16 and 10 p. m.

Bangor.—Arrive

at 2

a. m.

and 1 and 6

p.

m.;

Close at 6.30 a. in., 12 m. and 9 p. m.; Supplementary 12.15 and 10.00 p. in.
Canada. Intermediate offices aud connections,
via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at 12.16 p. m.;

Close at 1.00 p. ill.
Gorham. X. II., Intermediate offices and connections, via Grand Trunk railroad—Arrive at 8.35 a.
m. and 12.15 p. ni.; Close at 6.30 aud 9 a. m. aud
1.00 p. in.
S wanton,
Vt., intermediate offices and con-

nections, via Portland and Ogdeusburg railroad—

Arrive at 8.50 p. in.; Close at 8.00 a. m.
Bartlett. X. II., Intermediate offices aud connections, via Portlaud Si Ogdensburg railroad—Arrive
at 11.10 a. m. and 8.50 p. in.; Close at 8.00 a, m.
and 2.30 p. in.

Rochester, X. II„ intermediate offices and connections, via Portland & Rochester railroad—Arrive at 1.30p. m.; Close at 7 a. m. and 12 in.;
Supplementary 12.30 p in.
Eastport, (tri weekly) via steamers International Steamship Co.—Arrive at 6 a. m., Tuesday,
Thursday aud Saturday; Close at 4.30 p. m.,

Monday, Wednesday and Friday.
Chebeague, Long, Cousen's aria Peak’s
Arrive at 10 a. m.; Close ;>t 2 p. in.

Islands—

11m.

m.

and

KnigMvUle—

in.;
p.
South Portland, Ferry Village and Willard—
Arrive at 8 a. ill. aud 2.30 p. m.; Close at 8 a. m.
and 2.30 p. m.
East Hcering—Arrive at 7.30 a. in.; Close at
5.30 p. m.
in.

WIT AND WISDOM.
Mrs. O’lloollhaiis—Falx, Dennis, an' pbat aro
yez alther doin' now?
O’Hoollgbau—Hegob, Rosy, It’s meseif as has
bought a music stool for Katie, au’ OL’ve been
winding the bastely tiling up for over an hour, an’
not a tlhrop of music can I get out of it at all,
at all!
When Remus Jumped over his brother’s little
wall, how were his sprains cured without Salvation Oil?
A good record—In thirty-three years Dr. Bull’s
Cough Syrup has never failed to cure a cough,
cold, or general hoarseness. It Is nonpareil.

ripe.”

If you had taken two of Carter’s Ltttls
Liver Pills before retiring you would not have had
shat coated tougue or bad taste in the mouth this
morutng. Keep a vial with you tor occasional

FROM

Friend—Stammer, old boy, I bear you have pura

parrot?

Stammer—Ye-ye-veth, and it ith gw gw-gweat
f-f-fun, you know. I'm t-t-teachlng it t-to t-t-t-talk.
II a lack of vital energy is not a disease in itself
It is a condition which lays the system open to
tbe attacks of all eouceivable maladies. Th* sys-

strengthening and invigorating. Quaker Bitters always regulate and strengthen she
vital organs, thereby giving new life and energy.
tem needs

Thousands have been transformed from weak,
sickly, suffering creatures, to Strang, healthy and
happy men and women. You cannot afford to be
without them.
The Little Quaker Fills are the best family pills
in the world.
In a Bostou boarding-house:
"That pie we had for breakfast was simply awful; the crust was like lead.”
"Yes, and the doughnuts were soaked with lard.

*106

dioref

—.

...
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New York Stock and Money Market.
call
lias been easy, ranging from 3 to 3% percent:
last loan 3, closing offered at 6. Prime paper at
Bcg8. Sterling Exchange quiet aud steady; actual
on

business at 4 8l.a4 81 % for (SOjday bills and 4 86
@4 86 for demand. Government bonds dull but
steady. Railroad bonds dull and steady to Arm.
me transactions at rue Stock Exchange aggregated 110.700 shares.
*ue touowing are to-day's quotations of Govern-'
ment securities:
United States bonds, bs..

MINIATURE

07'ntvh

New 4s, reg.126*4
New 4s, coup.
126*4
..108*4
New4*4s, reg.
New 4%s. coup.
106*4
Central Pacific lsts .114
Denver A K. Gr. lsts .....121
Erie 2ds
98%
Kansas Pacific Consols..101 */»
Oregon Nav. lsts
.—109114
Union Pacific 1st.
.114V*

MARINE

.....

lug

St. Paul. 73*4
Erie Secouds.

Erie

27*4
Erie preferred .62»4
Northern Pacific... 21%
North. Pacific, pref 44%
N. Y. Central.106%
common.

Northwestern.107
Omaha common.... 37V*
Omaha preferred .103
Phlla A Reading.
613/.
Delaware. L. Aw. 125%
Lake Shore. 92%

Pacific Mall.
Jersey Central.
Kansas Texas.
Union Pacific.

bid.
72*4
98%
27%
63*4
20%
42%
106

107V*
37Ve
103

61%
125»4
92»4

35%
73

21%
48*4
Oregon Transcon
18%
Western Union. 77V*
...

Canaaa soutuern.
63
Delawares H.
Lousisvme & N_ 68
N. Y. A N. E.3934
Missouri Pacific.... 91%

Oregon Navi.8S
Hocking Valley.... 23%

Richmond Terminal 24%

35

72»4
21%
47*4
17Vs
76%
52%
9334
68

3934
91

86%
2334
23%

Mining

Openiug
73%
27%
63*4
22
46

106Vs
108*4
37%

Closing
bid
73%
93%
27*8
63 V4
21*4
44%
106%

Kelsey.

Royal Coff. of Wlllsboro, N. Y\, suffered two
years from a hard cough, with severe pains in the
side and chest, and raised large quantities of
blood. Several physicians tried In vain li relieve
him. Three bottles of Wistaii's Balsam op
Wild Chkkbt cured him.
Young Mr. Sissy (to ills pretty cousin)—I say,
Maude, how did myisoug, "Home Again, from a

New York—

Memoranda.
Ship Invluclble.SUlckland, arrived at Saif Francisco 21st hist, 182 days from New York. Reports the worst weather ever experienced off Cape

Quicksilver. 6 00
do preferred.24 00
Standard.112%
12 < Hi
26 00

Foreign Shore,” seem to Impress the company?
Fretty Cousin—Well, some of them, Charley,
looked as If they were sorry that you had got
back.
Harsh purgative remedies aro fast giving way to the gentle action and mild effects ot
Carter’s Little Liver Fills. If you try them, they
will certainly please you.

“Fa,” said little Johnny McSwilligau, “here's a
piece in the paper about ‘Farisltes.’ What are

they?”
“Farisltes, my hoy,
I think you ought to
third reader.”

FIH4SSIAL

are people who live In Paris.
know that, and you iu the
_

ANSJSafWMEitCIAL.

STATE OF TRADE.

From Bradstreet's of Saturday. Oct. 22,
Special telegrams to Bradstreet’s show no material change in the distribution of staple products during lids as compared with last week.The
fall trade has been ushed at somewhat higher
pressure than usual at a number of points this
year, and while the total volume is materially
smaller than it was three weeks ego, It appears to
At
be in excess ol Ibe movement one year ago.
New York, Boston, Philadelphia and Ballimoro
there it only a fair distribution by Jobbers in
leading lines, but witli a moderate improvement
in staple cotton and woolen goods and some depression in raw wool after tlie mild activity of tbe
week before. At Boston there Is a prospect of an
advance in some lines of cotton, but prints are

Print Cloth Market.
FALL RIVER, Oct. 22, 1886.—The Fall River
priut cloth statement for the week is as follows:
Production. 17B,000 pieces
Deliveries. 221,000 pieces
Stock.
39,000 pieces
Sales. 272,000 pieces
SDOt.|. 115,000 pieces
Future. 167,000 pieces
Price—3Vie for 64s, 2%c for 60x6Cs; market
active and Arm.
Cattle Market
By Telegraph.!
CHICAGO, Oct. 22, 1887—Cattle market—rereceipts 2,000; shipments —; steady; shipping
steers at 2 60,54 90; stockers and feeders 1 76@
3 10; cows, hulls and mixed 1 25(52 60; Texas
Cattle 1 06(32 66; Western rangers 2 40@3 70.
Hogs,receipts 12,000: shipments 8,000: market
stronger; mixed at 4 20@4 60; heavy 4 305-4 66;
light at 4 25(5 4 65: skips at 3 005,4 30.
;the|market
dlieer—receipts 2,000; shipments
is steady juatives 2 255,3 85;Wes!ern 3 00@3 60;
Texans 1 60@3 26. Lambs 4 0l)@5 25.

Chicago

nouiop

witli I'irnAr utnolre

f li'noorv

atotilAa

Fell-

fairly active, notably sugars at the Eastern
and canned goods at the Western seaboard.
Gross earnings of 116 railroads show for the
nine mouths from January t to September 30 an
Increase of 13 per cent, for 1887 over 188t>:and
gains of 20 per cent, over 1836 and 18 per cent,
over 1884, tbe earnings of the month of Septemtlnue

showing a gain of 9.6 per cent. over Septerber, 1886.
Wheat bus advanced about 1 Vi cents In the
week, Indian corn %, and low grades of flour
somewhat. Exports coutlnuo light, and receipts
at the Interior points quite heavy, pointing to a
large increase In the visible supply report on
Monday. The world’s resources arc about 100,000,000 bushels less than they were two years
ago, but they may not affect prices until in 1888,
when consumption shall have disposed of a considerable proportion of the crop grown in 1880-7.
Exports of wheat and flour, both coasts, July 10
to Oct. 21, are equal to 63,730,000 bush.
ber

PGRTLAfiQ WHOLESALE MARKET.
PORTLAND, Oct. 22,1887.
The following are today’s closing qiioLatlcns ol
Grain. Provisions. &c.:
linns.
guur.
|
684)69
ll;Mx<!Corc.
Superfine and
<
00a61
lots
76
Oo''n,
76(4
hag
low grades.2
Meal, bag lots. ..67.af.«
X Spring null
XX Spline..4 15*4 36!Oat!., car lots
38*39
40*42
Patent Spring
]<»ats, bag lots
Wheals. 00*6 26!Cotton Seed.
I car lots..26 25{*25 6C
Mich.straight
do bag... 26 O0&27 Of
4 50*4 76
roller
dear do....4 26*4 60Hack dfir’n
—

.....

slone ground!
nt 1 ouis st’ftt
H
4
,„Tw

26*4

75®6

car lots. .20 00®21 0(.
do bag... 21 0042201
OOlMIddlings. 28 00*25 Of
35

I

&

7B®4*
'#peat46°D4;6

Earcnis
I’nd

.;

WM’6

2oI5orio-^
I

lg BOalflfx
Clear.... 18 004,18 5(
Mess.10 60*17 IK

4Vi'*4 251
Srgelliore
Large Ba-ik3 7i>,,<4 OOlUcel

....

7 76rf 8„ .(
Small.3 00*8 601 Ex Mess.
8
l ia.■■■■■■
2 25 4 3 25
J’’l1 21
9 25*9 71
Haddock.I 60*2 00; Bx Plate
OOl
Hake.1 76®2
UjjKl-- »•
Herrin*
| Tubs
Tierces....
Scaled 5> bx..l«&28e

Pollock

7V»ft.J*

illams *>
.Mackerel ** hbl—
ao covered. .14*14*
Shore is. 16i00®1800
«•*.
00
2s.
13
Bboic
oo*l«
Med.Ss.lt 00413 00 Kerosene-Pet.
Kef.
00
Po
..12
14
00*
Large
kr..ia».
I Water White...... 7W
10
Pratt:Ast’l.**bbl.
|
Oianoerries—
Maine.... 6 50® « 60IDevoe’s Brilliant. 10
8
0048
60| Llgonl*. 7%
Cape Cod
Pea Beans...2 06*2 76,Casco White. 7V<i
Medium_2 16R2 25ICeuteunlal. 7%
Bain! no.
Ucrnt.iU m<J2 2f».o2 401
Yellow Kyes.l 76;ol 8f| Muscatel.... |2 60#3 3f
rotate »oh. bush 70c@80c! Loudon Lay’r 3 00^3 1U
85c mudura Lay- llJ/B,al2(
d-> II.Hilton,
SI Potatoes 2 50o; 3 601 Vaieucia. l0@10Vi
Ouious fc> bbl 3 61K0.376I
Mugnr
Turkeys.22«ct24igrauLlated 4> lfc.7
Chickens.10^181 Extra C.6 Vi

New York.
Ar 21st, sch Ada 8 Allen. Dudley, New York.
Sid 21st, s
Vineyard, Hatch, Portland.
NEW YORK—Ar 21st, schs Kenduskeag, BanWreath, and Geo Savage, do; Fred Jackson,
lath; F A Pike, Calais; B D Prince, Rockland ;
Hattie Baker, Kockport; Reindeer, Seal Island;
C L Jeffrey, Stark Island; Sadie Wilcut, Boston;
Flora A Sawyer, Providence.
Ar 22d. schs Maggie Abbott, from Gonaives;
Belle Higgins, Darien.
Cld 20th, ship H< ury S Hyde, Pendleton. San
Francisco; brig Isaac W Parker, Kane, Viquez;
Kate E Morse. Hutchins, New Orleans.
hid 21st. barques I tonus, for Valparaiso; Jennie Harkuess, tor Sydney. NSW.
Passed the Gate 21st. sclis Glenullen, from New
York for Ellsworth; L T Whitmore, and Leo> »»ssa
from New York for Rockland; A B Perry, and
Ada Barker, do for Boston; H C Higginson, and
L Hoi way do tor do; Lucy M Collins, Hoboken
fordo; LaVolta, Rondout for do; I T Campbell,
Rondout for do ;
Sabao, Port Johnson for do;
Trenton, do for do; Jachln, do for Newmarket;
Alice Belle, Rondout for do.
Passed Hart Island 20th, schs K P Rogers, for
Augusta; Jslaud City, do for Eastport; Mabel
lla.ll, do for Rocklana; Hattie, Weehawkeu for
Bangor; Ann,do for Fall River.
NEW LONDON-Ar 21st, sells Ella Pr*ssey,
from Rockland for New York; Etna, from Boston
for do.

thy Telegraph.]
N'EVV YORK. Oct. 22 1887-Flour market24,683 packages; exports 363 bbls and
sacks; sales 17,000 bbls.
Flour
g
quotations Fine at 2 00:52 75; superane
Western and 8tate 2 60a3 10: common to good
Western
andEtate'ut 3 9053 40, good to
dglra
choice do »l 3 60a »o; common 10 choice While
wheat Western extra at 4 40,0,4 60; fancy do at

NEW HAVEN—Ar 20th, sch Elizabeth MCook,
Clark Calais
NEW BEDFORD—Cld 20th, barque EUw Cushing. Dow, Pensacola.
VINEYARD-HAVEN—Ar 20th, schs Emma F
Hart, from Philadelphia for Boston; Annie L McEeen. New Bedford for co
Ai 21st, sells Sarah Eaton, from Macidas for
New York; Union, from Hallowell for do; Alice,
Mt Desert fordo; Lizzie Lee, Lamoine fordo;
Catharine, Ellsworth for do ; Idaho, Rockland
fordo; Kdw Lameyer, Rockland for Richmond;
Mav McFarland, do for Fernaudiua; Silver Heels
do for New York.
UYANNIS-Ar 21st, sch Mary F Pike, Wee-

receipts

—

I,r,.. -1 no:

eiiiiiiiinii

in gnml axtra

Dill,,

nr

3 GO

®4 yn; common to choice extra St Louis at 3 004
4110; paten' Minnesota extra good to prime at
4 40 <i 4 00; choice to double extra do at 1 604
4B >. inclu.i',.g 1,400 hols city mill extra *4 lo
4 36 ;1C00 nbls line do 2 0042 76: 2400 bbls sunei line 2 60*3 10; 800 bbls extra No 2 at 3 00u
3 40; 64(a) Cbls winter wheat extra 3 0044 00;
48 JO bbls Minnesota exlra at 3 00 a 4 00. South-

hawken for

ern Hour quiet; and unchanged, common to fair
extra at 3 2fiiqi4 Oo. ltye dour is quiet. IVt,» iii
—reeeiuLs 211,450 bush; exports 05.611 hush;

r.ii.uia

$1.10
$1.50

mh21

i.ouise, riiv,

Walter Franklin, Tlioinpsou. do; Hast
Light, Kelley, Machias; Stella Lee, Treat
Isle; Delaware, Sadler, Ellsworth; .lames
Nellson, Knox, Bangor; Fannie F Hall, Tapley,
and Wm Butman, Larrabee, Bangor; Ellen Merrimau. Low, do; Chanty,Magee,do; Albert .lame

Portland, Maine.

Boston* Philadelphia

OF TUB

—

Union Mutual
OF PORTLAND,

realize

that this old and

sterling

has

_—__,

BT—

above lines do
These lines should all appear, equally black to a normal eye. Persons to whom the
which common spectacles will
appear equally black at five or ten feet have a visual imperfection
This dethe
corneas.
of
the
correct
deformity
improve. They must have special lenses ground to
fect is called ASTIGMATISM.

not
not

for
Spectacles
«
>1

50

—

LINE

FULL

ii

ii

are

unques-

fllHF. wise provisions of the Maine Non-FoneiA ture Law apply only to the policies issued by
this Company, and under Its workings extended
insurance is provided lor in case of lapse.

PEBBLES.

MAINE LAW CONVEKTIBLE
POLICY ol the UNION MUTUAL contains
desirable
feature in a PERFECT LIFE INevery
NEW

rlVHE

A

SURANCE POLICY.

It you will send your address to the Home Ofto any of its agents, we shall be glad to furnish full iuformation W regard to the Company

fice, or

PEBBLE EYE GLASSES fur $1.50 each

PEBBLE SPECTACLES for $1.50 each.
Always cool.

Never become Scratched, and

more

to

durable than Glass.

a

experience, stroug, financial coudltiou, large surequitable ami attractive plans aud couservave management.

A Large Variety of Gold Spectacles and Eye Glasses, bsst quality, at $4.03, $5.00 and $6 03 eaoh.

Blus,

XaSTTERlSr-AX.

Dl RECTORS.

GEORGE C. FRYE,

-A.2ST3D
TJSE.
JanlO

—

Hon. Joeiah H. Drummond. Portland, Malue
John E. DeWitt. Portlaud, Maine.
Henry C. Hutchins, Bostou, Mass.
Hon. Pkrcival Bonnky, Portland. Me.
Hon. Marquis F. Kino, Portland, Me.
Thomas A. Foster, M. D., Portland, Me.
Hon. Fred. E Richards. Kockuort, Me.
Gkohob L. Deblois, Bostou, Mass.
Edward A. Noyes, Portlaud. Me.
Hon. Frederick Kobie, Gorham, Me.
Frank E. Allen, Portland Me.

Congress and Franklin Streets.
eodtf

Corner

The Most Wonderful Family Remedy Ever Known.
07"* CURES
Diphtheria, Croup, Asthma, Bronohitia, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Bleeding st the
Lungs, Hoarseness, Influenza, Hacking Cough,
Whooping Cough, Catarrh, Cholera Morbus, Dysentery, Chromo Diarrhoea,
Kidney Troubles,
Spinal Diseases, Sciatica, Lame Back, Lameness
and 8oreness in Body or Limbs. Circulars free.
I. S. JOHNSON & CO.. BOSTON, MASS.

HTSHS

H

OFFIl'EKS.

JOHN E. DeWITT, President

MEDICATED

L

_dtf

International
STEAMSHIP CO.,
—

fob

—

AND

OF

ALL PA11T9

—

Vrw Hrauawirk, Noth Nrolin. Prince
ward* Inland, and i n pc Hreion.

Ed-

SPUING AKHINGE WENT.
The new Steamers of this Line will leave Railroad Wharf, foot of State street, every MONDAY
WEDNESDAY and FRIDAY at 5.00 P. M., foi
EASTPORT and ST. JOHN, with above eounec
ttous.
tickets issued and baggage checked u
d -TI .;.: ion. gjpr-Freight received up in l.i *<> P. M
For Tickets and Staterooms, apply at the Uuioi
Ticket Office, 40 Exchange St., or for other infor
rnation at Company's Office, Railroad Wharf, ftx.
of State street.
J. B. COYLE.
Oen'l Manager.

Through

nov2txttf_

_

Boston and Savannah
Steamship Co.
Only Direct Line from New
England to Savannah,
Thencr to

all points Mouth.

FAVOKITE KOLTE TO HORIId.
K V E K V T *1 lr Ks l> 4 V at 4 P. M. from Ha
vannah Pier, Congress street. Boston.
4. DrW. siim|.«oa, C. K. K. Agent, 201 Washington street.
O. «i. PK.4KNOY. S. F and VV. Railway
Agent, 211 Washington street.
ait'UtKUsi N A B % R.Y 4 M l>,
Jy27eod3m Ageut*,Sa»aiuiah Pier. Boston Miss

Manager for City Agency, Portlaud.

WDER.

®odlf

BOSTON
FARE ONLY SI.00.
FlJfcMT-CLASM

STKAMBKH

JOHN BROOKS and fHEMONT
alternately leave FRANK UN WH an: Pol
Uld
every weeg day evening at 7 o’clock ; .driving ii,
season for connection with earliest trams toi
Proviilrncr. !.• « ell,
Through tickets
Vt orrmlrr,
York, Ac.
leave
INDIA
VVI1AKK. Boston evReturning,
ery week day eveuiug at 0 o’clock.
.1. B. COYLK. Manager.
for

Jel4tf

■

INLANDS

_

Quaker

TKATILKN.

Co.
Harpswell Steamboat
ltttb

On and after September
1«87. steamer
Gordon, C'apt. James L. Long, will run dally as
follows:
Leave Orr’s Island for Po-tland at 8.45 a. m.;
Bailey’s Island 7.0"; Harpswell, 7.15; East End,
Great Cbebeague, 7 45, Jenk’s, 8.00; II' |ie Island 8.06; LUtle Cbebeague, 8.20; Long Island
8.40, arriving In Portlann at i».15 a. m.
Keturulng will leave Portland for Orr’s Island
and all inlennedia'e landings at 2.00 p. m.
ISAIAH DANIELS, Manager.
seplOdtf

Bitters

'Powder
,(7^1

son,

CailUage, llocklainl; S A Kimball, Kimball

Bootlibay: Frolic, Fuikham, Damariscotta; W E
Leggett, Lewis, Wiscasset; Millie Washburn
Brown, do; H 8 Boynton, Ferry, and Mazurka,

Lane, Rockport.
Cld 21st, sen Franconia, Falker, Wilmington.
Ar 22d,schs Hattie L Curtis, Fernald, Bangor
Challenge, Meservey, Calais; Ida Hudson, Collin!
Rockland.
Cld 22d, schs Harry L Whitten, for Kennebec
Am Team, and Stephen Morgau, do.
Sid 22U, sens '.Sarali A Rced.S G W Glovor, 8 W
Brow n, M A Reed, Mollie Rhodes. Sami Dilloway
G B Ferguson, John K Souther, and brig Ellen M
Mitchell.
SALEM—Ar 21st, schs Chrorao, Franklin foi
New York; Zella, Whiting for do; Silas McLoon
Rockport fordo; Brave, Sullivan for do; J 1
Wyman, do for do; EC Gates. Calais for do; At
Mulch, Ellsworth tor Rondout: A B Crabtree
Hancock for-; Herald, Rockport for Boston
W A Dubosq: Cliase, Boston for Rockland.
Below 21st, sebs R M Brookings, from Rich
nioud for New York; Terrapin, Dauversport foi
Bangor; Lavluia Bell, do for do; Inez, Boston foi
Millurldge; E H King, do for Eastport; Warren
ton, do for Bangor; Jeruslia Baker, Machias foi
New York; Moutlcello, New York for Fortlaud.
BATH—Ar 21st, sells 8 F Hitchcock. Blair, fn
Portland, (and passed up); Commerce, Wade
Newark via Portland.
Sid 2lst. schs P Uazeltine, Leland, Plilladel
plila; S M Bird, Merrill, do.
Sid 21st, sells Willie Martin, Willard, Green
port, NY ; A Hamm did, Kilpatrick, New York.
Sid 22d, sch Celiua, Adams, Fhiladelpuia.

arrive.iOwis—receipts 160,800 busb ;exports —bu;
sales 98,000 busll spot; without change, steady
and quiet; No 3 at 32Vic; No 3 White at 34%4
34Vic; No 2 at 32%432%c; No 2 White at 34%
(a86c; No 1 nominal; No 1 wnue at 37c; Mixed
Western at 32®34c; White do 35®40c. Coffee—
fair Kio dull at 19V«c. Ougar quiet and firmly
held; refined quiet;C it 646% c; Kxtra Cat 6%
(45% c; White Kxtra Cat 6%®5%c; Vellow 4%
®5c; olf A 6%c; standard A bV4 4 0 6-26c; Coulee A at 6%c: Mould A 0% :cut loaf and crushed
7 inowdered 6%(ati%c; granulated at 6% a0 69li.Oc: Cubes 6%c. Peiroleuia steady. Tallow
steady at 4Vic. Pork steady; trading light; mess
quoted 13 76 for old. 14 60 for new. Keel quiet.
I.ard is higher but quletiWesteru steam at o 70;
steam at B65; refined quoted at 6 86 for Continent; 8 A 7 35. Stutter quiet and weak. Cheese

steady.

Freight* to Liverpool steady; grain 2%®3c.
CHICAGO. Oct. 22, 18S7.—The Flour market is
fairly active and steady. Wheat—No 2 Spring al
7()%470%c; No 2 Ked at 71 Vi®72c. Corn 40%
for No 2. Oats—No 2 at 25y8®26Vic.
Rye al
61c. Provisions—Mess Pork at 13 00; Lard al
6 30. Dry salted shoulders at 6 00 *5 20 ;shon
clear sides at 7 3647 40. Whiskey at 1 10.
Receipts— Flour, 18,000 bbls; wheat. 76.0(4
bush ;jorn 242,000 busll joats lG2,00o,bu; rye 20,
000 bush; bar.ey, 63,"Oo busb.
Slilpmeuts—Flour. 23.000 bbls; wheat. 138.00C
bush: coru,43,000 bush; oats, 146,000 busll;ry«
3,000 IiU8h, barley 43,000 busll.
ST. J.OUI8, Oct. 22 1887.—The Flour market
Is steady; family at 2 2546 66; choice at 2 90 u
3 Oo; fancy 3 30 a 3 45; extra do 3 6043 70: pa
tents at 3 7541100.
Wheat steady ; No 2 Ked al
71Vi@72Vie. Corn firm and Vie better at 39% a
40Vic. Oats easier at 24%®24%c. Whiskey K
steady at 1 05. Provisions dull—Pork—slanoarc
nie-s at 13 60.
Lard at 6 20«« 25.
Dry saltei
meats-shoulders at 6 0.'; long clear « bo: deal
ribs 6 ’0; short clear 7 00. Bacon—shouders o
long clear 6 07 Vi47 15 .dear ribs7 67Vi *7 87 VS
short clear at 8 0048 12 v,. Hams quiet 10 60 a

Foreign Ports.
At at Singapore prev to 19tli Inst, barque Frc<
P Litchfield, Young, New York.
Passed St Helena Sept 30, barque T A Goddard
Sears, from Manila for New York.
Sid fm Liverpool IStli Inst, ship Win R Grace
Walnut, New York.
Ar at Dublin 19th lust, ship Jas Nesmith, Jack
son, San E raiicisco.
Ski Im Klo Janeiro Oct 10, barque PrlsclUa.Rok
erts, Barbadoes via Pernambuco.
At- at M ncego Bay 0th iust, sch E S Newman

Moore, Norfolk.

12 60.

Cld at

Receipts—Flour. 6,000 bbls, wheat 60.000 bu
corn 79,000 hush.oats 57000 tiush, barley 10,001
bush, rye 0000 bush.
Shipments—Flour 6,000 bbls, wheat ll.OOf
bush,! corn 19,000 bush, oats 6,000 bush, barlei
00,000 busb, rye 3000 bush.
DETROIT, Oct. 22. 1887.—Wheat—No 1 Whit)
at 77%c;No 2 Ked cash and Oct at 76%c. CornNo 2 at 44c. Oats—No 2 at 29c.
Receipts—Wheat 32,000 bush.

Annapolis. NS, 19th inst, brig Jennl

Phluney, Morton, Cardenas.
Ar at rai islMiro to 18th, schs Bertha Warnei
and Bessie E Crane, from Portland; Davida, am
Waudiain, do.
Ar at Hillsboro 19th, schs Sehago, Clark, Pori
laud, (and cld 20th lor Newark); Fanny Fllnl

Warren, Marblehead.
Cld at Moncton 18th, sch Wm H Mitchell,Gate! •
New York.
Cld at St John, NB, 21st, schs Wallula. Sprim
er, Tliomaston; Llewelyn. Colwell, and Bessie C
Colwell, Rockport; Sea Bird, Andrews, for Rock
land.

Havana Market.

>

j

Spoken.
Aug 24, lat 10 N. Ion 2d W, barque S D Carlto: 1
Freeman, from Philadelphia for Penang.
Oct In, forry miles E of Boston Light, baiqu ,
Mary, Acocks, lrom St Pierre for Bootlibay.

t/je

Athlophoro’s
\_
Mill

/

11. Wt

i-

|

) /(HMM |

THIS is the top of the gen“Pearl Top’
Lamp
Chimney, all others similar

uine

8ep9eod&wlynrmcF

are
aw

■ >

imitations.

—

’1

This
exact

1ETNR*
BITTERS
QUAKERUynpepnin.

BITTERS
QUAKER
Ijirer Ctaplaial*

BITTERS
QUAKER
Cores nil Humors.

QUAKER

BITTERS
QUAKER
Blood.
nil Impurilies

BITTERS
QUAKER
Cores Rbenmntism.

QUAKER BITTERS
and Ague.

BITTERS
QUAKER
C«n*l»lutiouol Weakaeu.

Cures

this is Worth

MOST SUCCESSFUL

on the market.
For Durability, Simplicity, Economy, and Healthy, pure, warm
air it has no equal. All the Joint*are cup-joints,
and are perfectly gan tight. It Is self-cleaning,
has anti-clinker grate, patent dust-flue, upright shaker, sifting grate, and double water
pans. It combines tne greatest improvements
ever embodied in a heating furnace.
If not for sale in vour vicinity, please send for
testimonials and price list.

Cure*

Cure* Feeer

Send to QUAKER MEDICI\E CO., Providence, R. L, for Circulars and Cards.

tested; and to
QUAKER BITTERS have been in the market 25 years, and have been thoroughly
a bottle of Quaker
prove that they possess the merits we claim for them, any one purchasing
from its “e, can Mve their
benefit
no
can
it
show
received
of
that
have
they
I and after using two-thirds
amount paid.
JedoMW&Hlin
money refuuded,—and wo hereby authorize all dealers to return the

!

MANUFACTURED

or

"llBTURNINU—Leave Canton 4.30, 9.16

A m.)
a. in., 13.06 p. m.
ST4BK t ONNKtTIOSS.
DAILY—Prom W. Minot 3.30 p. m. for Hebron
Academy; Buckfleld 3.60 p. m. for W. Sumner
and Turner ; Canton 4.27 p. m.; arriving at Pern
б. 30; Dlxfleld 8.00; Mexico 7.00 p.m.; also lor
Brettun’s Mills, Livermore.
Returning, leave
Mexico 8.00, Dlxfleld 7.00 a m.;
fWfr
L. L.
land 12.05 p. m.

arriving A)
LlNCOEF.Bitpt.

R. C. BRADPORD. G. T. A.oct»dtl

Portland and

Itching
of sleep, is banished by Skin-Success Soap.
*l4i«i-*tiicceai» Monp ai.d skin eruption:
of children will be prevented ami the skin
kepi
spotless.
oct3
eodly-cMnrm
Home for Affed Women,

rialvaniwd Iron ansi Coppor Cornice* and
Work
Metal Shlnelee. sheet Metal
Circular.
for ISulldinga. Send fur Illustrated

«;n.“!'4!

F. YAH KCOItDEN & CO.,
533 Hsmirem Avenue

BOSTON.

DR. HAM'S

To Vessel Owners.

PORTLAND and MONTREAL LINE.
Only line malt lug direct connectlong with
Canadian PaclAc West bound Trains
leaving Montreal same Evening.

FALL ARRANGEMENT.
Coastm ariag MONO 4 V, •«. I*. ISU,
and until further notice, Passenger trains will
_leave Portland as follows N .33 a.
TRTiiMSrnSmn,. for Bridgtun. Pryeburg. No. Cotv-

Pabyan’s, Bethlehem Laneas——ler. Whltefleld, Littleton. Wells’ Klv-

8*

Id

|»-

«*■

l.i'iai,

I'liuaiiM

iu

iw

»uu

ui

iu

termedlate stations, with Stage connections for
No. Windham. siandl«h, Llmlugton, Sebago, Naples, ParsonsBeld, Kr/ar Kails, Denmark. Loren,
and Conway Corner: also lor No. Brldgton, Harrison and Waterford vU Bndgton.
Train Arrive in Portland.
10 33 a. m. from Bartlett and way stations.
M.33 p. an. from Montreal, Burlluvton and West.

J. HAMILTON, BnpL
KOYB, Q. T. A.

UH AS. II.

Oct.

7,1SS7.__

liKAMi TKl\k RAILWAY OF liUbA.
AKKANGEMENTS.

Bl'.nnEK
mmd

Oa

alter HOMDAY, H«f l«,
Iralu will raa m Uilrwii

INtr,

► • r lubura aad l.rwni«a, 7.108. in., 1.16
MM 5.87 p. in.
Tar l.irliMM, 9.30 8. IB.* 1.80 *bd 5.37 p. ML
►'*» liirkHui, Baairral 8B(i Chtcafa, 9.3 »
8. m. and 1.30 p. m.
Kar tfaekec, 1.30 p. m
Y«r Haritflrll ail iaalaa, 7.10 1 BL 80*

1.80 p.

m.

ABRIYAU.

Yraai Lrwiaiaa mmd Aatara, 8.16 8. Be.
r. Iu
ilMl V.3f» p. m.
Train Oarkaai, *.30*.IB., 13.06 8IMJ 5.46 p. 18.
Tram Cbtcaga aad Baaircal, 19.06 80*
§.*'■ p. Ml.
• nNB ifiirkrf, 13.00 p. IU.
hi'inum i'alaee 81«t*pin* car* *»n
train and
Parloi cars oo day train betweeu Portland aod

aljrtil

Montreal

TICMBT Omi'Bi

Euhangt

Si.,

and Oeooi Em •» India

SHU.

Tickets Sold At Reduced Rates to
Canada, Urirall, Chlraga. Hilwaa5««,
Mariuauii, At. Laai«, Oauulaa, 'agnaw,
At. I*hal, Mall I.alt* City, Ora*«r, Maa
BVMWiSMe and ail points In tbs KarlkwMl*
JUHJCPH UlCRttuN GfneraJ Manafar.
WM KDUAK. U P. Jl.
J WTKPHKNHOX. Supt.

May 1*. 1887

IlliVK CE.VTKAL RAILROAD
viOwnAY, On 94. I MAT.
l*.«K.|fr Train, will lenr.

Unnnd after

r-urtlnnd

n.

(nit.ww

An! nrn and
l.etsi-tou, 8.80 A m.,
11.uu 4.SO p tn.s l.ewi-iuw fin Bran.
wick, 7.05 a. in., 12.66 tll.16 p.m. For Bath.
7.05 a. ill. 12.65 and 4.56 p. m., and on SaturMucklaad and
ibra Hilly at 11.16 p. in.
Ha.t nad l.ine.ln K K., 7.06 s. m. snd
12.66 p. IU., Hl...wlrk, O.rdi.rr Bl.ll.
well, ...I Augusta, 7.06 a. ni., 12.56, 4.66
nnd 111. 16 p. in. Rfnrntfngt.. .in l.etvt.

For

12.60 d. m.; rin Brunswick. 7.06
and 12.55 p. m. Vl.nm.utb, til.
Kr .dAeld, Oakland and North
A ..an. 12.60 p. ID.. » alrr.illr and Mhawhrgau. Tin l.r.lalon 12.50, via Aagu.ta,
7.oo a. m„ 12.66 and tll.16 p. m., and WUterBelfast
i' ill* Saturdays only
4.56 p. m.
fta.l
12.60 and 111.16 p. m.
KSexter,
tlnugai via l.ewiaian. 12.60 p. IU.; Via
Augusta, 7.05 A m., 12.66 aud 111.15 p. m.
Ilungor dr Fitc.taaui. It. B.v 7.06 A. m.,
and
tll.16 p. m. Gll.wuiik and Bar
111.16 and 12.66
p. m. Ml.
Harbor,
(laanty,
Mtrpkeu (Calais), Arsa.taak
Frarl.ce.,
Mt. John. Hulifnt, anil ths

inn,
a
ni.

thrup,

mornings or to Belfast and
Bantror on Sunday mornings.
1 rains
due In Portland as follows: The morn
log train from Watervltle. Augusta and Bath
8.45 a. ni.; Lewiston, 8.60 a. m.; day traina
from Bangor at 12.40, 12.45 p.m.

CO.,

j

dispatched quickly and
W. 0. 8TIMP80N. Jit.,
Address,
rt C-lyde. Me.
deelddtf

|

FSB SALE

w

KAEOBWISTS^

a. m.

the
on

PORTLAND, MT. DESERT & MACH'AS STEAM-

of the

Top

Chimeys.
1 he

The afternoon train* from ltangor. Waters tile,
Bath. Augusta and Rockland ai 6.40 p. m.,
Lewiston, 5.50 p. m. Night Pullman at 1. 60

I.Lulled Ticket., drat aad seeuwd claaa, faa
all poiutxlM lb. Pruvince.ua Mia mi reduced rule*.

dealer

may say and
think he has as
but he has not.
Insist upon the exact label
and top.
GEO. A. MACBETH cS: CO.

Pittsburgh,

BOAT CO.
I'NTIL. FlRTntR NOTICK.
the Steamer Ctiiy uC Kicknaoud, Capt. Win. I.
Dennison, weather permitting, will make two
round triiis per week on the route between Portland, Bar llarbor and Machtasport, via usual
landings, leaving Portland at 11 p. in. every Tuesday and Friday, and Machlasporl at 4.00 a. m.
every Monday and Thursday.
PAYSON TUCKF.it, General Manager.
F. E. BDOTHBY.Oen'l Pass.aud Ticket Airt.
m t21dt,
Portlam Oct.Ro. 18*7.

Pa.

EXHAUSTED VITALITY.
▲ l-rent lUedlcal Work for Yoasg and
Mlddlo-Affetl Men.

Bass’ English Ale

A CREAT

Una
More Than One Million

(illWIXV
For

STOUT,

Sale in the Original Faoka«e by

IMPORTERS,

410
uuv'24

Fore

Copies Mold.
It treats upon Nervous amt Physical Debility. Premature Decline, Errors of Y<mth. Ri haunted Vitality,
Lost Manhood, Impaired Virot and Impuritt** of the
Blond, and the urn-old mw*n™ c •omhiu»mu thereon.
Contain* A*) pages. »ubeta»tial embossed hindipR, full
Warranted the beet popular medical treatise
Riit,
published In the English language. Price only %1 by
poetpaid, ami concealed in a plain wrapper. Ilprnil.
lustrative sample free it you send now.
,hr Peabody medical
UVdSHfi?*’
INMTITI TK, No. I Itiillin.
h H|. Boot on, >!««•*.

WM. II. PtllKI K, M. D., Consulting Pby•drlan, to whom all orders should ho addruewd.

Street.
htf

DISCOVERY'!

It 1* achnowledawi to be the best,
inn*! potent nn effectual refU'nly

-AND-

now

rn.

one

Monday
beyoud

or
are

eodfim

my 9

IS A SERE CERE FOR

HARRIET S. McCOBB, Secretary.
October 21st, 1887.
.oct22dtd

&

INVIGORATOR R. STANLEY & SON,

annual meeting of tile subscribers to thl<
Port Clyde Marine Hallway has been thorTHEassociation
will he held at the Home,
In readiness to
THK
oughly rebuilt, and is of
TUESDAY. Oct. 26th. at 3 p.
repairs. All work
INTEMPERANCE.
take onf all vessels in need
By order of the nianageis,
satisfaction gnat ante-d.
01

Ogdensbwg R. R.

BANQOR, MB.

Stores and

for

And

AND FOR SALE BY

WOOD, BISHOP

;
METAL SKYLIGHTS
Dwellings.
Mills,
VENTILATORS,

—2—
At druggist*/ Skin-Succon’
86c. A 76o. Skin-Succ*** Soup
28c. Palmer Chemical Co^N.Y*
of the *kin causing torture and loss

POPULAR FURNACE

Now

I

is troubled with humors.

1. I6OT

good,

AND

MOST

Bi^js,

$1,000.
TO ANT KAN,
WOMAN OR CHILD
who is not blessed with

fair, healthy Skin,

BITTERS

is

label

Pearl

The great sales of the Etna prove the fact that
It is the

Cores Headache.

in the

each

FURNACE

Cure*

Cure*

Hkin.Nurrau Honp is peerless In eases of Skin
disease. Use for toilet, bath ana shaving.
Palmer’* akin Nuecru lias eured many ol
the most stubborn skiu and scalp disorders.

Effect 0*1.

arriving at Portland 8.26

on

and effecTiVe. Beautifully but uj> in
box; wittiJ?uff. Send p Ceb/i for
»>i» beautiful colored picture, fne
rfyiorish Girl ftthlofrh orosco (12 iVal/ST.Wf

a

6rns(«ani-ls

Leave Portland, via O. T. Railway, 7.10 a in.)
laiwlston B.OO; Mechanic Kails (mixed trsla)
8.45; arriving at W. Minot 9.06; K Hebron 9.30)
Buekfield 9.46;
E. Sumner
10.36; Hartford.
10.66; Canton 11.16.
Leave Portland 130 p. m.; Lewiston 3.00,
Mechanic Palls 3.15; arriving at W. Minot 3.80)
E. Hebron 3.40; Buckfleld 3.60, B. Sumuer 4.08;
Hartford A12; Canton A37; Ollbertvtlle 4.36 p.

fan
letter

Powder is,
y

M. L. WILLIAMS. Gen’l Agent.
Portland.

oct21dtf_

CONGHE8N NT. NTATION.

--

>

Through Tickets to all paints Wesi and South
(or rale at Paillaad aiailaa Tiehel trace anil
man 'I ickra Olhre, III P arbaage direct
JAB. T. KUKBEK, Uen’l Manager,
B ston.
D. J. PLANDEKS. lieu. P.1T.A

at l

eight minutes later where through tickets and
baggage checks may be obtained for principal
polutsKasl and West, tThe night express with
sleeping car attached.runs every night Sundays
Included, through to Bangor but not to Skowbe-

ITCH.

MuRSEf?y^

Crossing.

tp-All

F«S,

use

Parbaaaik. 3,«ban

12.60, 12.65 and tll.16 p. m
trains timed as above from Commercial
Street Station, stop at

cuTTfcr

felt,
&ffe
for

1.00,8.00 p.m.

part, ..Ira, f.yaa 2.00,9.13) a.m., 1.00, 8.00
p. :n. Amrabur, U.OOAln. 1 im, 8.00 p. m.
iConnects with Kail Lwrsfor New York.
{Connect, with wound l.lnes lor New York.
"West Division—North Berwick to Scarboro

Wr»i aad Maalkweat.

hovunii

f It stands all tests!

via East Dlv, to Hcar-

Par Ha.ian aif'J.Ot) a.tu.. dally,19.00 a.m., {1.00,
H..IOD far Pa. Ilnad 7.30, 8.00 A
,0.00 p. m.
III. 12.30 p. m (••7.01) p.m. daily I. t ape A Jam
bob.
0 a. m. (6.30 p. m. West. Dlv. Pass.)
Kara '.l.OO a ll)., 1.00 p.m. Biddrfard 2.00, 9 00

35

THI

uov6

id.

Ogden*burg and West.

—

SIMMER 4K»tVLt:tlEvrs,

SINKINSON

4.15 p.

Montpelier, St. Johusbury, Newport, Sherbrooke. St.Johns. Montreal, Burlington, Swanton,

EASTPORT. CALAIS ST. JOHN N. 8.. HALIFAX. R.S

WILLIAMS,

JAMES

Kraarbunk

er,

~
■

..—

eod&wly-nrm

for-jouE]-,

eio_

Superintendent of Agencies. Easter. Dcpartmen

Removes
to the Skin.
Imparts a Brilliant Transparency
For Sale by
all Pimples, Freckles and Discolorations.
Dealers.
all First-Class Druggists and Fancy Goods

SHERIDAN’S CONDITION POWDER

lA

STEAMERS.
BEN

for Homiou 1.00,
U>ro Crosstug.

or geueial Information
address the General Kastern Agents.
K. A. AOAihs * «!0„
Hlate Street, C.'ar. Bread m., Beatea.

HENRY D. SMITH, Secretary,
ARTHUR L. BATES. Ass t Secretary.
THOMAS A. FOSTER. M. 1>., Medical Director
HON. JOSIAH U. DRUMMOND. Counsel.

COMPLEXION

is absolutely pure and highly concentrated. One ounce
is worth a pound of any other kind. It Is strictly a
medicine to be given with food. Nothing on earth will
make hens lay like it. It cures chicken cholera and all
diseases of hens. Is worth its weight In gold. Illustrated book by mail free. 8old everywhere, or sent by
mail for 25 cents in stamps. 2K-lb. tin cans, $1: by
mail, $1.20. Six cans by express, prepaid, for $5.00.
UK. I. s. JOHNSON A CO., Bolton, Mail.

residents of

UNION MUTUAL appeals
THEMaine
for their especial patrouage, because
HOME COMPANY, and because ot Its age,
It Is

m

k.30 p. rn.
Uockenler Furiuiaklva, All**
Ha), 8 40 a. ni 13 40, 3.80 p m. Vlaacb*«trr
and f'aaeard (via Lawreucr) 8 40 a. m.. (via Ho.
NewniHrHtBt .luiicttoni 3.30 p. m
•Via Eastern Dlv. to Scarboro Crossing.
HU 13DA V THAI3S

or

are in

ability

integrity

cers,
tioned.

0

7.30.8.40 a.m.. 12.40.3.30. *6.30,0.15 p. m. N«.
Herwii'k.Orml k«IU Dove 7.30. n 4» a.m.,
I'J l"
liirirr, Haverfclll,
I.Mwrract-, l.owell, 7.30. 8.40 a. ill., 1340,

Freight, Passage,

to

are

go

OF GENUINE

Its

losses

A-

ALSO

more

policies
promptly.
pays Its
after three years.
IT contestable
has liberal plans. Its affairs
carefully
IT managed
by Its Board of Directors and Offiand
whose

for 25 cents
Eye Glasses
“
I*
i

25 cents.

For

I

than SIX MILLION DOLover THREE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS IN SURPLUS,
calculated by the conservative standards of Maine
aud Massachusetts.

IT LARSto-day
IN ASSETS, and

__

Great reduction In rat** to 8*l Francisco.
From San Francisco. 1st and Hrannan 8ta.

to

and its plans.

G«FlM<b
SmNtreulte

OOMM’8

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP

apply

has

than
O

ANODYNE

augl2

vessel.

paid
Company
you
their representatives more
ARK
policy-holders
TWENTY-TWO MILLION DOLLARS?
or

JOHNSON’
EXTERNAL

■ailing

Freights for the West by the Penn. R. R., and
South by connecting lines, forwarded free of commission.
Kound Trig SIS.
Passage *10.00.
Meals and Room Included.
For freight or passage apply to
U. it. MAitaPMON, Agrat,
70 l.aaa Wharf. Hestea.
Sldtr

For Japaa an«l C hina.
CITY OF RIO DE JANEIRO, sails Saturday,

that this

ninariirii

ivriniiiii,

Pall

Luuu Wuart, Uus.on, 9
p. m. From Pine Street Wharf,
Philadelphia, at lu a. in.
Insurance one-hail the rate ol
From

*-i*

you
HOME INSTITUTION,chartered
DO
pany Is
lu 184S under the laws of Maine?
aware

DIVIMON.

For Hminn 7.80, 8.40 «. m., 13.40 3.3i p. m.
Ho*lot* Ear Parilaad 7.30. 8.30, a. in.
1.00.
4.**0, f».0O p. in N«arb«r« Hracfe. Pi** Prim,

Kukoford Palls & Buekfield Railroad

and South America and Mexico.

com-

Muadar, On.J'l. I*M7.

WESTEKxft

from PHILADELPHIA aien Wednesday and Saturday

From New Yor*, pier fiof of Canal 8t., North
Klver. for Haw Fraaciaca via The lathnus af
Paiaaa,
CITY OF PAltA.sails Tuesday. Nov. 1. Noon.

J1EI

ellrfi

From BOSTON tier) WEDNESDAY and SATUROAY.

California, Japan, China, Central

a

LINIMENT

LIME.

—LINK rOH—

LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

km

а. m..

Steamers leave Franklin Wharf ou Wednesday,
and Saturdays at ti p. in. Returning, leave Piet
Fast Klver, New York, on Wednesdays and
J. H COYI.K,
Saturdays at 4 p. in.
iSeneral Avem’
sentiil-drf

Are You Familiar willi the Plans

;

i

eod&wlynrmcm

FOR

STEitlSHlF MFm

For NEW YORK.

STEAMSHIP

octmtf_J

BOSTON AND MAINE R* R.

EA.HTEB.N DIVISION.

Deer

280,450busll

The reduced stocks caused holders to mak

si us

$1.50 lilankets for
“
“
$2.50

Opp. Preble House.

CLASSES.!

use

ern

at at 88c: No 1 Wnite nominal at 88c.
Kyc dull.
Uarlry is quiet and firmly held. C’wrn—receipts
excons 27,a93 busb; sales 204,0(10
busb spot] and arrive; cash firm and in moderate
demand; No 2 at 62%iS63V4c delivered, spot and

fers.

6131,

Calais;

sales 600,000 bush; spot lots very but very quiet;
No 2 Spring 83Vic: No 2 Ked at «3*4c elev, 84%
@B5Vic delivered,latter fancy; No 1 Ked nominal

[By Telegraph.]
HAVANA, Oct. 23, 1887.—Sugar-Owing t
from
news
foreign markets during tin
favorable
past week the demand was active and prices ad
vanced. Shippers gradually Increased their ol

Eastport.

nv/uvv/iv—/vi

Linen Col$1.00 per doz

We have a number of hales of
Horse lilankets, and for want of
room we shall close them out at
cost.
90 cent lilankets for
65 cts.

DIRECT

We have a large assortment and arc prepared to adjust the same
upon scientific principles. We use NACHET’S TRIAE CASE, together with the OPTRAEITIOSCOPIC TEST EENSE, combining the best
methods known for detecting all optical defects of the eye and determining the lenses needed for their correction.

?or;

awiestic Market!..

a

Boston.

NEWPORT NEWS-Sld 21st, sch L A Roby,
Potter, Portland.
BALTIMORE—Ar 21st, schs BenJ Fabeua. Condon. Boston; Clias H Haskell. Silsbee, do.
Cld 21st, sch Gardiner G Deeriug, Rogers, for
Boston.
PHILADELPHIA—Ar 21st, barque Harriets
Jackson, Bacou, Beverly.
cld 21st, sells Carrie A Norton, Hodgdou. Galveston: Geo E Prescott, Truworthy Viualhaven.
Newcastle. 21st—Passed down, barque John M
Clerk; brig Lahatna; sch Abbie S Walker.
PERTH AMBOY—Ar 20th, schs John Bracewell, Munroe, New York; Jas H Deputy, Stacey,

p.uiter— Western extra Iresli mauo creamery 26
@27c: do extra firsts at 23Vi@21V4c; do firsts at
21@23c; do fancy .imitation creamery 20@21c t
do seconds 18@19c; do factory, choice fresh, 17c;
do fair to good at 16@16c; New York fresh made
cremy extra 26@2ic; do extra firsts at 24@26c,
Vermont extra cVeamery 26 527c; do extra firsts
24(5260; do dairy good to choice, at 22@23c •.selections 24c; fair to good at 2<eagle; low grades
01 butter as to quality. The above quotations are
receivers’ prices for strictly wholesale lots. Jobbing prices l@2c higher.
Cheese—Northern choice at 12Vie; Ohio aC12c;
lower grades hgllc; Northern sage 12y»@13c;
Jol; prices Vic higher.
Eggs-Eastern fresh at 23c ;do firsts at 20c: extra Vt and N H 23c; Choice Canada at 20c; good
to choice Western at 20@21c; Michigan choice
at 21522c: Nova Scotia 2L&22C. .I tjliin prices
v$@lc lilgher.
neans—Choice small N V liaud picked pe.i at
2 6052 66 i* hush; clioice New York large handpicked do 2 35,52 40;small Vermont hand picked
pea at 2 55@2 60.
Hay—Choice prime hay at 17 00@18 00; fair to
good at $15 005416 OO; Eastern fine $12a$15;
door to ordinary $125$14: East swale 10o$ll.
Rye straw, choice, 17 00@$18 00, some fancy old
higher; oat straw $8@8 50
Potatoes—Houltou Rose at 73@75c p hush;do
Hebrous 80e.

4.00

20.00

SPECTACLES.

It has astonished most of the
skilled Physicians.
While it
cures the Cough it strengthens the
system and purifies the blood.
Sold by Druggists and Dealers.
35 c.f and 75 c.
Price lO

Da ...

NORFOLK-Sid 21st, sch Mattie E Eaton,

p ft; country do at

ply

Adamson s
Botanic
Balsam

for Brunswick.

Garaage,

200 dozen 4
lars at

Overcoats

100 do/. 45c All Wool Hose at 29c

GENUINE PALATE TICKLER FREE i\m

EYE

CONSUMPTION should

DARIEN—Ar 18th, sch F L Richardson, Balauo
Portland.
at 19th, sell M L Allen, Wiley, Bath.
CHARLESTON—Sid 21st, sch Chas H Wolston,

Boston Produce Market.

3.7.1

WEAK LUNGS, SPITTING of
BLOOD, arid the early stage of

phia.

BO3T0N. Oct. 22. 1887. -The following are to
day’s quotations ot Provisions, Ac.:
Pork—Long cut 17 60®18 00; short cuts 17 50
@18 00; backs 18 00518 60; light backs 17 00;
lean ends 18 60@19 00; pork tongues at 16 00
@$16 60; prime mess at $17 00; extra prime at
16100; mess, at 17 005,17 50.
Lard—choice at7Vsa7V4c p lb m tierces; 7%
@8c in JO-ib pails; 8@8V4e in 6-lb pails; 8Vic
in 3-lb palls.
Hams at ll@UVic p tb, according to size aod
cure; smoked shoulders 8Vi@9c; pressed burns at

$28

Coughs

SAN FRANCISCO-Ar 21st, ship Invincible,
Strickland, New York. 182 days.
8'd 14th, ship Harry Morse, Murphy, for Poit
Townsend.
PENSACOLA—Ar 21st, sch Lizzie Heyer, Harrington, Galveston.
Sid 21st, barque Arlington, Leland, Philadel-

—

IOO $25 and
at

3.00

22.00

0012___eodlm

Severe

wharf.

nAn.ae.lA

opportunity.

*

$1.00 All Wool Scarlet
Shirts and Drawers at only 74c

case

*

FROM

Ship Scotia, of Bath, 1171 tons, recently p rchased by Messrs Morse of Bath, is being converted Into a coal barge.
Gloucester, Oct 22—Sch L A Plummer, Howes,
from Kennebec for Philadelphia, while making
tills harbor, struck on Pound Island Ledge ana
came off leaky and with considerable damage to
bottom.
She will be towed to Boston for repairs.
South Truro, Oct 22—Sch Mary E Woodhull,
from Bangor for New Haven, with lumber, is
ashore at North Truro, and may be a total wreck.
Part of her deckload is on the beach
Newport, Rl, Oct 22—Sch Ida A Jayne, from
Rockland for New York, before repoi ted at Block
Island in distress, has arrived here with cargo on
fire, and with loss of mainmast, boom and boat.
The fire Is under control.
Vineyard-Haven, Oct 22—Sch Silver Heels, from
Rockland for New York, was louled by the schr
Rachel Seaman yesterday and had to slip her anchors to go clear. She is now moored to Railway

Tornado. 1 OB
KICristo. 2 00
170
Security

ill

A

Sufferers

Horn.

11I ft

Overcoats at

a postalcard,
C" /'OfiT ? To every lady In this Htato who wlU write her HAUZ, OTABZEanti STSZZT, TOWS or CITY onNov.
1, 1887, we
WWO I •
V/ •
with the Uke FULL AI)L»HE89 of her UKOCEK, Hnd fnrwartl the eanl to no on or before
In two
will send a package of the Original and only tieuuiue Boston Brow n Bread ntUurc, which can be made readv for cooking
txckle
sure
to
the palate
n
Brow
Boston
Bread,
of
rich
flavored
Olden
Time
light,
minutes, and will produce a two and one half pound loaf
Brown Bread, Bye and Indian Bread, or
la
Bakers’
Idea
that
this
Ciraham
the
Don’t
Bread,
of
the
member
get
of every
family.
the way, Is made to those ladles
iuet like some other bread you may have seen or tasted, and so neglect to avail yourself of this offer, which, by
onijt
who ha?© never used the Origrinal and Cienulne Boston Brown Bread Mixture.
BOSTON CEREAL MFG. CO., Potter & Wrightington, Gen. Agts., 125 Atlantio Ave., Boston.

sep!2«0d&w6mnrm-ce2wM

Ar at Barbadoes

Stocks.

50 Elegant $50 Satin lined

1

fetTBAJUCK*.

For Sale by all Druggieta. Price 25 cte. p.r box;
3 boxee for 66 cte.; or Bent by mail,
poetage free, on
receipt of price. l)r.J. H.SchenckaSoa.PhUad'a.

Kelsey.

10th, barque Sherwood, Douglass, Buenos Ayres, (and eld llth for Portland);
brig Waubuu, Welch, St Thomas.
Ar at Calcutta Sept 16, ship George K Skolfield,
Dunning. Liverpool.
Ar at Manila Sept 11, ship Jabez Howes, Henry
Newcastle. NSW.
Ar at Liverpool 21st, ship John McDonald,
Stover. San Francisco.
Sid 21st, ship Cyrus Wakefield, Hibbard, for
Sante Fe.
Ar at Barrow Oct 20, ship Gatherer, Lowell,
San Francisco via Falmouth.

rare

0.50

70 $10 Suits at

482 Congress Street.

THE CLOTHIER.

Purely Vegetable, Striotly Reliable
end Absolutely Safe.

PROM MERCHANTS’ EXCHANGE.

NEW YORK, Oct, 22 1887. The following!,.*
stocks to-day:
Colorado Coal. 32 75

dressed l ogs 7c

yan &

A

50 *5.00 Hoys’ Keelers at
200
pairs *4.50 Putman
Pams at
Ex. stae to 50 waists for

Nulls of the celebrated sawyer All W ool
Casslmercs In Sucks, all
•
sizes at
$12.00

IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK, IRA F. CLARK,

Inflamma-

tion, Diarrhoea and diseases of the bowels; Congestion,* Biliousness, Nausea,
Headache, Giddiness, Nervousness, Liver
Complaint, and all diseases arising
from a gorged and sluggish liver. They
reduce congested conditions, break up
stubborn complications, restore free,
healthy action to the organs. They are

Sch Caroline Kriescher.Devereux. Bangor—S W
Thaxter & Co.
Sell Tivauo. Geyer, Camden—Paris Flouring Co.
SAILED—Schs Win Mason, and L U Randall.
SUNDAY. Oct. 23.
Arrived.
Sell C M Gilmore, Thompson, Boston.
Sen Sarah Louise, Wilson, Boston.

closing quotations for mining

t®0ic(mty
6VjC.

stomach; Costiveness,

Sch Julia S, (Br) Odell, St John, NB—master.
Sch Seth M Todd, Clark, Kennebec, to load for

*08

Ama.rinr

of the

NEWK

Brig Henry B Cleaves. Charlson, Potut-a Pitre—
J H Hainlen Si Son.
Sch Mina Belle, Thompson, Parrsboro, NS—J S
Wiuslow Si Co.
Sch Phenix, (Br) Milton, Windsor, NS—Ryan Si

[By Telegrapn.]

Ilomestake.

8ft 3in

Century.
Every Trial.

Coyle.

3i%
103%
62
61*4
126% 126
93 %
92%
36%
35%
73%
73*4
22
22*4
49
48*4
17%
19%
77%
77%
53%
62%
99%
99V*
68 %
68%
89
39%
90% 91
89 V*
88
24
24%
24*4
24*4

Ontario.

8ft21n

...

on

CURE Indigestion, Sour Stomach, Hearthum, Flatulency, Colic and all disease*

603
6 14

...

$ 21.24
00 $6.00 Overcoats for
50 $7.00 Indigo Blue Reef8.60
ers at
5.60
with vest
100 $15.50 Worsted Overcoats in Black, Blue and
12.50
Brown, at

$15.50

50

wr

_

SATURDAY, Oct. 22.
Arrived.
Sch Willie Seavey, Clements, Gloucester.
Set Annie P Klmnall, Kimball, Portsmouth.
Sch Eliza Bell, (Br) Outhouse, Freeport, NS—
dry fish to Trcfethen & Co.
Sch Reaper, McLain, St John, NB, for New
York.
■Sch Forest Oak, Thurston, Tremont.
Cleared.
Steamship Wiuthrop, Bragg. New York—J B

The following quotations of stocks are received
daily by Fulleu, Crocker* Co., Exchange street,
Portland, Me.:
Oct. 22
Oct. 21
Clos-

).
j.

England

over Half a

Praised

PORT OF PORTLAND.

do Land Grants
do Sinking Funds

Opening

SCHEMES']
Mandrake Pills

ALMANAC,... OCTOBER 24.

Sunrises.6
water
*at*’r
Sun sets. 4 431,1,BU
I
Length ol day ....1036
Moon sets ..mornl“el*“l
I

100 $7.00 Oil Tan Leather
$ 8.02
Jackets at only
The lowest price ever known Tor
such excellent goods in New

a. m. and 1.00 p. ui.
Psr 4lnarhreier, Caaeerd, nod polata Nsrtt
at 1.4444 p. ....
Ps> Kn kr.lrr, Sprla.valr, Allred, "
bars, aud Mace Hirer at 1.10 a. es-i l «M*
and (mixed) at 0.30 p. in.
•for i.erhom at 7.30 a. m.. 1.00, 3.00,
0.30. *1 d (mixed) a! 0.30 p. as.
Psr "4ur ta n p pu 4' u utbc laa.l Tlilla, Will
brook Jun.lioo and Weadferd's at 7.3*
and 10.041 a. 04., I .OO, 3.410, 41.30 ar d
(mixed) •«.:(41 p. a».
Vor Parral I eaar
Urrrisx) 10 440 a, OS.
3.4444 and 0. 341 p. as.
Tlie 1.440 p. as. train from Portland connects n!
Ayer Juan, with Haeaar Tuaarl Haute for
the West, and at l ■ ion
44rpol, XV arrester, (rl
New Verb via Norwich I,iar, and all rail,
rta Wpringilrld, also with N. V. A N. K. K. K
(“Steamer Maryland Route”) for t*hlladelphiat
Huliiasorr, Waohianloa, and thr Kaulh, and
with llamlou A Albany H. K. (or the Weal.
Close connection made at W rat break 3 a sell oa with through trains of Maine Central K.K. and
A) Grand Trunk Transfer. Portland, with through
trains of Grand Trunk
Through Tickets to all .uoluts West and Hontk
may be had of H H HK1.LKN,Ticket Agent, Prrb
lAmi A Rochester Depot at foot of Preble Street.
•Does not stop at Woodford’s.
W PKTKKa Suck

Railway.

n,
ImiiiiiIiI for Hpoi Cash
•it about 50 rein*on a dollar ihe
entire stork of Hoys’ ClotoiiiK «<
\. .Volin I.title A Co. These Rood*
ronslsl prlnrlp • IIy of Ihe eelelirtilnl Sawyer Cnsslmeres.
my oo Sails we sell lor
*1.01)
3.50
mo.oo Salt* lor
0)1.

‘£*’

SOJ"

BEHOLD!

PONDER!

LOOK !

rmHt'umrmlv

Standard for

**"*•
alter .WaHday, ®
Passeuger Trains will l.eore Psrllss*1_
Psr \V arceeler, kllawt, Ayer J
Nashua, Wiudhaau and

GOODS.

FURNISHING

GENTS’

to

[DR.

29
29
29
29
80
2
2
2
3
3
4
6
10
Parisian.Quebec.Liverpool. ..Nov 10
Caracas.New York..Laguayra ...Nov 12

•Ex-dividend.

NEW

out more

Sold Everywhere.
fahOO

FOB

Erin.New York..London.Oct
Elbe.New York..Bremen.Oct
La Cascoirue.New York..Havre. Oct
Kliyland.New York..Autwerp —Oct
Alaska.New York..Liverpool ...Oct
Britauic.New York..Liverpool;...Nov
Aller.New York.Bremen.Nov
Philadelphia.New York .Laguayral...Nov
Oregon.Quebec.Liverpool ...Nov
Oily Alexandria..New York..Havana.Nov
Polynesian.Quebec.Liverpool ...Nov
Cienfuegos.New York..Havana. ...Nov
Toronto.Quebec ....Liverpool ...Nov

Eastern Railroad pref.125

[By Telegraph.]
YOKE, Oct. 22 1887.—Money

are worn

arrangement of traihs

Ou auil

AND

JAMES PYLE, New York.

Sardinian.Quebec.Liverpool... Oct 27
Sarnia.Quebec.Liverpool ....Oct 28
City of Chester.. New York..Liverpool. ...Oct 29
Umbria.New York..Liverpool_Oct 29
Saratoga.New York..H vaua.Oct 29

Mexican Central R 7s.
Mexican Central.
13%
Boston & Albany.198
Eastern Railroad.106

Perfectly indigestible!”

“It’s no wonder we women have dyspepsia!
Come up to my room. I have some lovely pickles
In the closet.”

Your Clothes

Portland & Rochester R. R*

CLOTHING

sensible, economical people, who
from experience have learned that
James Pyle’s Pearline, used as
directed on each package, saves
time, labor, rubbing, wear and tear.

fork. .Cleufuegos .Oct 23
Adriatic.New York..Liverpool....Oct 26
Saale.New York..Bremen.Oct 26
City Washington.New York..Havana.Oct 27
Hainmonia.New York..Hamburg_Oct 27

use.

chased

rubbing, twisting,
wrecking way. Join
that large army of

Santiago.New

129
C. q. Hi y.
Atch..Topeka and Santa Ke Railroad. *93%
216
Bell Telenhone
CalUomia Southern Railroad. 38
Wisconsin central.17Vs
...
60%
Mexican Central 4s

New York
“Do you call this a baud of picked musicians •”
said a hotel jmanager to the leader of a summer
band.
“Ach! dot vos s»; I blck ’em mlnesellef,” topiled the bandmaster.
“Well, then, you picked them before they were

washed in the old

8AILINC DAYS OF STEAMSHIPS.

[By Telegraph.]
Toe following quotations of stocks are receiver
ilai.v:
Portland. Saco & Portsmouth R.I20.,
39%
New Vork and New England Railroad.

Ihick Pond, Westbrook, Windham, Raymond
and South Casco— Arrive at 11 a. in.; Close at 2
House
Bowery Beach, Ocean
Arrive at 10 a.
Close at 3

Paint, or Woodwork,

Boston Stock Market.

Stage Mails, Ac.
p.

Allow your Clothing,

by washing than wearing. It is
your advantage to try Pearline.

PORTLAND & WORCESTER LINE.

A WATERLOO FOR HIGH PRICES !
Nothing Like SPOT CASH in Buying and Selling

ON’T

_

PORTLAND. Oct. 22, 1887.
Received bv Maine Centra! Railroad—For Pori
and 42 cars miscellaneous mercnandise; for connecting roads 104 cars miscellaneous mercban-

m.

Eastern, via Maine Central Railroad—Arrive,
2 a. m. and 1 p. in.; Close 12.00 m. and 9 p. m.:
Supplementary, 12.15 and 10 p. m.
Augusta, intermediate offices and connections,
via Maine Central railroad—Arrive at 2 and 9 a.
in., 1 and 8.00 p. m.; Close at 0.30 a. m., 12 in.,
4.30 and 9 p. m.; Supplementary, 12.15 and 10 p.

____

European Markets.
By Telegraph.]
LIVtKPJOL, Oct. 22.1887.—Cotton marketat
6t4d; Orleans 5Vsd; sales 10,quiet; uplands
OOO bales speculation and export 2000 bales.
LIVERPOOL, Oct. 22. 1887—Quotations—Winter Wheat at 6s 4d;,Spring wheat at Os 4d; Club
wheat at Os 4d. Corn—mixed Western 4s 8y,d;
peas 6s7Wd. Provisions, fcc—Pork at 76s; baTallow
con 41s 6d for short dear. Cheese at 57s.
at 23s 3d. Lard 33s 3d.

_

■KAILROAON.

nlMEI.I.j|Nl:urN.

Vlim'El.I.AMiOi:*.

—

—

Railroad Receipts.

AND DEPARTURE OF MAILS.

ARRIVAL

1
II niter.
I.eiuous.
I Creamery D tt>...26@28
Palermo.6 00®5 60.Gilt Edge Ver_26@27

exorbitant demand. Yesterday speculative sales
of 5,400 bags Centrlifuga, 94 to 97 degrees polarization, were made at 3 25@3 36ya gold per
quintal The market closed firm.
Molasses sugar, regular to good polarization,
$2 00&2 25 gold per quintal.
Muscovado nominal.
Centrifugal, 92 to 96 degrees polarization, in
bhds, bags and boxes, at #2 81ViS3 18Vi gold
per quintal.
the warehouses at Havana and
Stocks in
Matauzas, 17,500 boxes, 238,600 bags, and 1,200
boxes,
receipts for the week,
hhds;
bags, 20 hlids; exports during the week, 34,600 bags, 2100 boxes and 712 hhds, of which
1060 boxes. 34,000 bags and 272 hhds ware to
the United States.
Freights nominal; 4> lilid of sugar loading at
Havana or ports on the north coast of Cuba for
the United States at 2 25®2 60 gold.
Exchange quiet but firm; Spanish gold at 2 39V*
@2 39y2.

my 10

eotia*

iy

chtltl.kllllngtlhieM*._

Hold Vty «11
rftICE Mr«SO .»M•1.00.

Dr JOHN F. TRITE * 01, Proprietor.,
AUBURN. MAINE.
,,r,i,p Wo, me a specialty.
.Tape Worm*
hour ami thtrtv minute*
►, from
hours.

remove,1
•itruo

on«

I*„iT„Tv-»t wty

IMPORTANT ARREST.

the

ORTLAND AND VICINITY.
ADVKKTINK1UK1VTM TO-OAV.
amusements.
Portland Theatre-Shadows of Great City.
Park Garden—Opp. Lincoln Park
Lecture—Iiev. Joseph Parker.
Special—Evening Tickets.
Kermis—City Hall.
VEW ADVERTISEMENTS.
The Atkinson House Furnishing Co.
Miscount on Taxes—H. W. Hcrsey.
I or Sale—Two Grey Horses.
F'or Sale—Boarding House.
wen. Moore & Co.
lies Brothers—2.
Dyspepsia Killers.
a

WfBted—Lady.

Advice to .Mothers.
MRS. WINSLOW’S
SOO THING SYRUP should
always be used wild,
children are cutting teeth. It relieves the little
—

sufferer at

once; It prodnees natural, quiet sleet
liy relieving the child from pain, and the little
cherub, awakes as "bright as a button.” It Is
very pleasant to taste. It soothes the child, soft
ens the gums,
allays all pain, relieves wind, regn
lates the bowels, and Is the best known
remedy
for diarrhoea, whether
arising from teething 01
other causes

Twenty-five cents a

'anle*
__

bottle.

FM&W&wly

There lean eclipse this year that astrono
failed to note. It was the
eclipse of Adam

mers

sou’s

cures

Botanic Balsam over all competitors.

II

coughs, colds and all diseases of the throat
lungs. Price 10, 35 and 75 cents.

cnesi and

00,24__
Tlie

eod&w

best regulator ot digestive organs and tht
best appetizer known Is AngMtura Hitlers
Try It but beware of Imitations. Get from youi
grocer or druggist the genuine article, manufactured by Dr J. C. B. Blegert & Sons.
00,24
eodftw
AM disorders caused by a bilious state ol
the system can be cured by using Carter’s Littl«
Liver Pills. No pain, no griping or discomfort at
tending their use. Try them.
06,18

d&wlw

It Aiti'KK'H

Baza it—This beautiful weekly pub
llcatlon Is a welcome visitor to the parlor circle
The number for the ensuing week has been re.
celved by N. G. Fessenden, 484
Congress street

Headers of the Pkess will remember tliat
about a month ago a number of the
cottages,
located at Cape Elizabeth, on the shore
road,
were entered by
burglars. At that time the
owners of the cottages had
no idea of the
property lost by them, if any, or the burglars.
Last Wednesday as a man named
Douglass, aged about 21 years, was walking up
Preble street, it was reported, he was arrested by Officer Norton and taken
to the station, and that the next day a pal of Douglass’s named Hatch, walked into the
police

Douglass,

and was

exceeding-

ly surprised to find himself locked up on a
charge of being an accomplice of Douglass’s.
&ince then it is alleged that Douglass has

PERSONAL.
Incnnlt Ti'

Tllnl,,...

i--—

il.
v*

vuu

n.1
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of Trade has returned from a Western
trip.
Dr. C. E. Webster has returned from his
to
trip
Virginia.
Rev. A. J. 0. Gollmar, assistant rector of

BRIEF JOTTINC8.

Rev. Dr. Thomas Hill was elected a member of the American Antiquarian
Society at

There will be an important meeting held
by Maine Lodge, I. O. O. F., tonight.
The West Point House at Prout’s Neck
has been sold for *5,575 to James C. Jordan.
The Paint and Oil Club dined at tht
Prebie House Saturday evening.
Beginning today the steamer Greenwood
will be used as a tugboat
during the winter.
It is said that the Venerable Cunner Association will bulla a house for the use of the
club at Trundy’s Reef Point, Cape Elizabeth.
Tickets for the policemen’s ball, to occui
1 hursday evening, should be secured al
once.

Mr. William W. Jackson will deliver a religious lecture this evening at the Salvation
Army Hall at 8 o’clock.
Members of the Y. M. C. A. conducted
_revival services at the Knightville M. E.

Cfrarwh^u

Saturday

and

Sunday evenings.

The Board of Fire Underwriters held a
meeting Saturday afternoon. No business
of importance was transacted.
Montiinnnna

Ua

1 ■•> .A at..
_n
o--UIWOUU VUUJ>

pauy’s shops

for repairs to

her dome and

boiler.
Since September 1st there have been issued, all told, lie special United States liquor licenses.
The Garfield Club of Pawtucket, R. I., will
entertain Senator Frye on Monday
evening,
November 7th.
Tonight the Portland Club entertain Senator Frye and Congressman Boutelle at the
club house.
The Portland Railroad Company is building a station and stable near the new Congress street station.

The harbor was remarkably quiet Saturday and yesterday, there being few arrivals
of vessels and but one or two cleared.
There were 44 arrests last week, of which
31 were for drunkenness, and there were
three liquor seizures.
Mr. R. B. Whitcomb will commence the
erection of
a
three-story, double brick
house on the llaggett lot, Congress street,
this week.
Quinn & Co. have just finished a new steel
boiler for Kendall & Whitney’s new block.

Another is being built by the same
the St. Joseph’s Home, in Deering.

firm for

The steamer Enterprise, of the Portland
and Boothbay Line, was obliged to
put back
to this city yesterday afternoon after

going

for as Mark Island passage.
The steamer Vancouver of the Dominion
Line is expected to arrive at this port the
I3lh of November. The Vaucouver is one of
the largest vessels of the line.
It is reported that Alfred Woodman is a
creditor of W7oodman, True & Co. to the
sum of $66,000.
The creditors of the firm
are said to number about 160.
A meeting of the Carpenters’ Union was
held Saturday evening, at which the list of
officers was completed and routine business
as

transacted.

The real estate boom still continues at
South Portland. The Spring estate has been
divided.into 96 house lots and sold to different parties. Many houses, it is
expected,
will be erected in the spring.
Our readers will remember a brutal assault
made by John Conley, a waiter, on his
wife,
Annie Conly, last August.
Judge Gould
sentenced him to five months in jail. Mrs.
Conly is now in a very dangerous condition
Rev. Sam Small has been engaged to deliver another lecture in Portland.
He will
appear at City Hall Saturday evening, November 36th. His subject will be
“Society

Things.’’

Mr. Charles Custis picked
large ripe blackberries in his garden Friday. He
says that a

single row of blackberry bushes amply supplies his family during the entire
season,
which Uiis year has been

longed.

in.usually pro-

The executive committee of the Woman’.
Auxiliary to the Y. M. C. At are planning
for an antiquarian supper to be
given in the
hall of the Association on
Monday evening,
October 31st. The committee will meet at 4
o’clock this afternoon to arrange details.
rue Dongienow C. L. S. C. will
meet this
evening with Mrs. Frank B. Clark, No. 7
Grant street, near New High.
Rev. N. T
Whitaker will deliver a lecture on “Critl
cisins on Carlyle.” All members, and all
wishing to join, are cordially invited to be
present.
Mr. George W. Leighton, at his
marble
works at Stevens’ Plains' has just
completed
a very elegant marble
sarcophagus, to be
placed in Evergreen Cemetery to the memory
of Elbridge Gerry. It is of the
purest Vermont marble, weighing four
tons, and bears
a medallion of Mr.
Gerry.

Accidents.
Mr. John Clancy, stevedore, had his thumb
taken off by a circular saw at Soule’s lumber
yard Saturday,
Mr. P. C. Pinkham, clerk with
George C.
Shaw & Co., was badly injured by a barrel
of flour falling and striking him on the
knee.
John Doughty of
Gray, fell on the sidewalk in front of the Preble
House

night,

and cut

eye.

Saturday

a

great gash

over

his loft

M5- ®eor*e E- Gavis, of Charles McLaughln & Co., was
struck Saturday on the back
by bricks that fell from the
building, and
was badly bruised.
Mr‘1 S'
whi,e shackling cars in the
Grand Trunk yard,
jammed a finger so badly
that it had to be amputated.
Mrs. Abbie Bickford of South
Portland
injured her finger badly while stripping fish’
The wound does not heal well.

^ee-

Printing Upon Third Class

Mail

Matter.
Postmaster Palmer has received a com
munication from the Third Assistant Postmaster General which modifies the previous
construction of the law so far as third class
matter is
concerned.
The ruling of the
Third Assistant Postmaster is that printing
upon an envelope to be used on third class
matters (circulars, &c.), may until otherwise
ordered be considered permissible under a
recent opinion of the Assistant
Attorney
General. This opinion is to the effect that
any orm of
printing is permissible which
s no
n tne nature of
personal correspondence.

are

Worcester Friday.

•Saturday and Sunday wore both bright ami

Mr. Otto B. Cole, who was transferred
from the management of the Boston office of
the Signal Service to the office in this

city,

has retired from the service.
J.
very

Henry Crockett,

P. G. M., delivered a
able and instructive address on “Odd

Fellowship” at Bangor last Thursday evening, it being the memorial day of the order.
Dr. James E. Lowery, late of
Portland, is
now comfortably located in
Denver. Col.,
where he is to begin the practice of medicine
at once.
Mr. C.

O.

Small, principal

of the

High

School at Madison, has been admitted to the
franklin County Bar. Mr. Small studied
law in the office of Hiram
Knowlton, Esq.,
in Portland.
Messrs. Stevens and O’Brien of Portland
and Walsh of Augusta were in Dexter Saturday for the Western Union Company, to
handle the press despatches
relating to the
Stain trial.
Dr. Fred C. Heath, of the U. S. Marine
Hospital Service, who has been stationed at
Detroit, has been ordered to Mobile temporarily. Dr. Heath was at one time located
at Portland Hospital.
Capt. A. W. Smart arrived home last Monday from Forest City, Dakota. The captain
is president of the First
National Bank of
Forest City, and also vice president of the
new railroad.
He is undecided as to how
long he will remain at home.
Captain J. S. Winslew attended the con.cuuuii

ox

uie

American

Shipping

and In-

dustrial League in Boston and was a member
of the committee on permanent
organization
Hon. Nelson Dingley was chosen vice
president for Maine.
Mr. Fred N. Shackley of
Auburn, now
studying at the New England Conservatory
of Music, has secured the situation as
organist at the Broadway South Baptist
church,
Boston, and will play there during his stay
at the Conservatory.
Rev. E. Martin and wife, who have been
visiting friends in Massachusetts and Connecticut for a month, have returned in improved health. Mr. Martin was glad to see
Maine again. “No Florida for me," said he.
“This bracing air makes long lives and

Yesterday morning at 10 o’clock there wa i
large attendance of members of the Cum
berland bar at the Supreme Court room, th )
occasion being the exercises announced ii i
memory of the late Hon. Bion Bradbury am l
Daniel W. Fessenden, Esq.
Among thosi
present were Judge Webb, Judge Bonney
Hon. George E. B. Jackson, Hon. J. W.
Sy
monds, Hon. C. F. Libby, Hon. Henry B
Cleaves, Judge Nathan Cleaves, Judge Pea
body, Hon. J. II. Drummond, Judge Water
man, Hon. George F. Talbot, A. A. Strout
S. C. Strout, Judge Goddard and others
Hon. W. L. Putnam and H. W. Gage, Esq.
a

STEW
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mi

v

jcdlS

self-possession,

0YTL°i
th,e sweetness,thepatience
which broke

pleasant incident.
Judge Walton briefly snoke of Mr Rn,i.
uurj s aannrai>ie deportment in
court, and
ordered the resolutions as offered hy Mr.
ialbot spread on the records of the
court,

presented the following

THE EDITOB OF THE

spoke from the wnrris “Orwwl

ciety.

this

)

ting Room,$66.25; Chamber,
$82.50; Hall, $32.45; Parlor,
$137.00.

waiting

,12-,30

and enumerated upon the circular are guaranteed as represented, and marked at the
lowest possible prices. This
list is prepared with great
care, nothing left out that Is
necessary. In it each room is
provided with a stove, for to
contend

£ £
7

i

_

----_

_

1

i
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_

f
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_

_

_
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Tol*1.

2

223030

2"
12

during tne

greater part of the
year endangers health and is
false economy, and while you
are buying Stoves,
buy the
best to be obtained at the
price you can afford to pay;
the same is true of all other

will'be*co n s i de red!

OBAY.
evening Mr. and Mrs. C. YV.

Friday
Young
of Gray celebrated their silver
wedding.
Many relatives and friends were in attendance, Portland being well represented. The
presents were numerous and costly.
Among
was

ctuuus.

elegant silver service of the
oatteru. The large company of townspeople started for home about 11 o’clock.
T he next morning those who
stayed over
*rou»with **

SLlidS»thh0i°tel‘nHa

“O wearisome condition of
humanity I”
Index Soap, so pure, helps that condition.

marriaces.

uStefM&Mfo

... .....

In this City. Oct. 23. William

the most liberal in
for only onequarter of any purchase is expected to be paid at time of
purchase,and the balance $5
or $10 per month until
paid;
9th—we
warrant all goods
to bea s'represented, for we
say only what we believeto be
true. Call and see our goods
and compare our statement
with things as they exist. If
you cannot call, send for circulars, prices, samples, and
state what goods you wish to
see represented.
our

°Bt 3’ Mr, H*nnah E.
Young,

Says

a

Astonished.

Father Whose Child was Cured
by Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

aim seemed to be
weak constitutionally
but was doubtless kept back
by impure blood
which caused her much discomfort and
She had scald-head terribly, her head
being covered with one sore. One day I read
hi Hood’s
Item ot a remarkable cure of a child
by Hood’s
Sarsaparilla, and I decided to try this medicine.
To say that 1 was astonished at the effect
the first
bottle had upon her, would be a mild
way
of expressing my feelings. Her
appetite began to
pick up, and soon we could hardly give her enough
to eat. She also gained
strength, could stand
alone, and the sore oil her head began to grow less
We soon healed this up with Hood’s
Olive Ointment, and when she had taken three bottles of
Hood's Sarsaaprilla she could run about the
house
as smart as any child. She has been
bright and
healthy ever since. I write this out of pure gratitude to Hood's Sarsaparilla.”
E. T. Alexander, 28 Cleaves St. Portland, Me.

Portland Turnverein.
At the last meeting of the Portland Turu■’erein it was decided to give another exhibition this winter. The subject of forming a
State Athletic Association was discussed,
tnd in view of increasing membership, the
>oard of management were requested to eximine the Casco street church, with an idea
, if purchasing the
building for new quarters,
ieveral new members have been added and
! ho institution is in the most flourishing coalition.

I
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Taste in th<

try ion and Piles. The smaUestand easiest to take.
Only one pill a dose. 4U in a vial, Purely Veg.
■table. Price 25 cents. Bvialsliy mailforSt.OO,

Is

hereby given

.,

Portland,

IS

FiOB

“•najaSTlWSt
Umoreilas at almost
Bain

SOFT

SMOOTH.

octlO

WANTKO-A

lodging

SOAP
AND
4thptf

represent,

nrin. References
manent nosUion and
oia

your

own

an

LET WITH BOARD—A suite of
rooms, suitable for gentleman and wife, or
two
gentlemen, bath room in house: good board
guaranteed. Apply at BLANCHARD HOUSE,
Free St., a few
24-1
steps from Middle St.

TO

LET—pleasant sunny furnished room,
TO w-itli
large closet: will give board if desired,

t

ail at

Square.

3

DELHI M;

PLACE,

near

Congress
24-1

WALE—Two Iron grey horses, sound and
way. Address
JO"?'.warranted all right every
F.
SHAW, junct. Fore and Pleasant Sts. 24-2

f'OB

ability,

___10-2
wanted,

WANTKD—Situation
writer and accurate acountant:
by

$2.25

a

P?8*"* recommendations.

each.

LYMAN

Wharf.

11>-1

young man, good

will tie received by the
sinned until October 27th IS87 at 12
lLohM«o,"K,".','’r ,,lrnl.s,‘1"K 'he City «| Portland

W Kw,uth- »*

Said blocks to be delivered during the winter
ear|y »Pfl“K. either by water conveyance or by
ou eftbi'r side of tbe
city, as may be required
by tbe Committee on Streets.
Also tor ten thousand tons of Granite Grout to
be delivered as above.
The right Is reserved lo reject
any or all bids.
Proposals to be addressed to, and ;uty further
informal ion may be obtained from
or

cars,

™

ggft

CITY of

WANTE3D.

*’.*’*'

T®

wl11 »" Paid lor
^,,^,r,BW?rU
TH,K,
which
will lead to the detection andluforoiatloD
conviction

any person found guilty of depnsiting on the
shore ol Back Bay, any ttltli,
garbage, dead carcasses, excrement or any kind of offal or
offensive
mailer.
By order of the Board of Mayor and

flcasaut location, steam heat,
IS??®’
tloor, unfurnished. 201 8PKI.N(i

an
orstt and
second
al’

ASfMUAf.

annual meeting
THKWotKl
Society,

of the Portland Widows'
utr the choice of officers
tor
ensuing year, and the transaction >f such
other business as may legally com- before
said
meeting, will be held at their office, city Building
«)c,ubBr
a.
St seven and a half o’clock.
8. H. COI.ESWOBTHV, Sec.
Ktw

——■m

Bath WaterBonds
S PER

First

to work

In house, steady

I™. HTcMsg^pFag A"e”

"22T

WANTED-a situation In a store or to work
I,lakll*K- Address or call at lfi
SI KlNti
21-1
oT._

oiX.Ji*.

UfAISTHB-A lady of mature years to do
housework.
Enquire of I. F.
xVVir
TH KElt, Cor. Tate and York Sts.
21M

■ •awed

by the Math Water Supply C?., .(
the City .r Hath, .Malar, ia Slot*,
piece..

94<t riTTMavi*

T^VaSt^',1* funilshed

room-

°

A«4KNTM U tMKU.

WAI.it.

F®**

____22-1

SALK OK TO LKT-A
bright
house of twelve rooms situated No. 28 sunny
High
street; lot contains about 5500 square leet; terms
reasonable. Apply to ROLLINS & A1IAMS, 22
Exc.iange street.
22-1

Ii,®“

NAI.K
A desirable house,
nearly new,
F® situated
Fessenden street, Deerlng,
snell road, contains 7
®

—

on

near

rooms; stable, Sebago water,
drainage; large lot, 80x123;

will be told at a
N. S. GARDIN Elt,

BASSET,

No.40 Exchange street. 21-1
POK SALK-In Deerlng: new two
story house, with 8 acres land; full view of

H®1

WAl8|4on, uloMIddi^M'reS!*® ,W
F°,Bo„Nafe,h“

Pleasantly located,

near

cuts

3

»

about 4 tons hay
will exchange

villages;

^ ^RDlNEi.

AWly

har-

a

fcaKY. Bl'&.\|^KKOKD
K°?e."wmt?.7.The f70 ,tory brick bouse, No.

OWEN, MOORE it CO.

SgX&i W

„«

lot

¥j^OR

*•

YOU

ARE

OF HAVIMO A

Size

NALB-l will sell at a bargain (on
farm situated In

ac-

vour

friends

nr vnup

Al,iU.nn

on

exhibition.

GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

BAKER'S

Breakfast Cocoa.

Warranted absolutely pure
Cocoa, from which the excess of
Oil has bfeen removed. It haa three
times Jhe strength of Cocoa mixed

with'Btarch,

Arrowroot or Sugar,
and is therefore for more economical, costing less than ons cent a
cup. It is delicious, nourishing,
strengthening, easily digested, and
admirably adapted for invalids aa
well as tor persons In health.

V. BAKER & CO., Dorchester, Hass.

MILLINERY!
having returned from New York, is prepared
show the

Latest Styles in Hats and Bonnets.
10 ELM STREET.
Ns

ONE
Two

and

are

<l2t

Upecinl Opraing.

Bought and sold
and upwards.
Orders by mail

Street.

gress
heavy double
wear a

or

a

margin o/ 2 per cent.

telegraph

a

Specialty.

THE NATIONAL STOCK EXCHANGE,
JOSEPH CLEARY, Manager,

4&ConBre8S 8t-’ Bo8ton’ ""“'Jam

houses

on

New
ConThese goods are made with
broad,
soles and waterproof tops, and
20.1

DEPARTMENT
We bave received and

are

now

opening for inspection, our new
Myles of Fall and Winter Wool-

ens, to which we Invite the attention of all in want of Stylish Garments of best material and work-

manship. Please call and look

us

over,

HASKELL & JONES,
LANCASTER

BUILDINC,

470 Congress Street.
td___dtt_

ORIENT

ISSIIRAJd CO.,
Hartford,

Conn.

Statement of Condition January 1,1887,

.

r’

cau

dllrat’le tap sole. Grain
aBWT’?„*oUd’
°“'y»2.(H)perpair, at BROWN’S 401
street.
aottom prices,

gress

These goods

are

selling

Bals

Conat rock
20-1

CO.T1.V10N-NKNMK

Goat and Kid Boots, all
find prices, to lit tender, troublesome
*»?«*
’t, at
BROWN S, 401 Congress St.
20-1

I.KT—House No. 10 Park Place, perfect
*»*er. gas, furnace, s. W.
.Site flfbaif0
mAXTEB, Galt
Block.
jjO-1

ro

*,'b<’nient in house No.
V°^T^,U^r
loti Green St.,
consisting of six rooms, all In

M.

[ood repair, and very convenient, Sebago
water
be let to
Enquire at
" 8t0re’84
l’°rtla"J
,l( H.

good neighborhood, will
j ™d.drainage,
he right party at a reasonable rate.

^KRe'eMaS0011
i

Total Cash Assets,

$l,«04,i8»,7»

W. D.LITTLE & CO.,
AGEIVT,
street.

31 enhance

I

n n

imm

7
1

r.liiMTcm

n

n

ralii

The Minnesota Loan and Trust Go.
•(

M.TTRAPOI.IR,

Capital paid
Surplus,

JIIST.

$500,000

np,
....

Additional Liabilities of Stock-

25,000

holders,
500,000
Hnaranteejr'nnd Deposited with
State Auditor,
100,000
H. Emery u Atoffer for sale, in sums
upwards, loans on improved real
estate, situated In the State »f Minnesota, of three
limes the value of the amouuts loaned, bearing
Interest at 7 per cent., payable semi annually.
The greatest caution In used by the officers of
this Company in selecting thes# loans and thdj
ar®confidently recommended to conservative Investors. Many gentlemen of
prominence in financial circles have Invested with this company to
whom I will refer those interested.
r.KOKUK F. OOITLD.
85 Exchange Street.
sep36eodlm

torney for this Company, I

°TffW and

iibSmle
SHINE’S
YK1Y YORK STORK.
50 piece* Double Width Dre»*
flood*.
In all the new shade*, at 21c a
yard.
60
all wool Serge* at Sfea yard;
piece*
worth 82 l-2c.
50 pieces Cashmeres and Diagonal
Dress floods at 25c a yard.
20 pieces Flannel Dres* floods, double
width, at 2#c; regular price 50c.
20 pieces Plaid* and Novelties, for
combinations and trimmings, at 50e a
yard; worth $1.00.
•epo

LIT.

TO

i

up in cash
$.1000.000.00
Rosene for re-insurance
386,944.02
Outstanding losses and all other liabilities. 84.685.32
R«l Surplus.132,886.45

wdi

year._

AiritENPHAU.HTM Hals and Congress,
iy
CaU and Cordovan, all widths and sizes,
V
Wc
fit your difficult (eet.
kllJifo
v*,.5e.r.lM4
4111 Congress St.
BROWN,
20-1

Mt"
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We Are Constantly
KECE1VINU

NEW

PATTERNS

OF

will pirns
which

able to offer at
Prices.

i r°B!ST^,?Sa
LORING, SHORT & HARMON.
*S£M^^MtS£S
Sriikett st!,1U
ln lh*

IW

]
on

desirable

can find the celebrated
POl.ICficnKW
York Police Bids, at BROWN’S, 461

<
_

most

nism.iASKors.

KID GLOVES.

OCt22

the

__|e21dtf

Mnalrl- amt all Archllrrlaral Wood
Work to order from our own
special or
from architects’ designs at Factory,
Main St., Cambridgeport
aug31
dSmodthp

RINES BROS,

among

a

ExchangSVfCc

eodtt

Kid Gloves, Tans, 50 cts
“
“
EmbroidM “
00 cts
“
“
“
“
$1.50 “
98 cts
Real Foster Best Kids, Black,
$1.50
“
“
7‘hook Laced
1.25
“
“
“
1.25
Colors,

■>._■_

lieeting Laud Company's property.
Also for sale one numlreU or more bouse
lots—
reasonable.
Enquire of
KOLLINM & Al>AMS, No. 22 Exchange St
or
F. O. BAILEY A CO.. No. 18
lauc|.

Mart af Porllaud.

Wearing

_..

and
hot
commodious
and
extra
55?
5?!? stable
*[al.e,r connected.
finished
The other contains
nine rooms and in arrangement and
style of finish
Is peculiarly attractive.
8ald houses are within one mile of Market
Square. Portland, and convenient to the horse cars

Market Mqaare.

values and larger assortment
than ever.

N.I.

of said houses contains llfteen rooms
ONEbath
room. Is steam heated; piped lor

MANUFACTURERS.
WnreraaatN, HI-91 Wn-hiagloa Mtreel,
car. Klai, Koala,, Mass.

“

Por

Street, Oakdale, Deeriag.

Invite Inspection to their large stock ot unequalled furniture aud upholstery goods.
They are prepared to furnish Country Houses
and Cottages at very moderate prices.
KEELER A CO.,

Good

House.

and1,a*

MRS. E. R. FOWLE,

oct!8dlw

PAIR good carriage horses, roans, and one
very good road horse, bay; all sound and
safe. Address J. HOPKINS SMITIL
ocSUdM

Keeler & Company

Better

TAILORING

Having succeeded Mr. W.

HORSES FOR SALE.

FURNITURE

examine those

Mats

For particulars and terms
Inquire of
AR.% CUMHxTIAPM,
Auburn, !Re
or on the premises.
aug22eoUAwtf

BROWN,

oct8_

poSt

w't ln'd west

SIGN of MAMMOTH GOLD
BOOT,
461 CONCRESS STREET,

I

HASKELLS JONES.

new

»Ti'e„Ta".y‘m1"5

for Ladies, Gents, Misses and
Children,
in Kid, Calf, Goat aud
llongola. Gentlemen’s tine hand sewed
Hals
Waukenphast
with waterproof soles,
only
per pair.

Tke Mkae

l

to

n

commodious baru and out buildings all In
g.s.d condition; three minutes walk from
olBce anil Maine Central R. K.
Sutton; tbefann
contains about 100 acres, nearly
divided
between wood, pasture and tillage;equally
all excellent
w,lu‘d make a spieudld
t'rops’
dairy or stock farm, or country place for
a man
doing business in the city.
w»y011
Maine Central
V-.1*'1'
rapitl and frequent communication with
»
a“U Eor,Und' llld
ern;

BOOTS AND SHOES

Clapp*- Klock,

(>ct8_eodlnt

7

Thomas
0,„t*!e la‘e L’uptalnand
1nlS.^Te,,‘?d
Morse,
Gray, Maine; house
mod-

are now on
exhibition; yon can hare
feet properly lilted for coirfort and yonr
ser* Hu,e
wooer, at Sign of MAML,25*.f.or
MOTH GOLD BOOT.

or

..u

FARM FOR SALE.

FALL STYLES

—

Crayon

IN!

Our gtock is novr
complete. We have
a larger stock and liner
assortment than
ever before; and we invite
you to call at
BROWVH, 401 Congress Street, where
the latest

THINKINC

CO.,

«E0. B. BODWELI., Secretary.
CHAS. B. WHITISH, President.

^ule,

“>?
E.N.
Varimmf'h °J
!
Yannouth.
loo hundred acres of wood
containing
land, upland and Intervale.
water to
Running
buildings, near church, school and depit. Inquire
on the premises. J. H.
BRACKETT.
{t-8

dt|

WHITNEY &

Capital stock, paid

»»med n,.np’ lnse,lr*t"r “"J Al flitting* at

Congress Street.

CO.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF
BATH, MAINE.

bargain, owner to leave the State.

young trees hi bearing,

TRUST

For further Information apply to

add A 1 line,
one
earned $3800:
up to *2200 in '80. 1\ o. BOX 13717 New
18 1

No. 18 Eldorado stove 8 feet
J11'*-J
a good heater, with 35 feet
high,
1 ton
rairbanks scales in good order; 1 leadpipe;
Hue tank
6Vix2 S-«x2*/. feet; 1 tank 4 1-*1x2‘4x3 1-8 feet
currier s table ami other currier’s
tools; benches
and tables various sizes, one black
walnut; 1 4<4
foot ash desk with two draws;
platform truck
frln<lsl|,n«
with
foot power
IfS*’ stones, one scotch
attachment; clearing
grey:
corner signs; 1 Iron ash barrel; tin
cans; steel
and try squares and other tool* such as
hammers
also belt manufacturers tools. PORTLAND
f.1?;.-,;
BELTING CO., No. 135 Middle St., Pi rtlaud. Me

If you glance into our remodelled street window
To-day
will see there some attractive specimens of seasonayou
ble goods from our Worsteds Department, and a few
odd
things from several other departments of the store. The
assortment of Toboggan Caps,
Baby Caps, Jackets,
Hoods, Mittens, Ac., with which our Worsteds Department is filled, is very large now and more
interesting than
ever.
The time when you will want these things is fast
approaching and ’tis a good plan to look at the stock now
while it is new and
fresh,—you choose your own time for
buying of course,—but nothing is gained by delaying buying those articles which the first cold snap will make necessaryr for comfort; besides if you buy early you get the
pick of the whole collection which is worth considering.
We have lately received in our Infants’ Outfit
Department some new Chamois Skin Moccasins for
babies
which are a good deal better than
ordinary worsted shoes
besides being pretty and cheap.

mrw

ment.

—Salesman can
WANTED
small samples;
agent

POK

AND

u«m*<t

under the authority of
of Mai.,*,
The
°fL,thearelfK‘»Uture
Company a works
fully coraplete<i ami in operation with a large list of consumer* and a
Hydrant
Keutal from the
City of Rath. The bonds are confidently recommeuded as a conservative Invest-

21*1

^—■———>

otners
Yorlt-

DEPOSIT^

—

Or to the

ai., without board.

pair.

SAFE

The bond*

at THK

»8 Devonshire Htrcrt, Host.a.

or

No

CENT.

Mortgage
Sinking Fund
—

at

5! J3f

_<13w

BOSTON

____22-1

STORE,

k

^',?rv™,,*v:fn.1T

Coupons payable June and December

IjSOK

60 piece* Double Width Tricots, in all
the Fail Shades, 40c a yard; never sold
less than 02c.
25 pieces Black Dress Goods, in Brocade, Stripes and Checks, 40 inches wide,
ai 60c a yard; worth $1.00.
We have the best $1.00 Black Silk to
be found in the city.
50 pieces Fancy Colored Satins at 39c
a yard; worth 50c.
20 pieces Fancy Dress Goods, in Stripes
and Plaids at 50c a yard; good value at
75c.
50 nieces Colored PInsh and Velvets at
$1.00 a yard; worth $1.50.

MKRTISUS.

uw

18-1

LET- Booms

ly 14dtf

Portland Widows’ Wood Nscieiy.

HHRALE HELP.

(¥1©

Aldermen.
City Marshal.

KZKA IIAWKKS
D
1
ortland. July 13, 18S7.

Due me.

WITH ItOAHO-T wo large sun-

\yAI»TH »-Woman

MAINE.

ot

M ’, 16«

LET-Nice front room, hot and cold water,
TOwith
without hoard at 93 PINE 8T. 21-1

ALL

PORTLAND,

TEN DOLLARS REWARD.

HOARD.

BROS.

STILL LOWER

nuiifun,

«.

Chairman of Committee on Streets,
N°- 18’ «W
Port.and.Oet. 12, lss7

furnish

cau

Address

NfcALsT.

HAI.K—A desirable lot of land situated
,.
°,n Cumberland street, nearly opposite the
cathedral, suitable for a block of two houses
Apply to John I’. PR0CT0R7 CeutennUl Bhwk:

house,

locality,

20-1

o(

man

_WALK hit. Long

price.

the Falmouth Hotel.
«ep28dly

given and required. Pergood salary.
J. O.
BLANCHARD,
8upt., 30 Reade St., N. Y.
«ct24
dlaw4wM

PIIOPOSAI.8
£JEALEI>
nuclei

i(Cl?oiIo,-rof

"•

*4-00’mo’l5-00’

RINES

and

INTEL-

I’AKK ST.; refer-

88

hi solicit orders (or our Beautllut Life sl/.e Portraits,
mutt tuive at
#15 at command: to inch we
n“m,h. Address at once
S rAH POltTBAlT
CO., 21 Bogers street, llovcr.

Children’s good School Umbrellas only 25 cents.
Large size Umbrellas 39, 50, 59, 65, 75 cents, $1.00 and
up.

Taxes.

ACTIVE AND
WANTED—LADY.
Bgent, to
in her own

THE

WHICH LEAVES THE
HANDS

boy at
WAUTED-A
euces lequlrcd.

Choice from 200 Black or
iST.-01,*,2,00
P,a'(? Gossamers marked down to $2.00 each.
$2.2o
choice new Electric Gossamers $1.75 each.
New Mother Hubbards $1.39 each.
$2.50 Silk Umbrellas only $1 98, just the things for presents.

that the time allowed

and

_

at

PRICES LOW.
Electric $1.50 Gossamers $1.00 each.

Said by Grocers everywhere.

ONLY FAMILY

1I7ANTKIS—An experienced boot and she*
*
J salesman in our men’s department, AddIi
UP. AN HBOS., No. 455 Congress Street. 22-1

$1.00.

PaviitK

Granite

C?

W

CLEAN LOT.

Treasurer and Collector.
Oct. 24, 1887.
oct24dtd

WALE—Boarding

HfiCl.P-

ANTKIS—A man to fill a vacancy as col
lector etc., lor an established business
a good collection route
vacant; be ready (or work
Apply CHAU. MTAN8F1KLII, Boon
Monday.
67 Exchange at..
City.__22-1

CLOVES.

very central location, 20 rooms furnished
Black Walnut and Ash, good Tapestry Carpets,
large dining room, b0 boarders, price $1200, part
«mV>l.ca,ut,.ll.e|P making $80 month net: rent
?> .. HILL & cq 330 Washington street,
Boston, Mass.
24-1

IS

MALI

M'8Se8’ Cashu,ere Gloves for Fall and Winter
wear, 25 and 50 cents

in

PURE, AND

cheap.

a

for

Block*.

KOO.T1H.

™r the
voluntary payment of taxes for the
present year under a Discount of one per rent.,
will expire at the
close of business, on MONDAY,
October 31st instant.
H. W. HERSKY,

P ai

ififiySrfAyvT

doing good business; not twenty miles Iron
Bangor; only store In town; to be sold at once
terms cash. AddressH.lt., care J. W. Perklm
At to., Portland, Me.
30-4

?oni??l.n ^‘t.uUraf8Sr.

STUDIO,

dl2tlst,2dor4thp

Month, Coated Tongue,
n in the Hide.&c.
riiey regulate the Bow
Us and prevent Const!

j«_ _ga

b* sold

Propownl*

a

and

AMAH
1tf

w.

r

CITV ADVKKTMENKHTH.

as

good druggist to buy
drm
WAISTKD-A
store stock aud fixtures; long establishes

Salesroom IS Exchange Street
o. KIIMV.
marts

CITW or rOKTLAHD. MAIN*

D-

1 lot Fancy Stamped Pillow Shams, 25 centf
pair.
1 lot nice White Apions, nicely made, 19 cents per
each.
extra good Aprons, nicely made, 25 cents each.
J
markedouly 50, 59, 75 cents and $1.00.
LOOK I 10 yards $1*25 Linen Diaper
only 98 cents*

f

Procured or any druggist for 80 cents
25 cents), or will be sent by
ot Prlce-1° »ny part of the u.
agents, Doolittle A Smith,
28 Tremont Street,
24

Discount jn

In
wl

The applicant Is fully qualified to do genera
housework and cooking; Is an experienced laund
ress.
Address HOCSEKEEPEIt, Saccarappa Mi
Box 4C7.
11-2

Stamped Pillow Shams, White Aprons and Night

Opp.

Dyspepsia,

an

By a capable middle aged womai
WANTK
situation
housekeeper In a small (am

White Wool Blankets, extra size 12-4, $5.00 per pair.
Heavy White Blankets, $2.25 per pair,
$2.00 quality Grey Blankets $1.50 per pair.
Sliver Grey Blankets $2.50 and $3.50 per pair.
Cotton Blankets 09 cents per pair.
wkite* Grey! and Scarlet, at low prices.
&"?J?,00,.B,anke&
$2.oO
Comforters $1.89 each.
Comforters at 50, 69 and 89 cents eaeh.
$1.25 Bed iSpreads $1.00 each.

of

f,»*nX«Ltrta
r
Hv°?»rece,l?t
wWaJJl®
luIsto^MaSw UK^8t*'

audTcs
Hearty Bating. A per
tect remedy for Dizzi
ness, Nansen, Drowsi

EBB

:

from

uee

'MV

MAN to take au office and represent a maim,
per week; small capital reqiilrf.*- raeturet; «6o
with stamp, MANUFACTI KKK
\\ est Acton, Mass.
oct21i<4t
Box^70^

UA.rlar.hAt

DYSPEPSIA_KILLERS.

Undigeation

*5S| ITTI C
■~3WT ■ * | “

wet will

K

Exchange

lot of

Ala taTsSffaf^rsais.,sf,3«aBtarw-

the
cared' by the

H'

c.iamisiieu

Brawers marked down to 55 cents.
u
Mixed Shirts and Drawers
50 cents.

DR. MARK R. WOODBURY’S

Positively Oared by
Uioso Little Pills.
They also relieve Dis

Itress

tmmm

new

P°P“1“r prl"

■ i.
ouMiiess,
furnish
capital. Fur particulars, applyY to N s
UAK1HNEK. No, 4>.
lit.
i£i
•

A

Of Yourself,
C Is.Lt

*"M*LACGh“

know that M. G. Palm

WA"?’*?**—^ ft Eood. reliable party,

at SO cents each.

Colored Picture
I

sicTHiscRar

5-'AR *TR
iSlltlAE L f\0 I

re/

NEW YORK

•

____18-1

a

Gents’ good working outside Shirts at 81 cents each.
Gents’ Heavy All Wool Blue Shirts at $2.00 per pair.
Gents’ Extra Heavy Working Shirts at $1.2» each.
Gents’ Laced Front Shirts at 02 eents each.
Gents’ Heavy Blue Lined Heavy Weight at $1,75 each.
1 lot Boys’ Flannel Shirts at 87 1-2 cents a
piece.
1 lot Boys’ fancy colored Flannel Shirts at $1.25 each.
Geuts’ Fancy Laced and Plaited Front shirts from 02 cents to
All our Shirts are made extra length.

Eiffe

WUI

......

5.®,88
““dUi-awers for 08

—

i
Belch I n»

U.
near Congress Houare.
Ht.,
Corns, outgrowlm
and nails treated In a
skillful in inuer Hei
rooms will he open for Ladles' and
G>mlemen

Joints

perfect,

“^cording to size;

Mits. Dll
135 Fret

*

GAN

FLANNELSHIRTS AT VERY LOW PRICES

IF

IOO Poses One Dollar.

-_1

cenl
ThL« iM?.

octao

$1 j six for »5. Prepared
uu.f Lowell, Mass.

«

by being

Shetland Drawers

Gents’ 75 wnt

”

1

*!

to know that
"\VAs,Hmf«‘»'£ai,tle?
MAN has taken rooms at

Wednesday.

SHINE’S

ra

Hood’s Sarsaparilla
v,. I.

WITH

foTFjsl
Y E

m.jr.mug,

uy

soiled

are

oct24__aa

uuiy

Slightly

dealings,

THU MATTER
TAKING A

h5rfs?

*oods

iu.ll.__

8th-we

I Was

"«"««

DAMAGED UNDERWEAR

Without any Charge
to Our Customers.
J

opened

Purthase

fan

f hlM^n “whltf ?e 5ual,ty ^arlet Vests and Pants $1.00;

Ed"ln A' 8elfrer9 and Ml"

DEATHS.

aged!fayP^r!h>

uuy your erooas or us

and you will not fail in this direction.
The advantages we can offer are many and should be
considered
in
furnishing
your home: 1st—you can furnish completely under one
roof; 2nd--you can save the
most money; 3d-*you can
buy
low price, medium price, or
high price goods; 4th-we
have the largest stock, the
best
selected stock from
which to select, as each department is by itself; 5th-we
always correct misunderstandings; 6th—we are open
from 7 o’clock a. m. to 9
o’clock p.m.; 7th-we deliver
all Coodstoany station in the
United States

an

In Gardiner Oct. I. Thomu

$1*°° Cndcrwear

RUBBER GOSSAMERS AND UMBRELLAS.

DEEBINO.

them

°"r

69 cents pair.
$1.37 Embroidered Kid Gloves only 98 cents

AGAINST FIRE

There will be a temperance
meeting in
Lewis Hall, Woodfords, this
evening,
at 7.30 o’clock.
The meeting will be
under the auspices of the W. C. T.
U
The
laws so called” in
Raptor on “Prohibitory
° S ^ V°"ng Amedcan3”

Wmoffc,'“1

WAnTml?m ,,e°^le ,0

L“dpair?"d
Embroidered Back Kid Gloves

SUBURBAN NEWS.

THE INDEX SOAP

\

Bear in mind that

ALL GOODS PURCHASED OF US

--wards-,
*
*
» Total.

1
1
Old age....
i
Marasmus.
ll-___

was

hear the respondents. Since the
hearing for
the plaintiff closed, a circular has been sent
prominent boat clubs using the patents, telling them if they wish to contribute towards
the expense of fighting the case, the Union
Club will fight, but if compelled to bear the
expenses alone, the clubs may settle. What
the outcome of the correspondence has been
is only known to the club members. It is
thought the hearing for the respondents will
soon be had.

to those

proposing to live as becomes
those in moderate circumstances and provides for all
the furniture needed by such,
at the same time may becut
down by those willing to do
with less.
The sums allotted to different departments are as follows: The Kitchen, $35.65;
the Dining Room,$77.25; Sit-

following

_

LadthUWweekBrorV5t“en8ts etcfu1

8i*f,8’

•

perfect satisfaction

The Death Rate.
The whole number of deaths in the
city foi
last week was 12, from the

1
1

$l,50Severyw^here*

selec

attention of housekeepers ti
at
FIVE :KVT'hti
in tinware, crockery, Blass
ii all kinds of kitchen
furnishing uoods at 44*
Congress street; hlt drive In coal
HM

Scarlet Pants for 50 cents a
pair; all wool.
d
tents each.
VJ£8ts„and PanU for *1"*
“* WeU kn0wn W* * °* Med,,e#* *oods
for

that’sell

to

rrVv!Wv,r?^,,S-l9t-1887-

7oc«nt8.

years

salesmen

F. O. BAILEY & CO.
Auctioneers and Commission Merchants

Wringing
Call or write tr
4K- i*AN(»8, factory ami salesroom* 20”
**”**' Portland, Me.
Butterlck Patten
Rooms *^
9-4

HAD,

cents a piece.
Gents W hite Shirts and Drawers for 75
cents; marked down from
a“d 52, always in stock.
4tt*
Rot.*
rro»
6<i
Boys’ Grey Mixed Shirts and Drawers for 31 cents each.

WILL INSURE

will be

~

^Ul

1
1 int
lot

Theatre November 4th and 5th.

city

for infringement of a patent. Tho
heard before a magistrate in this
city last spriug-that is to say, the courts
appointed a lawyer to hear testimony and
decide on the merits of the case, and the
evidence of Mr. Davis and his
witnesses,
which is very voluminous, has all been
put
and
the
in,
magistrates are now
to
case

JUUIIC

given

&HQ «xl.

Sold by all druggists.

The IW. F. Davis Patents.
There are inquiries from time to time as to
what has become of the suit of M. P.
Davis
of Portland against the Union
Boat Club of

at 4.55 instead of 5.05.
On the Portland and Rochester there is
no
change in the time of departure of the morning through train The train which formerly left at 12.2o will now leave at 1 p. ni
Several changes have been made in the
running of the street cars, the new arrangements beginning to day. On the
Spring St.
line, from 6 30 to 10.45 a. m. cars will run
every 15 minutes over the entire lino from
Bramhall street to Grand Trunk
depot. Afterwards cars will run to Thomas street every ten minutes, and to Vaughan and Brainhall streets every twenty minutes.
On the Congress street station
line, cars
will leave the post office at 6.45 and 8.05 a. m.
m.
A
new time table
P2
an,<lfor this
will be issued
line as soon as the
double track is completed.

J. If. Hamlen & Son; 519,840 feet of
lumber
7,690 pickets, valued at 89,108, cleared bv r’
Lewis & Co.

to

UUIIOIU

M__

u ■

the cost of
Kitchen, the Dining Room,
the Sitting Room, Parlor and
Chamber, and for the figures

WHAT IS

nnit >nnwli*lvF

«tx

■

llic

forth
furnishing the

Orchestra will be in attendance
at the Cumberland
County Musical Convento
be held at Yarmouth November 2d
tion,

?

*, ®81

housekeepers, setting

AT

the Lord,” contained in the Psalms. The
doctrine of endless torment was severely denounced, it being argued that God was far
too merciful to inflict any such
penalty even
upon the worst of sinners—and that one of
His greatest proofs of goodness to rnank
ind,
was displayed in the
provision (as held by
the Adventists) to blot the
finally wicked out
of existence as unfitted for the
association of
saints. Elder James
Ilemenwav, of Athol,
Mass., will spend next Sunday'with this so-

Winter Time Tables.
The railways have changed their
time
tables as follows:
On the Maine Central the
morning train to
Augusta will leave at 7 05 instead of 6.45.
the noon trains for Bangor and
Skowhegan
will leave at 12.50 and 12.55 p. m., instead of
12.40 and 12.45 p. m. The afternoon train
from Lewiston will leave at 4.50 instead of 5.
1 he afternoon train from
Augusta will leave

u.a_

'VI

ried^not
Mated.”
Chandier’s

_

WAi',T,!{**-Twenty-live

territory iu Maine, New Hampshire, Ver
-77, Massachusetts,
Rhode Island and ConnerI?"”1tlcut, for the sale of The Excelsior-Self

lly.

havearranged aspecialcircii'

ln>

PH,'ler5!>,?iy!V1! furious

Brain.
Diphtheria.
Consumption.
Heart.
Jaundice.

jwr

co.,

the sale of tickets to “Sbadto be given at PortI'heatreF riday and Saturday next.
the
Jim,
Penman" drew two
audiences Saturday afternoon and delighted
evening
to see the Welsh
Prize bmgers in the
JStockbridge course.
Wednesday evening next.
J.- McCallum of this city, who is
with the Agnes Herdon
company, now travin
eling
the West, is winning much credit
for his fine acting.
The YViehita (Kan,)
Daily Eagle makes special mention of his
T°by
in “Mar-

Accident!^3:. i

____20-1

JVhite Vests and Pnuts for 25 cents each.
Vests and Pants for only 50 cents a
piece; same (roods have beeu sold
ror

Se*ra|e»LiXerma.r

Wednesday
S
land

t.,

WAWnp-For
Vvi*c

—

liiliuren’ White l ntierwear from 18 1.8
from
to •*«“*■»
these bcarlet goods will be
these
next

MECHANICS’ HALL.

became

heads, 30,021
fill,978.05, cleared by

“WOBI.Ll’S CKISIS”

The services of the Second Advent Society
in the Mechanics’
building Sunday, were excellently attended. A former pastor, Elder
E. A. Stockman, now editor of the denominational paper, published at Boston, occupied the pulpit. Among this people Elder
Stockman is not only considered a
leading
writer, but one of the foremost preachers as
well. Characteristic of the
man, his discourses yesterday were both pointed
and
forcible, commanding the undivided attention of his listeners. In the
afternoon, he

branch this season. Pennlo
are reminded that the
evening train over the
Ma pc Centra] leaves Portland ten
minutes
earlier than ever before, and those who
have
accustomed to taking the train at 5
0 clock must
remember that the train now
leaves the Commercial street station
at 4 50
and Congress street at 4.58
p. m.

40o staves, 8,750
staves, 850 pairs
feet lumber, valued at

FURNISHING

and calm,

through
infirmities of age
as light through a cloud.
Judge Walton then read a letter from
Chief Justice Peters, paying a
tributo to Mr. Bradbury, who was touchingPetJudge
ers s life-long friend, their
of over
intimacy
40 years not being marred
by a single un-

resofuUons*'

,

Queen.WhltJ

causes:

OB'

AUCTION iAtK*.

cash, second-hand Books
Cl*“ «r address
mil v o
JOHN
BKIEN, 05 Pleasant St., Portland

COMMENCING THIS MORNING AT 8 O’CLOCK

f

Remember that the box office will be
open
for

and last and mosl

clerk of courts.
Judge J. A. Waterman gave a brief outline
of Mr. Fessenden’s life and
spoke of his
faithfulness to every trust. He was held in
esteem
in
high
public and private life. The
speaker referred to his genialty and kindness, so great that children recognized him
as their friend and placed their hands
trust-

Androscoggin

R

HOUSE

NOTES.

Hon. J.W. Symonds spoke of the difficulty
of realizing the fict of Mr.
Bradbury’s loss
The Bar of the State will not soon
forgel
him. It is not of his long and varied
public
services that we should speak, not of him
as
a politician, not of him as a
party leader.
But we would speak of him as the brilliant
learned and subtle lawyer of our admiration!
respect and love for him, of his courtesy, oi
his harmony of character, of his even
judgment
and

GREATEST SALE

WE HAVE EVER

L,mihyrT1'e Night Owls.:::.Kecke!
Selection-Irish Airs'.]!!!!!!!! “V.V.V.V.VSSjjg

play “Dominie’s Daughter,”
0Th«
at
I ortland

_WANTED.

WINTER UNDERWEAR
ATKINSON
;

Grimmer’s orchestra will perform the following concert programme at the prome.
nade concert at City Hall tomorrow
evening
Boulanger March.
Overt ure-Black

ADVEKTINE.VlE.VrM.

—

CONCEBT AT CITY HALL.

ment.

PULPIT AND PLATFORM.

1 u°"35-000 P’
1.847 tons
l°,Mark Eulery.
to the Grand
i|barre The potatoes
Trunk Railway,
exports have been 5.-

will be amateur night. Prize;
will be offered for the best local gentlemai
banjo player and the best lady singer. Then
have been quite a number of entries already
and tlie evening promises to be a very Inter
eating entertainment. All those who wisi
to enter for Friday evening are requested tc
on or before Thursday.
report
The gold watch was drawn by Charlei
Stover Saturday night, the lucky numbei
being 938. At the children’s carnival, Min
nie Coombs won the prize for the pretties;
girl. Jack Coyne was picked out as tin
homeliest boy, and was made happy with
fine jackknife.

Waiker closed
seconding the resolutior
offered by Mr. by
Talbot.
Edward Payson, Eso., said he was less
te speak of Mr. Bradbury’s public life than his brethren In the
profession ol
H’.e law, but that he should
speak of Mr
Bradbury’s character in a general way. He
spoke of the true foundation for the estimate
in which Mr. Bradbary was held as
a man
and thought there was
something finer In the
man than anything which he said
or did
Msstguam tideri was not so much a inottc
which he had adopted as an inborn senti-

Maine Central Conductors.
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The Eastern Farmer of this State in its
issue of last week contains a cut of Dr. T. H.
Hoskins of Newport, Vt., formerly of Gardiner, and son of the late H. B. Hoskins
Mr. Hoskins is an eminent
horticultural
author.
His orchard contains some 1200
fruit trees, embracing every
variety capable
of enduring the climate, collected from
our
northern border, Canada and Russia.
Hon. Robert B. Caverly,
long a widely
known and leading member of the Middlesex
County Bar, died at his residence in Lowell,
Mass., Friday morning, at the age of 81
years. He was admitted to the York
County
Bar in 1837, and entered upon the
practice of
law at Limerick, at which
place he resided
until-1842, when he removed to Lowell. In
addition to his professional labors he has
devoted much time to history and
genealogical research, in which ho has achieved
much
distinction.
Professor Rogers of Colby
University is
constantly receiving applications for special
investigations for widely different parts of
the world. During the past week
calls have
been made from Florida.
Minnesota, California, and Dublin, Ireland. One call is for
the investigation of the co-efficient
of expansion of a new alloy; another is for a
special form of micrometer, and that for
Dublin is for a special form of
ruling upon
two glass plates, which were sent to
Waterville by express.

wi

creation
Miss Lem

the Humpty Duiupty clown, and
Cale and the famous Milo Brothers.

all the courts of the State, an advocati
practice
the cogency of whose argumentation was Ulus
tratedand made impressive by the winning arti
of a persuasive oratory, and a courteous
gentle
man, whose everywhere known urbanity of man
sprang from the liberality of Ills sentiments
per
the general cheerfulness of bis
temperament, ant
tlie kindness of bis heart—Incapable of Iiarborim
1
envy as It was of resentment.
Resolved, That the court be respectfully re
quested to place this resolution on Its records
and order a copy thereof
transmitted to th<
family of the distinguished deceased.
Hon. .George Walker said that his
acquaintance with Mr. Bradbury dates back to 1847
at Calais. He saw him lu the prime of lift
and when his health was broken and knew
him in all the relations of life. He spoke ol
Mr. Bradbury’s ability to comprehend a case
and to present it In the most skillful manner
He spoke of his uniform
courtesy in all hi<
practice to witnesses, lawyers and the court
His political views were broad and
patriotic
He put his country first and his
party second
W hen the rebellion came he dedicated his
talents to the preservation of the union. Mr
in

announced the death of

The arrangement of the Maine Central
passenger conductors as they will run upon
the new time taking effect today is as follows : The veterans, Bodge and
Anderson,
will as usual run the
Portland, Lewiston and
Skowhegan through trains. F. A. Mclntire
and Henry Judkins will officiate
upon the
Pullman trains, while Geo. E.
Whitney and
L. V. Philbrook will run the Portland and
Bangor day express. To John Jewett and
II. A. Whitney has been assigned the morning train from Portland to Bangor and return on alternate days, while Robert
Alden
has charge of the evening train from
Portland to Augusta, returning the
following
morning. To Conductor Sprague has been
assigned the new train making daily trips
between Auburn and Skowhegan. The usual
corps of conductors will officiate
upon the

original

THE
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expected to speak were detainei 1'
away by pressing business engagement.
S. C. Strout, Esq president of the
bar, ii
fitting terms briefly announced the death o
non. Bion Bradbury, and endorsed in ad
vance the remarks to follow on his life am
character.
Hon. George F. Talbot referred to the fac t
that he came here the same year that Mr
THE Y. M. A. C. COURSE.
Bradbury did and that the latter’s profes
The third entertainment in the Y. M. C. A
sional service had outlasted his own
by 3 ) course will be given at City Hall Thursdaj
years. He said that Mr. Bradbury preferrei l
evening, November 3d, and will consist oj
the forensic duties of the bar to the ease am I
recitals and impersonations by Stuart Rog
dignity of the bench, although he might hav:
ers, who has already made a great reputa
occupied that position if he had so chosen
tion in Portland. He comes with an entin
1 he speaker gave a sketch of Mr.
Bradbury’
life and a graphic account of the methods o
change of programme. Among his new im
law practice when Mr.
Bradbury was lo
personations will be that of Rt. Hon. W. E
cated in Calais. He spoke of Mr. Bradbury’
Gladstone. Course tickets have been re
ability to win verdicts. Mr. Bradbury neve
browbeat a witness, extracted all desired in
duced in price for the remainin'? entertain.
formation man easy, persuasive manner. A
meuts, which include one illustrated lecthe close of his remarks Mr. Talbot
ture by C. E. Bolton, entitled “Vienna tc
offeree
the following resolutions:
Constantinople’,; a lecture on “That Boy’s
Sister” by Rev. Dr. Vincent, and a recital ol
Resolved, That in the recent death of lion. Itioi
Maine
have
lost
one
of
it:
bhakespeare s historical tragedy, “Julius
th? !,ar^of
most eminent
leaders, and the community havt
Csesar by Hannibal A. Williams of New
lost a counsellor whose natural
aptitude for leca
York city.
principles, had been reinforced by the cultun

EslDaniel |SrSyt’
W. Fessenden,
Esq.,on the 4th of last
September, and spoke of the faithfulness
with which he served for
many years as

happy.”

■Jfn ®f°',Hiutala

Alden will appear in his

were

Resotved, That by the death of Daniel W. Fessenden this bar has been bereft ot an
honorable,
respected and beloved member, whose connection with it during a period of more than
forty
characterized both by professional and
y*ar,s
offlclM
ability and fidelity, and by strict Integrity
and uniform courtesy.
we- his professional brethren,
Tt“,at
have occasion
in common with the
community In
»hlchhe dwelt the greater part of his life, to deplore bis loss; and tiiat homing in affectionate regard the memory of ms many virtues, we bear
cheeerful testimony to the noble
and beautiful
traits of bis character, his large hearted and
genstrong love for ills fellowmen,
e^HUS«?ature'.h*s
and oft repeated instances of
practical benevolence with which bis life abounded.
Resolved, That we extend to tile family of our
decased brother and friend, our warm and earnest sympathy with them in their
great bereavement, and the assurance ot our strong and abiding
affection for him whom they fondly loved, and
whose devotion to them ceased
only with Ills life.
Resolved, That we extend to the family of our
deceased brother aud friend our warm and earnest sympathy with them In their
great bereavenicnt, and the assurance of our strong aud abiding affection for him whom they fondly loved, and
whose devotion to them ceased only with his lift.
Resolved, That the court be requested to cause
these resolutions to be made a
part of Its records,
and that a copy of them be sent to
the family
1 of
our deceased brother.
Hon. J. H. Drummond
of
the Fesspoke
senden family and their characterists.
He
referred to Mr. Fessenden’s graciousness and
desire to accommodate, when lie held the
office of clerk of courts. If he had
applied
himself to his profession he might have attamed eminence, but his life was
and
happy
he did good in the
community. May we not
say that this course was better than the other? Mr. Drummond seconded the resolution offered by Judge Waterman.
Judge Walton said that lie most heartly
endorsed the words spoken by the
gentleme_n of the committee and the resolutions
had ius full concurrence. He
accordingly
ordered them spread on the records of the
court.
As a mark of respect the court was adjourned for the day.

Imports and Exports.
1 ho importations
for the past week have
of dry fish, 5 barrels of cod
on, 50 dozen eggs
consigned to Geo. Trefeet h«ard.s 17 cords

This week at the Park Garden the manage
ment have secured a strong combination o
artists. The first on the list will be the Nev
York favorites, Bud and Annie Granger, ii
their sketch entitled “Mixtures,” followei
by William Burk. Then come two of tin
most finished artists in America, McGrev
and Mack, in their peculiar line, and Mur
phy and Raymond, in their novelty act cn
titled “Ireland and Italy at War." Did

■

Cape.

the Reversible Collar Co.’s exhibit

cold.

NEW ADVEB1I8EHKNTK.

PARK WINTER GARDEN.
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From information, it is alleged he
furnished,
the officers recovered coats,
dresses, bedding
and a large cyiantity of other valuable
property. There were two dozen silver forks takit
is reported, the man not
en, but,
arrested,
disposed of these valuables.
Hatch is said to be thosamc man who stole
a valise at the Boston boat some
time ago,
and then took it to
Lewiston, where he stole
a pocket book from a woman.
He is also
sail to have been the man who
lately stole a
gold watch at the Boston boat. He is a
young man about 22 years of age.
It is alleged that this gang of men is also
connected with the gang who broke into the
cottages at Diamond Island.

PrAsiflont

Presentation of Resolutions on thi >
Death of Messrs.
Bradbury am I
Fessenden to the Supreme Court.

who

made a confession in which he stated to the
officers that he, with Hatch aud another man
—who is not arrested—were the
perpetrators
of the burglaries committed at the

Trinity church, St. John. N. B., and family,
at Mrs. Colby’s, No. 99 High street.
Rev. L. L. Greene, pastor of theUniversalist church at Bath, has received a call from
Springfield, Vt.

A sample "Flberlcue” collar and cull is
giver
to all lady visitors at the Fair In Boston who call
at

Burglars who Broke Into
Shore Cottages
Caught.
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